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The platinum microelectrode technique for measuring 
oxygen flux in soils has been reviewed. Shortcomings in the 
existing technique and instrumentation have been discussed. 
The new instrumentation, electrode standardization and 
measurement techniques developed enable the method to be used 
with confidence in unsaturated soil systems. Measurements 
of oxygen flux index in four soil samples showed a very highly 
significant regression relationship between oxygen flux index 
and air space within the range 3 - 15% air space on each soil. 
There was no significant difference in the regression relation 
between soils. 
A field penetrometer, designed to measure the presence 
and strength of subsurface pans in field soils has been 
described. Measurements with the penetrometer on three depth 
of ploughing treatments (100, 230 and 355 mm) on tillage trials 
at four sites with different clay contents showed that hard 
layers were present on all the treatments. Except on the 
shallowest ploughing depth treatment on the fine-textured 
soil, where the pan was 225 mm below the nominal ploughing 
depth, the hard layers were present between a few mm and 150 mm 
below the nominal ploughing depth, and had strengths of between 
16 and 24 bars. 
The theory and factors affecting measurement of soil 
strength with needle penetrometers have been investigated. 
The design and operation of a laboratory penetrometer used to 
measure soil strength under closely controlled laboratory 
conditions has been discussed. 
Physical factors likely to affect root growth, viz . soil 
texture, air space, bulk density, soil strength and available 
moisture, have been measured in a comprehensive range of 
undisturbed cores taken from the four tillage trials. High 
soil strength is considered as being the soil physical factor 
most likely to restrict root growth in these soils . Physical 
factors affecting soil strength have been investigated. Soil 
strength is shown to be highly dependent upon bulk density, 
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matric potential and soil texture o 
The hard pans shown to exist in all the tillage trial soils 
exhibit many of the characteristics of tillage pans~ but their 
existence cannot be attributed exclusively to the ploughing 
depth treatments imposed in the tillage trials. Rather, the 
pans have resulted from a combination of interacting factors, 
i ncluding the previous history of the soils, the imposed 
tillage treatments~ crop, and climatic factors. 
A study of some of the data from the literature on root 
growth and soil strength shows that root growth is severely 
restricted by soil strengths of the order of 20 to 30 bars. 
In order to determine whether root growth was being restricted 
in the tillage trials~ root profiles were extracted from one 
of the trials o These showed that the pans severely restricted 
root growth o 
Analysis of maize yield data from the tillage trials 
showed that on the three coarse-textured sites yield increased 
with increased depth of ploughing, and that there was a marked 
seasonal effect, ploughing depth having a relatively greater 
effect on maize yield in dry seasons than in wet. On the 
fine-textured site, however, where no pan existed near the 
surface in the shallow ploughed treatment, the ploughing depth 
effect was not significant, nor was there any marked seasonal 
effect of ploughing depth on maize yield. Evidence presented 
shows that the pans, by restricting root growth are reducing 
the amount of water available to the plant. This effect is 
greater i n dry seasons, and in soils with low available water . 
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INTRODUCTION 
Fifteen years ago very little was known about the effect 
of deep ploughing on Rhodesian soils. It was widely believed, 
but there was very l i ttle concrete evidence, that deep ploughin/ 
would be advantageous on many granite sands. There was also 
some evidence that yields in African areas were limited by poor 
and shallow ploughing . 
In order to study the effect of depth of ploughing on 
maize yield in granite sand soils , a series of three tillage 
trials was initiated in 1965 by staff of the Departments of 
Research and Specialist Services and of Conservation and 
Extension . These trials set out to examine the effects of 
ploughing continuously to 100, 230 and 355 mm with two types 
of plough, viz . mouldboard and disc, on maize yield . Further-
more, because of the low inherent fertility of these granite 
sand soils it was thought that better use could be made of 
compost if it were ploughed in deeply, so three levels of 
compost were applied as sub-plots of the main treatments. In 
a fourth trial started in 1968 the compost treatments were 
replaced by three levels of fertilizer plus lime. 
The initial three tillage trials were at Domboshawa 
Training School (near Salisbury) , Grasslands Research Station 
(near Marandellas) and Makoholi Experiment Station (near Fort 
Victoria) . The trial sites were on para-ferrallitic soils 
derived from granite . Thompson (1965) describes the soils 
of this group as ranging from highly porous coarse-grained 
sands throughout the profile , to similar sandy loams over 
yellowish- red sandy clay loams . The clay fractions consist 
almost entirely of kaolinite and amorphous sesquioxides of 
iron and aluminium , with appreciable reserves of weatherable 
minerals . 
The fourth tillage tr i al was at Ratcliffe Agricultural 
Engi neering Centre (near Sal i sbury) on a fine-textured red 
fersiall i t i c so i l der i v e d from banded ironstone . Thompson 
(1965) des c ribes the s e soils as be i ng red clays with pronoun~ed 
crumb or granular micro- structu re . The clay fraction is 
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mainly kaolinite ~ wi th some 2 : 1 lattice minerals, appreciable 
amounts of free sesquioxides of iron and aluminium~ and 
appreciable reserves of weatherable minerals . 
The approx i mate distribution of the para-ferrallitic and 
para-ferrallitic/fersiallitic granite-derived soil group 
associations are shown overleaf? together with the locations 
of the four trial sites. Soils of the type at Ratcliffe 
occur widely~ but seldom occupy extensive areas (Vincent and 
Thomas ~ 1961)~ so it is not practicable to represent them on 
a small-scale map o 
Early results from the trials, reported by Grant (1968), 
indicated that depth of ploughing strongly influenced dis-
tribution of roots . Shallow ploughing resulted in a large 
proportion of the roots being concentrated near the surface, 
whereas with deeper ploughing the roots were more evenly 
distributed . There was also some evidence of maize yields 
being lower on the shallow ploughed treatments. 
The trials proper ran for a period of seven years, and 
the objectives of the investigations undertaken in this thesis 
were: 
1) to evaluate the effect of imposed treatments on 
soil physical parameters 9 
2) to establish which physical factor or factors 
were restricting root growth, and 
3) to determine the effects of these physical 
factors on root growth and maize yield. 
Soil physical parameters considered most likely to 
influence root growth and .maize yield in these soils were soil 
aeration, soil strength and available moisture . Techniques 
chosen to be the most suitable for measuring these three 
physical parameters were: 
1) soil aeration - measurement of oxygen flux using 
the platinum mi croelectrode, 
2) soil strength - resistance to penetration with 
the penetrometer , and 
3) ava i lable moisture - measured ~s the difference 
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between water held at ' field capacity' and 
- 5 bars matr ic potential o 
Considerable problems were experienced at the outset with 
the platinum microelectrode technique for measuring oxygen 
flux , and it was decided to digress from the original objectives 
and investigate the technique fully with a view to improving it. 
The theory of operation of the platinum microelectrode in 
saturated and unsaturated systems was therefore investigated 
fully and new instrumentation and methodology developed for 
measuring oxygen flux in unsaturated soils is described. 
Similarly, the theory of needle penetrometers was studied, 
and a penetrometer designed to measure soil strength under 
carefully-controlled laboratory conditions is described. 
A field penetrometer designed to measure soil strength in 
field soils is also described . 
In order to evaluate the physical characteristics of the 
tillage trial soils a comprehensive range of undisturbed cores 
was taken from the four tillage trials. These cores were 
subjected to extensive physical measurements, viz. particle 
size distribution, bulk density , soil strength at ' field 
capacity ' and -1 000 mbar matric potential, air space at -20, 
-50 and -100 mbar matric potential, and available soil moisture. 
These measurements, together with measurements with the field 
penetrometer showed that high soil strength zones existed in 
all the tillage trials at various depths below the nominal 
plough depth. 
In order to establish whether high soil strength was 
affecting root growth in the trials studied 9 two different 
lines of approach were made . Firstly , root growth/soil 
strength data obtained from the literature were studied in 
order to establish approximate ' critical ' soil strengths at 
which root growth was stopped. These calculated values were 
then compared with the soil strength values obtained in this 
investigation with the field and laboratory penetrometers. 
Secondly , root profiles were extracted from the three depths 
of ploughing so that the extent of the root system under fjeld 
1 1 
conditions c ould be det e rmi ned o 
The ultimate objective of the i nvestigations conducted 
in this thesis was to determine the effects of the soil physical 
factors on ma i ze yieldo Evaluation of the physical factor or 
factors restricting maize yield should help to improve manage-
ment practices ~ and max i mize the potential of these soils. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THEORY OF OXYGEN FLUX MEASUREMENT 
1 .1 Introduction 
The platinum microelectrode technique for measuring oxygen 
flux in soils is a development of a metho~ of chemical analysis, 
termed polarography~ evolved by Jaraslov Heyrovsky in 1922 . 
The method is based on the unique characteristics of the current· 
voltage curves obtained when solutions of electro-oxidizable or 
electroreducible substances are electrolysed (Kolthoff and 
Lingane , 1952). The technique was first used in biological 
systems by Davies and Brink (1942) who measured oxygen in animal 
tissue . Lemon and Erickson (1952) introduced the method to the 
field of soil science, using the platinum microelectrode for 
measuring oxygen flux (traditionally but incorrectly called 
oxygen diffusion rate, or ODR, McIntyre, 1970) in soils. 
In use an external potential is applied between a platinum 
t 
microelectrode (cathode) and a large nonpolarizable reference 
electrode (saturated calomel or silver/silver chloride) as 
anode. The basic circuit diagram is shown in Fig . 1 . 1. 
Oxygen is reduced at the platinum cathode and an electric 
current (measured on the microammeter) flows . The current 
flowing is proportional to the rate of oxygen reduction. A 
characteristic current-voltage relation for a saturated system 
is shown in Fig . 1 .2. Current flow due to oxygen reduction 
begins at about -0,2 V and increases as potential decreases. 
The current resulting from this reaction gradually approaches 
a limiting value and becomes nearly constant and independent of 
further decreases in applied potential . When the applied 
potential is decreased below about ,-0,8 V, however, the current 
rises sharply. This rise is due to another reaction, the 
reduction of hydrogen ion to hydrogen gas . 
On the plateau region , where a limiting current is reached : 
oxygen is reduced as rapidly as it reaches the electrode surfac( 
The concentration of oxygen at the electrode surface remains 
constant at a value that is negligibly small compared to that 
Voltmeter Mi c roammeter 
Reference 
microelectrode 
\\\ \\\\0\\\ s, ~ 
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1n the body of the solution. Under these conditions, the 
current resulting from the reduction of oxygen at the platinum 
surface is governed solely by the rate at which oxygen diffuses 
to the electrode surface from the surrounding medium (Kolthoff 
and Lingane~ 1952). 
Fick ' s law of diffusion 1S applicable to this case and has 
been successfully applied by Laitinen and Kolthoff (1941). 
Thus~ using Fick ' s law of diffusion for a linear system, oxygen 
flux is related to the concentration gradient of oxygen by 
where f t a 9 
of radius a; 
= D a,t 1.1 
oxygen flux at time t at the surface of an electrod 
D = the effective diffusion coefficient for oxyger. 
1n the solution~ and c = oxygen concentration in the solution. 
Letey and Stolzy (1964) considered that a cylindrical 
co-ordinate system was more appropriate than a linear system f01 
the platinum microelectrode. The general steady state diffusi( 
in cylindrical co-ordinates is 
+ o 1.2 
The boundary conditions associated with the electrode are C
b 
= 
oxygen concentration at radius b~ and C = oxygen concentration 
a 
at the electrode surface 9 radius a. Integration of equation 









The flux is a product of the diffusion coefficient and the 









In soil systems it is assumed that a liquid film of mean 
thickness (b -a) ' separates the electrode from the gas phase. 
The thickness of this film 9 called ' the apparent mean liquid 
16 
path length i (Kr is t ensen and Lemon , 1964) and i mean film thick-
ness ' (Letey and Sto l zy , 1967) wi ll depend on the moisture content 
of the so i l . In operat i on it is assumed that Cb is the equilibrium 
oxygen c onc entr at i on i n solut i on for the particular partial 
pressure of oxygen i n the gas phase , and Ca = O. Putting (b - a) 
= ~r , equat i on 1. 4 i s then written 
1.5 
Figure 1.3 dep i cts the model used to explain electrode behaviour 
on the basis of equation 1 . 5. This model is considered to 
represent soil conditions near a root , or the microelectrode in 
unsaturated soil (Kristensen and Lemon, 1964). 
Oxygen flux measured in the first instance as a current, 
i s converted to the more meaningful un~ts of amount of oxygen 








wher e f t = oxygen flux at time t at the surface of an electrode 
a , 
of radius a ; i t = current in microamps at time t; M = 
molecular mass of oxygen (= 32 g mole-1 ); n = number of 
equi valents per mole of oxygen (= 4) ; F = the Faraday 
( 96 500 coulomb g equiv . - 1 ), and A = area of electrode in m
2
• 
Current readings are generally taken after attainme·nt of 
a quas i-stationary state , four to five minutes after application 
of p otent i al to the electrode system . F i gure 1.4 shows current-
t i me curves obtained i n two saturated systems . These show that 
aft e r thr e e mi nutes the decrease i n current wi th time is minimal. 
Re ad i ng s are generally taken after four minutes. 
In two - phase s y stems c urrent i s c ontr olled purely by the 
rate of diffusion of oxygen t o t he electrode surface . Current 
i s i ndependent of app lied potential i n the plateau region 
( - 0 , 2 to -0 , 7 V) l D sat~rat ed (F i g . 1 . 2) or near - saturated 
(F i g . 1. 5) systems and the d i ffus i on mode l described explains 
mic r oelectr ode b ehaviour. Consid e rat i on wi ll now be giv~n 
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to the unsaturated (soil-water-air) systemo 
1 02 Plat i num micro electrode operation in unsaturated systems 
In two-phase media diffusion rate of oxygen has an 
overwhelming influence on current limitation o For three-phase 
media it has often been tacitly assumed that the response is 
simi larly governedo Current-voltage curves at a range of 
moistures in a sand will show the effect of desaturation (air 
entry) on diffusion control of current at the platinum micro -
electrode o 
a) Materials and methods 
One kilogram of a bulk sample of silica sand (~O,5 mm) 
which had been washed and dried ? was poured into each of six 
rigid PVC cylinders o The bottom end of the cylinder was 
closed with a circle of cloth held ln place by a rubber band o 
The cylinders were 100 mm high and had an internal diameter 
of 100 mm . The bulk density of packing was 1,61 g cm-3 0 
The cylinders containing sand were placed on a tension tray 
and saturated with O?IN KCI ('see section 2 05 01 for explanation 
of this) o 
Current measurements were made at 0 9 1 V decrements from 
-0 9 1 to - 1 90 V with a new electrode pos ition being used for 
each measurement o One cylinder was used at each matr ic potential; 
saturation 9 0 9 - 20 9 -40 9 and - 60 mbar; matric potentials being 
measured with reference to the bottom of the cylinders o The 
sixth cylinder was used for the silver/silver chloride reference 
electrode o 
b) Results and d i s c uss i on 
Current- voltage curves for the sand at different matric 
potent i als are shown in F ig o 105 . The curves show that the 
plateau d lsappears at an early stage of desaturation, and that 
once the plateau has disappeared the c urves become quite steep o 
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The implic at ion of this is that d i ffusion of oxygen 
to the electrode 1S now no longer controlling the measured 
current. This throws doubt on the diffusion model of Fig. 1 . 3 
and has i mportant implications in the interpretation of measure-
ments made with the diffusion model in mind . 
In the light of this 9 if the platinum microelectrode method 
1S to be used for measuring oxygen flux in soils$ a thorough 
appraisal of the factors affecting its operation must be made. 
Following McIntyre i s (1970) lead , therefore, electrochemical, 
chemical and physical factors affecting reduction of oxygen at 
the electrode , and operation of the method in three-phase 
systems wi ll be examined. 
1.3 Fac tors affecting oxygen flux measurement in three-phase 
systems 
1 .3. 1 Electrochemistry 
Electrochemical analysis is important in determining which 
process controls current resulting from oxygen reduction at the 
worki ng electrode. It is necessary to know the nature of the 
reaction , its products and their subsequent behaviour, the 
influence of transport processes and of pH in determining 
electrode response . One can then deduce, using experimental 
evidence, likely rate - controlling processes in soils where a 
variety of conditions may be met. The object is to determine 
whether transport of oxygen , or some other process , is dominant 
i n controll i ng the rate of reduct ion of oxygen and hence current. 
a) Reacti on 
There is a good deal of controversy among electrochemists 
as to the exact reaction occurring when oxygen i s reduced at 
the plat i num micro electrode. Wi ll i ams (1966) proposed two 
substantially different courses for the reaction. The first 
involves product ion of H20 2 and i ts subsequent reduction ~ 
22 
-~20H - + H20 2 °2 + 2H 2O + 2e 




02 + 2H2O + 4e 
-~40H 1.7 
The alternat i ve hypothesis suggests that electroreduction of 
oxygen proceeds at a metal electrode by the formation and 
subsequent de c ompos i tion of surfac e oxi des o 
the reaction i s; 
°2 + 2M ~2MO 
2MO + 2H2O + 2e 
-~2MOH + 20H-
2MOH + 2e ~2M+ 20H-
°2 + 2H2O + 
4e-~40H-
In this case 
1.8 
Both reactions require four electrons for the reduction of a 
molecule of oxygen and reaction 1 08 shows formation and des-
truction of an oxide and hydroxide of the metal . 
There is no general agreement on the course of the reaction, 
but the most feasible explanation1 taking into account experi-
mental evidence ? is that of Rickman? LeteY1 Aubertin and Stolzy 
(1968) 0 They concluded from their work that H20 2 is formed 
regardless of the state of oxidation of the electrode 1 but that 
i ts rate of catalyt i c decompos i tion depends on the presence of 
an 'act i ve ' oxideo They also g i ve evidence of the formation 
and decompos i t i on of oxides on the electrodeo This seems to 
l nd ic ate that the overall reaction might be a combination of 
the above two reactions o Thus ? whatever the actual route 
taken by the reac t i on? i t appears necessary that for the reaction 
to proceed plat i num oxides or hydroxides must be present or be 
form e d dur i ng the reac tion. These oxides may then ? in turn 9 





b) Reac tion rate 
The rate of r e a c tion at plat i num surfaces is highly 
dependent on the surfac e condit i on of the platinum o Four 
gene ral in i t i al surface conditions have been recognized (Black 
and Buchanan ? 1966) . These are: 
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1) preoxi d i zed 9 anodized (or chemical treatment 9 
eo g . HN0
3
) , 
2) prereduced 9 cathodized (or chemical treatment, 
e og o H2S04
) , 
3) abraded (clean); 
4) aged-oxidized (any of the above surfaces allowed 
to stand i n water or air). 
Preoxi dized electrodes apparently allow the greate$reaction 
rate (Lingane, 1961) 9 wh i le an aged-oxidized surface inhibits 
oxygen reduction (Rickman et al o , 1968) 0 In addition these 
authors have shown that the state of oxidation of the electrodes 
affects the decomposition potential of oxygen at the electrodeo 
In add ition to the effect of surface conditions ~ ~ on 
reaction rat e, another factor arises in unsaturated sytems o 
In an unsaturated medium , say a soil at 10% air porosity, solid 
and l i quid geometry will be such that over a significant pro-
portion of :the electrode surface only very thin water films 
would separate the electrode from the gas phaseo Consequently, 
oxygen concentration gradients may be high , and a significant 
area of the electrode is potentially able to receive oxygen at 
a very high rate o The current over this area will thus be 
controlled by the reaction rate o 
Mc Intyre (1970) po i nts out that if reaction rate is likely 
to b e a current - limiting process (which is highly l i kely in a 
three-phase system)? surface c onditions of the electrode at 
t i me zer o should be made uniform to ensure that time is not 
havi ng a further effect through its control of the state of the 
Burfaceo Thi s introduces the problem of electrode standard-
i zat ion and how best to pretreat the electrodes to bring their 
surfaces to a standard condition o Techniques vary from purely 
phys ic al , through c hemic al to electrochemicalo The relative 
mer i t s of the d i ff erent te chn i ques wi ll be discussed more fully 
late ro 
1 03 02 Effect of pH 
The pH-of the med l um surrounding the electrode is lmportant 
24 
be c ause i t may i nfluenc e electrode behavi our by changing~ 
1) the exact c ourse of the react i on ~ 
2) the decomposit i on potential (or half - wave 
potential) of oxygen ~ 
3) the decomposit i on potential of H+ ions 9 or 
4) the effect i ve area of the electrode by pre-
c i pitat i on of insoluble compounds on its surface . 
pH may also affect the rate of reduction by affecting H202 
decomposit i on 9 H
2
02 be i ng more stable in ac i d than in alkaline 
solutions o 
Oden (1962) has shown 9 from theoretical and experimental 
invest i gat i ons 9 that the overall reaction already discussed~ 
1.9 
i s r elevant to a lower pH limit of about 3 9 5 to 4 90 for air-
saturated solutions o Under more acid conditions than this 
the reaction is probably 
1.10 
(Kolthoff and Li ngane 9 1952) 0 Because so i l pH i s generally 
above 4 90 react i on 109 should hold for most situations o 
McIntyre (1970) 9 on the evidence of Sawyer and Interrante 
(1961) and Black and Buchanan (1966) regards the effect of pH 
on de c omposi t ion potential of oxygen to be of only mi nor 
i mportanc e o The effect of pH on decomposit i on potential of 
H+ i ons i S9 however 9 of more importance o This i s especially 
so i n anaerob i c or near - anaerob i c media o Current- voltage 
curves presented by Black and Buchanan (1966) for two- phase 
med i a show that for a i r - satur ated so i l solutions ? pH has l i ttle 
apparent effe c t on decomposit i on potent i al of H+ fo r values 
between about 3 95 and 11 90 9 but that bel ow a c r i t ic al pH of 
about 3 ~ 5 the decompos i tion potent i al of H+ i nc rease s rather 
rapi dly o Oden (1962) has po i nted out that as oxygen c oncen-
trat i on decreases 9 the crlt i ca l pH for signi f i cant H+ i on 
de c omposit i on r i s e s above 3 95 0 Under near- anaerobic c ond i tions~ 
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appl l cat i on of the voltages (-O ~ 65 V1 Bi rkle 1 Letey ~ Stolzy 
and Szuszki ewic z ~ 1964 ) often employed in the measurement of 
oxygen flux may well give rise to a current that will be wrongly 
i nterpreted as oxygen reduction o Armstrong (1967) has shown 
that i n a two - phase system at pH 6 ~ 3 the H+ decomposition poten-
t i al changes from about -O~8 V for air-saturated to -O ~ 5 V for 
near- anaerob ic conditionso 
Od en (1962) determined the relation between voltage at the 
beginni ng of the reac tion 2H+ + 2e- ~H2 and the pH of an 
oxygen- free solutiono This relationship is shown in Fig o 1 06 
and it c an be seen that at a pH of 4~0 (a . practical lower limit 
for most soils) the decomposition potential for H+ ion (H+ ion 
overpotent i al) i n an oxygen- free solution is approximately -0,55 V. 
It would be necessary therefore to apply a potential greater 
than th i s to the platinum microelectrode to ensure that H+ ion 
reduct i on is not taki ng place under anaerobic conditions. 
Blac k and West (1969) using slurries and saturated sand found 
that when the applied voltage was -0 94 V or more, current did 
not change over the pH range 5,4 to 3 9 2; more negative voltages 
gave much higher currents at pH 3,2 0 On the basis of this 
they recommended that the maximum negative potential which should 
be applied to a platinum microelectrode for the measurement of 
oxyge n flux i n water - saturated soils shouid be -O~4 V (versus 
saturated c alomel electrode) o 
On th i s evidence it seems that at the applied voltage 
advo c ated and used by Birkle et al o ~ (1964) 9 vizo -O ~ 65 V 
(versus Ag/AgC l )9 H+ ion reduction will be taking place in many 
poorly- aerated soils o 
10 3 03 Electrode po i son i ng 
The term Ipoisoni ng ' has been variously used in connection 
wi th plat i num mi croelectrodes to denote a change in the surface 
of p l atinum which changes the sensitivity of the electrode to 
reduc t ion of oxygen (Bi rkle et al o ~ 1964) 0 It is probably 
better regarded as be i ng any alteration of the electrode surface 
whic h affe c ts i ts eff ic iency to reduce oxygen , other than by 
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(McIntyre 9 1970) 0 
Oxygen flux measurements made with the electrodes left in 
plac e in the soil over long periods of time have been shown to 
be signi f ic antly lower than those made with freshly-inserted 
electrodes (B i rkle et al 0 9 1964; Rickman et al 0 9 1968)0 
This is thought to be due to the deposit i on on the electrode 
of salts (principally calcium carbonate) and clay particles 
(Ric kman et al 0 9 1968) and iron and aluminium oxides (Oden 9 
1962) 0 Other substances present in soils in small or trace 
amounts 9 for example P04 9 S 9 eu and As may also ipoison
i the 
electrodes o 
The simplest way of overcomi ng the problem of poisoning is 
by leaving the electrodes in the soil only as long as is 
required to take the oxygen flux measurement o Poisoning should 
not be a problem in mineral soils when the electrode is used in 
this way o 
1 03 04 Soil · resistance 
In unsaturated soils 9 where soil resistance may be high 
(5 to 15 kSl. 9 Kri stensen 9 1966) there may be an apprec iable 
potential drop (ohmic loss) between the working (platinum) 
electrode and the reference electrode (Fig o 107)0 A high soil 
resistance will have the effect of reducing 
i effective i at the platinum microelectrode o 
voltage appl ied to the electrode system 9 R 
m 
the potential 
If V is the 
a 
is the resistance 
between the same electrodes 9 and i is the current flowing 9 
then the effective voltage V is given by 
e 
V = V 
e a 
iR 
m 10 11 
In two-phase systems soil resistance is not important9 
provide d i t is not great enough to lower V beyond the minimum 
e 
plateau voltage (Fig o 1 02)0 In three-phase systems ? however ? 
where the current-voltage curves may be steep (Fig. 1 05) 9 soil 
resistan ce assumes signifi c ant proportions o Kristensen (1966) 
and Mc Intyr e ( 1966) have discussed this aspect and have shown 
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oxygen flux determined i n three-phase systems at constant 
appl i ed voltage . In addition ? despite the fact that electrical 
res i stance has no influenc e on current if the applied voltage 
lies on a plateau in the current-voltage relation? it does 
affe c t the apparent applied voltage at which certain reactions 
occur . Thus ? differences in decomposition and half-wave 
potentials ? and the voltage at which pH affects the current? 
have no analytical significance? even in saturated media? unless 
ohmic loss in the medium is accounted for . Therefore? it is 
imperative that the resistance between the working and reference 
electrodes should be measured whenever oxygen flux measurements 
are made . 
It would be expected that the resistance between two 
electrodes in a soil depends on the distance between the two 
electrodes. McIntyre (1967) has examined this. The way in 
which the microelectrode is used in soil gives rise to boundary 
conditions applicable to spherical conditions (McIntyre ? 1967). 














? the resistance 
~.ecomes independent of the distance between the electrodes? and 
a function of r 1 , r 2 and Q only. Measurements made by McIntyre 
(1967) ? shown in Fig . 1 . 8 ? show that R becomes independent of m 
d at about 100 mm. In use? therefore , the two electrodes are 
always separated by more than 100 mm. 
1 . 3.5 Electrode k i netics 
This sect i on wi ll be concerned with the ' dynamic ' processes 
taklng plac e at the working (platinum) ele c trode. 
When significant current flows because of a reaction at an 
el ec trode i n a medium , several nonequ i l i brium (rate) processes 
c ontr i bute to the react ion . These are: 
a) the oxygen reduc t i on rate , wh i ch i s a function of 































F i g o 1 08 Electrical resistance of a loam soil at two differen 
mo i sture contents as a function of the distance 





b) transport of oxygen to the electrode; 
c) transport of OH- ions from the electrode, and 
d) the rate of reduction of H20 2 , if formed. 
One or mor e of the four processes may be dominant in controlling 
current strength . 
When the rate of one of the above processes becomes limiting, 
the electrode i s said to be polarized. The types of polarization, 
corresponding to the rate processes described above are: 
a) activation polar i zation due to a slow reaction 
rate at the electrode; 
b) concentration polarization due to slow transport 
rates of reactants, producing concentration 
gradients in the medium; 
c) electrolyte transport polarization, resulting 
from slow ion transport (by diffusion and electrical 
migration) from the vicinity of the electrode, and 
' d) reaction polarization, due to a slow secondary 
chemical reaction . 
These different types of polarization tend to reduce or 
oppose the applied potential at the electrode, and when this 
occurs , the potential of the electrode deviates from its 
equ i l i brium value. In this state the electrode is said to be 
polarized. Act i vation and concentration polarization are 
probably the most important ones in relation to electrode 
response in three-phase media. 
a) Act i vation polarization 
This r esults from the reaction rate at the electrode being 
the curr ent- limiting process , because of a slow step in the 
e l ectrochemi cal reaction . The slow step in oxygen reduction 
i s regarded by Evans (1968) as being that of splitting the 
oxygen molecule. McIntyre (1970) proposes a model to explain 
acti vation polar i zation. This model is shown in Fig . 1.9. 
Over parts of the electrode the liquid films are thin enough 
( L ~r "t) to mai nta i n a high rate of supply of oxygen . At crl • 
these po i nts oxygen concentration is constant and in equilibrium 
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= ° 1 Water-filled pore~ to infinity 
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~ ..... !---+------- 6r . t crl • 
Mc Intyre ' s (1970) propo sed model to explain micro-
electrode behav i our: (a) Phase geometry at the 
electrode surface 9 (b) Schematic representation of 
water film separat i ng the electrode from gas-filled 
pores o Ca = 02 c oncentration at the electrode, 
Cb = 02 conc entr at i on at the gas - liquid interface; 
6rcrit o = mi n i mum thi ckness of liquid film to 
maintain diffus ion c ontrol of current 
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a result of reaction rate at the electrode being the current-
limiting process. 
b) Conce~tration polarization 
When current density is high~ or the reactant concentration 
1S low 9 depletion of reactant oxygen may occur 1 causing con-
centrat i on polarization. The degree of polarization increases 
with decrease in voltage until concentration at the electrode 
reaches zero 9 at which stage the reaction rate is completely 
diffusion- controlled and a limiting current is obtained. This 
current remains constant with further decrease in voltage until 
a second electrochemical reaction occurs 1 in this case: 
+ -2H + 2e --'H2 • 
The case may occur when depletion of the reactant and slow 
reaction rate are equally effective in limitation of current. 
This means a combination of concentration and activation 
polarization at different parts of the electrode as the factors 
controlling current. This too is explained by the composite 
model of McIntyre (1970) shown in Fig. 1.9. Where 6r ~ ~r "t 
cr1 • 
depletion of reactant oxygen may ocdur and concentration 
polarization will take plaice . Where ~r~~r "t oxygen con-cr1 • 
centration will be high, reaction rate will be limiting and 
activation polarization will take place . 
c) Electrolyte transport polarization 
In porous media 9 desaturation enhances oxygen transport 
rates but at the same time impedes removal of OH- ions from the 
electrode. This could allow a build- up of the concentration 
of OH- i ons near the ele c trode. McIntyre (1967) has discussed 
the build- up of OH- ions and their subsequent migration from 
the electrode 1 in some detail. 
Hydroxyl ions moving from electrodes in thin moisture 
films will have a velocity component parallel to the electrode 
surfac e. Will (1963) states that this would cause a potential 
drop along the electrode and make i ts effective voltage vary 
from po i nt to po i nt. If the potential drop is sufficient to 
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reduce the voltage over a significant area below that required 
for reduction of all oxygen diffusing in, the reaction would 
be voltage-sensitive over parts of the electrode and the current 
therefore dependent on applied voltage o 
In addition, under unsaturated conditions OH- ion concen-
tration will bui ld up in the !diffusion layer ' and the movement 
of these ions through this layer by electrical migration may 
become the dominant processo In soils with a pH of less than 
6,0, neutralization of OH- ions by H+ ions will take place 
close to the electrode surface , and the electrical potential 
gradient will be large (McIntyre, 1970) 0 This means that 
anions other than OH- should be excluded from the 'diffusion 
layer!, whatever the concentration of the soil electrolyteo 
Therefore OH- ions will be the only carriers of current in this 
region, making electrolyte transport polarization likely in 
acid soilso If few H+ ions are present (pH /8) the distance 
over which the electrical potential is active will be much 
greater, so that potential gradients will be smallo This may 
allow the presence in the 'diffusion layer' of other anlons as 
well as OH- lons, and they will also carry the currento If 
salinity is high, the conditions are similar to those occurring 
in solutions in which an excess of indifferent electrolyte 
masks any influence of transport of the active ion on currento 
Thus electrolyte transport polarization could be expected for 
conditions of alkaline pH and low sallnity, but not when the 
salt content of an alkaline medium is high; it could be 
expected at acid pH values irrespective of salinityo 
Thus electrolyte transport may be a significant factor, and 
limitation of current by electrolyte transport polarization will 
make current continuously dependent on voltage o Current limit-
ation by electrolyte transport polarization would be most likely 
to occur in relatively dry soils , in acid soils , and in soils 
with a low salt contento 
d) Reaction polarization 
This occurs when a chemical reaction precedes or succeeds 
the electrochemical reaction , and its rate becomes a current-
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l i mi t i ng factor o Thus 9 i n the reduc t i on of oxygen ? H20 2 may 
be produced o I t s catalyt i c decompos i t i on is dependent upon 
the surfac e ox i de condit i on on the electrode 9 and reaction 
polarizat i on may oc c ur o Hoar e (1968) states 7 however 9 that 
d e compos i tion rate of H202 i s only likely to be limit i ng at 
h i gh current densit ie s o 
1 04 Conclus i ons 
An i n - depth revi ew of the plat i num microelectrode technique 
for measuring oxygen flux has been made o Special attention has 
been pa i d to the problems not en c ountered 1n two-phase media? 
but wh i ch ar i se in three- phase media because of desaturation 
(cf. Fig o 1 05)0 On the results shown ? the diffusion models 
of Kr i stensen and Lemon (1964) and Letey and Stolzy (1967) 
c annot be applied to results obta i ned in three - phase systems. 
A thorough apprai sal of the ele c trochemi cal processes occurring 
at the plat i num surfac e has been made o McIntyre ' s (1970) 
proposed model to explai n mi croelectrode behaviour in three-
phase systems is presented . 
A po i nt ar i s i ng out of McIntyre ' s (1970) model for three -
phase systems i s that reduction current readings obtained are 
not due exclusively to oxygen flux in the so i l to the electrode. 
Thus i t i s theoret i cally i ncorre c t to state that oxygen flux 
has been measured i n a s o i l ? parti c ularly when the soil 1S un-
saturated. A better term would be ' oxygen flux index ' (OFI). 
Oxygen flus i ndex therefore g i v es a measure of the ability of 
the so i l system to s upply oxygen o 
In summary? and before go i ng ~n to d i scuss techniques for 
measur i ng oxygen flux i ndex i n the llght of the forego i ng dis-
cussion ? i t i s pert i nent to ment i on some of the concludi ng 
remarks made by Mc Intyre (1970) i n h is rev iew a r ticle. These 
are ~ 
1 ) The d i ffu sion mode l probably applies only to 
saturate d p or ous me d i a o The type of behavi our 
of the e lec tr ode under the se cond i t i ons 9 in 
Wh1C h oxygen d 1ffusi on rate has an overwhelming 
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influence on current 9 cannot be extrapolated 
to three - phase med i ao 
2) The composite model - activation and concentration 
polarization ~ applies to unsaturated porous media, 
and probably to media that are saturated but in 
which the water is under tensiono 
3) Most results obtained so far with unsaturated 
soils are not comparable within and between soils 
because soil resistance has not been measured. 
Comparison of results is valid only at constant 
effect i ve voltageo 
4) If the composite model applies 9 comparison of 
results is further invalidated 9 for the current 
will depend on the relative areas of the electrode 
subjected to activation and concentration polar-
ization. These areas will vary with the structure 
and moisture content of the soil . 
5) pH assumes more importance than previously recog-
nizedo In acid soils the possibility of reduction 
of H+ ions at the often-used voltage -0,65 V is 
real; a better voltage would be -0 9 40 to -0,45 V. 
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CHAPTER 2 
OXYGEN FLUX MEASUREMENT: EQUIPMENT DESIGN A~D OPERATION 
201 Introduction 
The plateau present in current- voltage curves obtained 
ln two-phase media disappears at an early stage of desaturation 
(F igo 105)0 This produces the situation where current is 
continuously dependent upon voltage, and in certain circumstances 
current-voltage curves may be quite steep o This means that: 
1) the potential applied to the electrode must be 
carefully controlled~ and 
2) the potential effective at the electrode must 
be known precisely o 
The latter condition can be satisfied by measuring the 
resistance of the system1 between the platinum microelectrode 
and the reference electrode 1 and correcting for ohmic loss 
using the relation 
V 
e = V a iR m 
where V = the voltage effective at the platinum microelectrode; 
e 
V = the voltage applied to the electrode system; 1 = the 
a 
current flowing ? and R = the resistance between the electrodeso m 
Careful control of applied potential is perhaps not as 
simply achievedo Most workers use instruments based on the 
design of Letey and Stolzy (1964) 0 In this type of instrument 
current is applied to several (usually 10) electrodes in 
parallel ? and current measurements are made by successive 
switching of each electrode c ircuit through a microammeter o 
McIntyre~1967) po i nts out that ~ unless very spec i al conditions 
are met ~ as the electrode s are switched through the microammeter 1 
the voltages appl i ed to the i nd i v i dual electrodes will change 0 
These changes may be small ? but i n the case of steep current-
voltage curves wi ll be s i gnifi c ant o 
Therefor e 9 an i n strument is required which will fulfil two 
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main conditionso These are: 
1) t here must be no change i n potential applied to 
any electrode wh i le reduction current is being 
measur e d ~ and 
2) the i nstrument must contain facilities for 
measur i ng soil resistance ~ so that the effective 
voltage at the electrode can be calculatedo 
When an electric current flows through a resistor~ there 
is a potential drop between the ends of the resistoro If a 
sensitive voltmeter is connected across the resistor , and the 
resistance of the resistor is known~ the current flowing in 
the circuit can be calculated (i = viR) 0 Utilizing this 
principle then, an instrument has been designed to measure 
oxygen reduction current accurately in two-phase and three-phase 
media o The instrument includes facilities for measuring soil 
resistance~ and, for reasons to be discussed later~ electrode 
potential can also be measured o 
202 Circuit design and construction 
The circuit diagram of the new i nstrument is shown in 
Fig o 201 0 One kilohm precision resistors are incorporated 
into each electrode circuito Current flow in each resistor 
is obtained by measuring the potential drop across the resistor 
with a high internal resistance microvoltmeter o This draws 
negligible c urrent and so has little effect on the voltage at 
the electrode dur i ng measurement o Soil resistance is measured 
with an AC conductivity br i dge reading directly in ohms o 
Two rechargeabl e nickel-cadmium batteries (B
1
) supply 
current to the potential divider circuito The potential to be 
applied is set using the ' coarse i (R
1 
= 100Jl) and ' fine' 
(R2 = 50081) wire-wound p otent iometers o The values of R3 
(120&) and R4 (470~) were chosen to give a range of 0 ~ 1 V 
on the coarse control , and a fine adjustment of approximately 
5% of the value set wlth the coarse c ontrol . 
The adjustable post of potent iometer R1 is connected to 
S B 
.1 I 11 
• ·1 1-1 -----. 
R3 
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F i g o 2 . 1 Ci r c u i t d i agram of oxygen flux meter 
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one central terminal of S3 and to the common source on switch 
S2' a 12- pole 1 2- way rotary wafer swi tch . In the ' closed ' 
position this supplies current to the 10 electrode circuits 
through the 1 k8t resis t ors (R
5 
- R14 ) . A DC microvoltmeter 
(Philips PM 2435) i s connected across V1V2 of DPDT switch S3' 
and an AC conductivity br i dge (Philips PM 9500) is connected 
across C1C2 of S3 . Switches S4 and S5 - S14 ~e ~ngle-pole 
push button 9 biased off switches . 
Platinum microelectrodes used in this investigation were 
constructed according to the design of Letey and Stolzy (1964)9 
and a saturated Ag/AgCl reference electrode was used throughout . 
2.3 Operation of the oxygen flux meter 
2 . 3 . 1 Measurement of oxygen flux 
For measurement of oxygen flux index a predetermined 
potential is set , and then applied to the electrodes . After a 
set time current flowing in each electrode circuit is measured. 
The potential to be applied to the electrodes is first set with 
switch S2 i open ' 1 and switch S1 closed , i.e . current being 
supplied to the external circuit , but with the electrodes 
switched out. With the DC microvoltmeter connected across 
The potential being applied to 
the external circuit is regi stered by the microvoltmeter . 
This potential can be changed using the coarse and fine controls, 
R1 and R2 1 respect i vely . 
With switches S1 and S2 open 9 the ele c trodes (platinum and 
reference) are positioned i n the medium in which oxygen flux is 
to be measured . Switches 8 1 and S2 are then closed . This 
supplies current to the electrode system . The applied potential 
can then be checked again by depressing switch S4 ' noting the 
reading on the microvoltmeter and adjusting, if necessarY 9 
with R2 • A~ter the set time following application of the 
potential (four mi nutes ) c urrent f l owi ng in each electrode 
circui t i s measured by depress i ng in turn 9 switches S5 - S14 
(or fewe r , if fewer e l e c trodes a r e ln use) . The potential 
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drop across each I k& resistor is then registered on the 
microvoltmeter o Potential difference readings on the micro-
voltmeter ill millivolts convert directly to current in microamps 
(1 mV potential drop a c ross I kdl gives a current of I fA) o 
When measuring oxygen reduction current the microvoltmeter 
is set to its ImV' rangeo On this range the internal resistance 
of the microvol tmeter is 1 MSl.. 9 and less than 0 91% of the current 
flowing through the standard resistor flows through the metero 
Thus the effect on the electrodes of the measuring system is 
ne gligible 9 and there is no change in potential at the electrodes 
during measurement o This sat i sfies one of the requirements of 
an instrument used under conditions where current-voltage curves 
may be steep o 
2 0302 Measurement of soil resistance 
Soil resistance is measured with the electrodes still in 
place 9 immediately after oxygen reduction current has been 
measured o Switch S1 1S switched off and S2 is switched to its 
' open' position o S3 1S switched across to connect in the AC 
conductivity bridgeo The electrode-soil system is fed with 
a I kHz alternating current (this prevents polarization from 
occurring at the electrodes) o Switches S5 to S14 are then 
depressed in turn 9 the bridge balanced , and the soil resistance, 
in ohms 9 recordedo The value obtained is used to calculate 
the effective voltage at the electrode o 
2 . 3 03 Measurement of ele c trode potential 
The need to measure electrode potential will be discussed 
in more detai l 1n the next sect i on 9 but basically, electrode 
potential gives a measure of the surface oxide condition of 
the electrode and its behaviour during oxygen reduction (Sandler 
and Pantier, 1965) 0 
With the plat i num and reference electrodes immersed in a 
standard clay suspens10n (van Doren and Erickson 9 1966) 9 S2 in 
the open position , and S3 set to c onnect in the microvoltmeter, 
switches S_ - S . I'l.rp. np.nrp!':: c::! Q('l ; n +".,.,.., l<'1~~+~_.:J _ _ _ .l. _ _ .J.. .! _ ' 
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are registered on the meter . For electrode potential readings 
the mi crovoltmeter i s set to i ts i V i range on which it has an 
internal resistance of 100 MSl . On this range the current 
drawn by the meter i s low (~3 nA) . Thi s permits the electrode 
to express its pot ential without d i scharge (Bohn? 1971). 
2.4 Electrode behaviour 
Black and Buchanan (1966) recognize four general initial 
surface oxide conditions. These are: 
1) pr e oxidized? anodized (or chemical treatment? 
e . g . HN0
3
); 
2) prereduced ? cathodized (or chemical treatment? 
e og . H2S04 ) ; 
3) abraded (clean), and 
4) aged-ox i d i zed (any of the above three surfaces 
allowed to stand in water or air) . 
These different surface treatments affect the amount and 
type of oxide ex i sting on the electrode surface. Rickman 
et al . (1968) discuss in some deta i l the effect of these oxides 
on the reduction of oxygen at the platinum microelectrode . 
Platinum oxides affect the behaviour of electrodes to oxygen 
reduction in two main ways . Firstly? the oxygen atoms bonded 
to the platinum surface are an integral part of the oxygen 
reduction mechanism at the electrode surface. Secondly, the 
amount and type of oxi d e on the electrode determine the potential 
at which oxygen reacts at the surface . Four different oxide 
forms appear to exist on plat i num ele c trodes (Rickman et al.? 
1968) . Two of the se fo r ms are plat i num oxide and platinum 
dioxide . A third form has mor e oxygen p e r un i t atom than the 
dioxide ? and the last i s an irreve rsible oxide of unspe c ified 
composition? formed by ageing of the ele c trode surface . This 
latter oxide form has been shown by Sandler and Pantier (1965) 
to inhibit oxygen reduction . The rate of catalyt i c decomposition 
of H202 (generally regarded to be a primary produc t of oxygen 
reduction) dep ends upon the presence of an ' active i oxide . 
Rickman et al a (1968) have d emonstrated ? us i ng constant 
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current analysis, the formation and removal of oxides on 
platinum microelectrodes. They also found that oxygen begins 
to react at the surface of a platinum electrode at different 
potentials, depending upon the degree of oxidation of the elect-
rode surface. Thus, they showed that oxygen began to react on 
an oxidized surface at a potential 0,2 to 0,3 V higher than on 
a reduced surface. 
Sandler and Pantier (1965) suggest that changes in electrode 
potential cause a change in the amount of surface oxide on the 
electrode . The corollary to this is that the catalytic 
properties of an electrode should be a function of its potential . 
Thus, if electrode potential is measured prior to the electrode 
being used to measure oxygen flux, this should provide an index 
of the capacity of the electrode surface to support oxygen 
reduction (Rickman et al., 1968). 
During measurement of oxygen flux index a cathodic (reducing) 
current is applied to the platinum microelectrode, and this shifts 
its potential towards that of a reduced electrode. With success -
ive uses the potential at which oxygen begins to react on the 
platinum becomes lower and lower. The selection of a constant 
potential to apply to an electrode presumes that the shift in 
potential will not be great enough to move the selected potential 
from the diffusion plateau of the current-voltage curve. In 
unsaturated soils, however, where diffusion plateaus are non-
existent, the shift of a current-voltage curve toward a more 
negative voltage along the voltage axis may cause successive 
measurements from an electrode at a specific potential in a 
given medium to be progressively smaller. 
This prompts consideration of two factors: 
1) the effect of the surface oxide condition , as 
measured by electrode potential, on oxygen 
reduction current measured in a standard 
medium; and 
2) the need for some form of standardization process 
to bring the electrode surface to a similar 
condition each time before use . 
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2 . 4 . 1 Electrode potential-current relations 
a) Experimental procedure 
All measurements of electrode potential and oxygen reduc -
tion current were made in the standard medium used by van Doren 
and Er i ckson (1966). This was a 3% suspension of bentonite in 
The th i xotropic nature of the suspension resulted 
in a reproducible diffusion medium with few 7 i f anY7 eddy 
currents to disturb the steady- state oxygen concentration gradient 
created by the reaction at the platinum surface. 
the clay was thoroughly dispersed in a blender . 
Before use 
Successive readings of electrode potential and oxygen 
reduction current were made in each of two series of readings 
with four electrodes . Prior to the first measurement in each 
series 7 the ele c trodes were abraded in wet fine sand . This 
gave a high initial electrode potential which decreased 
during subsequent measurements. The electrodes remained sub-
merged i n the clay suspension throughout each series of deter-
minations . The clay suspension was stirred with a paddle 
stirrer between each measurement. Applied potential was -O~40 V 
versus Ag/AgC1 9 and oxygen reduction current readings were taken 
four minutes after current was applied . All readings were made 
at 22 : 1C . 
Two series of readings were made . In the first series 
the electrodes were exposed to the a i r for two hours after 
abras i on and before measurement of oxygen reduction current. 
In the second series the electrodes were abraded in wet sand 
and transferred immediately to the clay suspension . 
b) Results and discussion 
Electrode potential and oxygen reduction current read i ngs 
for the two series of measurements are shown i n Fig . 2 . 2 . 
(Individual data points and regression analys i s of var i ance 
are presented in append i x 2 . 1 and 2 . 2 respe c tively . ) Wi thin 
each series . the data show a very highly s 1gnif i cant 11near 
relat i onship between elec trode potential and oxygen reduct i on 
1 95 
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Fig o 2 02 Successive readings of electrode potential and 
oxygen reduction current wi th four electrodes in 
two different c ond i t i ons 
currento There is also a very highly significant diffe r ence 
in the regression slopes for the two surface conditions o 
Considering first the relationship between electrode 
potential and oxygen reduction current~ Rickman et al o (1968) 
predicted this relationship on theoretical grounds 9 but were 
unable to prove it experimentallyo This they attributed to 
the fact that their measurements were made in a standard medium 
density on the electrodes to a very 
They felt that at higher current 
which restricted current 
low value (...::..4 rnA m- 2 ) 0 
densi ties ('> 40 rnA m -2) the state of oxidation of the platinum 
surface would influence measured currento In the experiment 
described in .this investiRation 9 current densities were low 
(L.4 rnA m- 2 ) 9 but nevertheless a highly significant relationship 
was found between electrode potential and oxygen reduction 
currento This is probably due to the fact that the electrodes 
remained submerged in the clay suspension between readingso 
In this investigation both initial surface oxide conditions 
(clean and aged) have shown progressive decreases in both 
potential and oxygen reduction current during use of the elect-
rodes to measure oxygen fluxo The reason for this is that 
with successive use the potential at which oxygen begins to 
react on platinum becomes lower and lower (Rickman et al 09 1968) 0 
The second interesting observation from the results shown 
in Fig o 202 is the difference in slope and position of the 
regression relations obtained for the clean and aged electrode 
surfaceso The 'clean ' electrodes were submerged in the clay 
suspension immediately after abrasion 9 while the iaged i 
electrodes were exposed to the atmosphere for two hours after 
abrasiono During this exposure the oxide shown by Sandler 
and Pantier (1965) to inhibit oxygen reduction was probably 
formed 9 measured current therefore being lower due to the 
presence of this oxide o 
The lower slope of the regression relation between ele c trode 
potential and oxygen reduction current for the aged ele ctrodes 
i s a l i ttle more d i fficult to explain o Two factors s viz o 
inhibition of oxygen reduction by the irreversible oxide and 
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the potential at whic h oxygen b e glns to react are i nterac t i ng . 
In add i t lon 9 the irrevers i ble ox i de affe c ts the surface ox i de 
condit i on and thus the potent i al express e d by the electrode 
in the standard med i um . These factors combine to give a 
lower slope to the regression relation . 
The results of th is exper i ment show the necessity for some 
form of electrode pretre atment to br i ng the electrode to a 
standard surface conditlon (as measured by it s potential) i f 
reproduc i ble results are to be obta i ned . 
made by McIntyr e (1970) . 
2 . 4 . 2 Electrode pretreatment 
This po i nt is also 
Many different pretreatment techniques have been developed 
and used . These range from ele c trochemi c al through chemical 
to phys ic al methods . Blac k and Buchanan (1966) suggested an 
electrochemical technique i n wh ic h the ele c trodes were anodiz e d 
i n an acid med i um at +1 95 V for several minutes 9 then cathodized 
at - 1 95 V i n saturated KCl to which phenolphthale i n had be e n 
added . The electrodes were then equil i brated overnight in 
the latter solution before use . Hoare (1965) used a chemical 
techn i que for pretreatment . He soaked the electrodes i n con-
centrated n i tr ic a cid for 72 hours . Both these techniques 9 
although they undoubtedly produce standard surface condit i ons 9 
require a fairly long period of time before the pretreatment 
pro cess is complete . The mai n requ i rement s of an e lectrode 
standardization method ar e that it should b e simple 9 reproducible 
and qui c k . Th i s preclude s the ele c trochemic al and chemical 
techniques d esc r i bed above . A simple te chn i qu e 9 that of 
abrad i ng the electrodes in sand has b een used wi th apparent 
succ ess by McIntyr e (1970) 0 The effectiveness of ele c trode 
abras i on l n sand as a standardization te c hn i que was then tested 
i n the follow i ng experiment . 
a ) Experlmenta l pr ocedur e 
A series of 12 me as ure men ts eac h wi th five ele c tr odes was 
made over a p erlod of two days . Before eac h measur e ment the 
ele c tr odes were abraded i n we t sand ( L 0 9 mm ) 9 and the n trans~ 
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ferred immediately to the standard clay suspension described 
previously o Electrode potentials and subsequent oxygen reduct i on 
currents four minutes after current application were measured o 
Appl i ed voltage was -0 ~ 40 Vo Six sets of measurements were 
made on each daY 1 with the total time between successive 
measurements being approximately 15 mi nutes o The suspension 
was stirred with a paddle stirrer between successive measurements . 
b) Results and d i scuss i on 
The mean potential and current readings for the five 
ele c trodes for each set of measurements are shown in Table 2 . 1 . 
TABLE 2 01 
Mean electrode potential and oxygen reduction current 
read i ngs for five electrodes measured 12 times over 
two days 
Day ,1 Day 2 
Initial Reduction Initial Reduction 
potential current potential current 
mV pA mV pA 
278+ 2 153+ 283+ 29 65 + 
292 2 960 291 2 962 
295 2 961 290 2 961 
294 2 960 290 2 961 
296 2 961 288 2 960 
302 2 960 285 2 159 
+Readings rejected in subsequent analysis (see text) 
The read i ngs obtained ln the first set of measurements on 
each day were erratic and not consistent with the read i ngs 
obtai ned subsequently (see Append i x 2 03 for i ndividual elec trode 
read i ngs) o This was probably due to the presence of the 
' irrevers i ble oxide ' on the platinum surface which formed on 
ageing o This was not completely removed before the first set 
of readings on each day o After one cycle of abrasion and 
reduction the ele c trode potent i al and current readings were 
consistent o Th i s procedure was adhered to in subsequent 
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measurements i oe o prior to being used electrodes were taken 
through one or sometimes two cycles of abrasion in sand and 
reduct i on in the standard c lay suspension o 
Statistical analysis was performed on the data 9 rejecting 
the first set of readings on each day o The coefficient of 
variation of measured current was 0 9 8%0 The difference in 
current readings of the five electrodes arose because of 
differences in surface area of the electrodes o The results 
show that sand abrasion is a suitable technique for pretreating 
electrodes o The method is quick 9 simple and produces reproduc ibl 
surface conditions on the electrodes o 
Subsequent experience with electrodes used in soils led to 
the adoption of a standard potential of +270 ~ 10 mV (versus 
Ag/AgCl) 0 Electrodes were only used when their potential was 
within this rangeo This condition was usually easily attained o 
Electrode potential higher than +280 mV indicated over- abrasion o 
Reduction and gentle reabrasion usually brought the potential 
back into the required rangeo Low potentials and difficulty 
in getting the electrode potential up to +270 mV indicated a 
breakdown in the epoxy resin at the tip of the electrode 9 and 
subsequent leakage o Ele~trodes in this condition were rejected o 
2 04 03 Standard measurement method 
Before use electrodes were abraded by twisting in wet sand o 
If the electrodes had been unused for a while they were put 
through a cycle of reduction and reabrasion o Electrode poten-
tial was then measured in the standard clay suspension (3% 
bentonite in 0 91N KC1) o Electrodes were only used if their 
potential was within the range +270 : 10 mV o 
An effective potential of - 0 940 V was used o In c ond i tions 
of low soil resistance (usually associated with high soil 
moisture and low oxygen flux index) this meant that the applied 
potential was also -0 940 Vo Where soil resistance or measured 
current was high 9 and ohmic loss be c ame appre c iable 9 an applied 
potential was set slightly lower than - 0 9 40 V9 so that the 
effective potential would be =0 940 Vo If the approximate soil 
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resistance and/or current was not known prior to measurement ~ 
two sets of measurements either side of the effective potential 
were made. The oxygen reduction current at an effective 
potential of -0 , 40 V was then 'obtained by interpolat i on . Soil 
resistance was measured with the electrodes left in position 
after reduction current measurement . Applied voltage was 
always corrected for ohmic loss, and current readings were 
taken four minutes after current application . The distance 
between the reference electrode and platinum microelectrode 
was always > 100 mm. 
2.5 Measurement of oxygen flux index in soil 
The instrument and measurement technique described previousl) 
were then tested in samples from two horizons in each of two soilE 
2.5.1 Experimental procedure 
A Marandellas G1 soil at Grasslands Research Station, 
Marandellas, Rhodesia, was sampled at 0 - 200 mm and 200 - 400 mm 
and a Shortlands soil at Broadacres, Cedara, Natal was sampled 
at 0 - 300 mm (Orthic A) and 450 - 600 mm (Red structured B) . 
The soils were air-dried and passed through a 2 mm round hole 
sieve . Nine hundred grams of each of the two surface samples, 
and eight hundred grams of each of the two subsurface samples 
were poured through a wide-mouthed funnel into each of five 
rigid PVC cylinders. The cylinders (100 mm high and 100 mm 
diameter) were closed at one end by a circle of cloth held in 
place by a rubber band. The soils which were gently tamped ln 
the cylinders occupied a depth of approximately 80 mm . 
The five cylinders of each sample were then placed on a 
tension tray and soaked overnight in 0,1N KC1 . (In a prelim-
inary run with the cores soaked in distilled water, soil 
resistance was high and very variable. Soaking in 0 91N KCl 
reduced the resistance, and variability was considerably reduced. 
The cylinders were drained to successively decreasing matric 
potentials (measured with respect to the bottom of the cylinder) 
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on the tension tray, and in one case on a ceramic plate in a 
pressure plate extractor. Oxygen flux index was measured in 
each of four of the cylinders. The fifth cylinder9 placed 
equidistant from the other four on the t ension tray was used 
for the porous tip of the reference e l ec t rode. Distance 
between the platinum and reference electrodes was approximately 
150 mmo Oxygen flux index me~surements were the mean of four 
readings? one electrode per cylinder in the Marande l las soils 9 
and the mean of eight readings , two electrodes per cylinder 
in the Shortlands soils 9 at each ma t ric potentialo Soil resis-
tance was measured in each caseo An effective potential of 
-0,4 V was applied which was accomplished by applying a slightly 
lower potential where ohmic loss was appreciab l eo Correction 
for ohmic loss brought the effective potential up to -0,4 V. 
Current readings were made four minutes after the potential 
had been appliedo 
After equilibration and measurement of oxygen reduction 
current at a particular matric potential, the cores were weighedo 
This enabled moisture contents, and by difference, air space at 
each matric potential to be calculated. 
2.502 Results and discussion 
Oxygen flux index measurements in the two soils at different 
matric potentials, with their corresponding air space, are shown 
in Table 202. Oxygen flux index is relatively high at saturation 
decreases to a minimum and then increases. 
The amount of oxygen (and thus oxygen flux index) in a soil 
microsite at any given time is primarily a function of the bio-
chemical oxygen demands of soil organisms and plant roots, and 
of the rate of oxygen movement into the soil atmosphere and 
through the water barriers surrounding the respiring organisms 
(Clark and Kemper, 1967). 
When a soil is saturated, air becomes entrapped within 
the soil fabric 9 and oxygen, being fairly soluble (3 9 16 cm
3/ 
100 cm3 at 25C, Weast, 1968) dissolves in the soil solution. 
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TABLE 202 
Air space and oxygen flux index in samples of Marandellas 
G1 and Shortlands soils at different matric potentials 
Marandellas G1 
Surface (0-200 mm) Subsurface (200-400 
Matric Air Oxygen Air Oxygen 
potential space flux index space flux index 
mbar % -2 -1 % -2 -1 pg m s rg m s 
Sat. 0 6,8 0 5,7 
0 3,5 4,5 4,3 2,4 
-20 7,9 12,2 14,5 34,1 
-30 12,4 33,2 19,0 57,6 
-40 17,3 90,8 22,5 95,2 
-60 22,9 153,4 26,3 109,1 
Shortlands 
Surface (0-300 mm) Subsurface (450-600 
Matric Air Oxygen Air Oxygen 
potential space flux index space flux index 
mbar % - 2 -1 % -2 -1 pg m s pg m s 
Sat. 0 3,8 0 26,2 
0 0,9 1 ,6 29 1 12,7 
-20 3,3 0,6 4,6 2,9 
-30 ND ND 6,6 13,8 
-40 5,6 8 , 2 9,3 19,8 
-60 8 , 6 18 , 4 12,5 23,4 
-80 11 ,6 25 , 5 14,7 32,4 
-100 13,2 29 , 0 16 , 2 39,4 
-150 19,9 41 , 3 ND ND 
ND = Not determined 
Measurement of oxygen flux index soon after saturation would 
give a high value 9 because the system had not yet attained 




exper i ment 9 where oxygen flux i ndi ce s at saturation were high 
and var i able o Between saturat i on and about 3% air space oxygen 
flux indi c es decreasedo This was probably a time e ffe c t 9 
mi crobes util i z i ng oxygen as desaturation proceeded o At about 
3% a i r space oxygen flux i ndi c es were at a mi nimum s the oxygen 
supplying power of the soil be i ng very 10w 9 because of the thick 
water films through whic h oxygen has to move o (Oxygen diffusion 
i s 104 time s slower through water than through air o) On further 
desaturat i on oxygen d i ffusion wi thin the soil i mproved 9 and 
oxygen flux indi c es i ncreased concomitantly o 
Between 3 and 15% air space there appeared to be a linear 
relationsh i p between a i r space and oxygen flux index 9 whilst 
above 15% air space oxygen flux indi ces increased sharply o A 
linear regression analys i s was therefore performed on the air 
space-oxygen flux index data in the range 3 - 15% air spac e. 
The overall (linear) and between soils regress i ons were tested o 
The regression analys i s of variance table is presented in 
appendix 204 9 with the individual data points and cal c ulated 
regress i on line being shown in Figo 203 0 The overall regression 
was very h i ghly significant 9 and the between soils regression 
was not significant o This latter point is important because 
the particle size d i stribut i on of the four soils studied was 
qui te different 9 as is shown i n Tabl e 2~3 0 
TABLE 203 
Particle size distribut i on of Marandellas G1 and Shortlands 
so i ls 
Marande llas Shorilands 
0- 200 mm 200- 400 mm 0- 300 mm 450- 600 mm 
Clay % 14 9 4 26 s2 32 91 40 9 5 
Si lt % 3 98 4 90 15 92 10 9 7 
Sand % 81 98 69 9 8 52 97 4 8 9 8 
Text o class SaLm SaCILm SaCILm SaC l 
In the l i ght of thi s ve ry c l os e co rr e lation be t we e n a ir 
space and oxygen flux i nde x 9 lt was de c i ded that 9 rather than 
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F l go 2 03 Air space-oxygen flux lnd ex relat l on f or two salls 
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the tillage trials ~ air space would be measured in these cores 
at high matric potentials 9 and that air space ~ ~ would b e 
used to give an indication of the aeratlon status of the so i ls o 
Ten per cent air space 9 corresponding ln this investigation to 
~ - 2 - 1 
an oxygen flux i ndex of approximately 20 pg m s 9 is generally 
regarded as being the lower limit for root growth (Baver 9 
Gardner and Gardner 9 1972) 0 This air space limit wi ll be used 
as an index of limiting soil aeration in cores taken from the 
tillage trials o 
In order to establish what factor or factors are restricting 
rooting in the tillage tr i als studied in this investigat i bn9 
undisturbed cores taken from the trials will be ~ubjected to 
extensive physical measurements ? vizo particle size distribution 
analysis 9 bulk densitY 9 soil strength9 air space and available 
moistureo Chapter 3 will describe field and laboratory pene-
trometers which are used for measuring soil strength o This 
latter parameter is generally regarded as being one of the most 
useful indices for relating to root growth (Taylor and Gardner 9 
1963; Taylor and Burnett 9 1964) . 
2 06 Summary 
A new instrument for measuring oxygen flux index in satu-
rated and unsaturated systems has been descr i bedo The main 
advantage of this instrument over others des cribed i n the 
literature is that there is careful control over potential applied 
to the electrode o The instrument also i nc orpo r ates facilities 
for measuring so i l resistance and electrode pot ent i a l o The 
reasons for these requirements are d i scussed o 
The effects of different surface conditions at the plat i num 
microelectrode have been studied and the reasons for the resultant 
ele c trode behavi our discussed o The need fo r ele c trode pretreat-
ment to produce standard elect r ode surface c onditions has b ee n 
established 9 and a simple technique for electrode standardization 
is d escri bedo A standard measurement te c hn i que i s des c ribed 9 
and this enables oxygen flux i ndex to b e me asur e d with c onf i dence 
i n both saturat e d ? and more i mportant ? unsa turate d soils o 
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Measurements in four soils over a range of moisture potentials 
have shown a very highly significant relationship b etween oxygen 
flux index and air space in the range 3 - 15% air spaceo There 
was no significant difference in the regression relat ionshi p 
between the soils o 
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CHAPTER 3 
FIELD AND LABORATORY MEASUREMENT OF SOIL STRENGTH 
3 . 1 Introduction 
The resistance of a soil to the penetration of a probing 
instrument is an integrated index of soil bulk density~ moisture 
content ? texture 9 structure and type of clay mineral. Thus it 
is an index of soil strength under the conditions of measurement 
(Baver et al . 9 1972) . Types of penetrometer used to measure 
soil strength fall into two main categories, the impact and 
continuous stress or recording types (Vomocil~ 1957) . In the 
former 9 a falling mass forces the penetrometer tip into the 
soil 9 the number of blows required to force the tip a specified 
depth into the soil being the index of soil strength. In the 
latter 9 the penetrometer tip is forced at a constant rate into 
the soil and soil strength is then measured as the maximum 
resistance registered in forcing the tip into the soil a 
specified distance . AlternativelY9 soil strength can be 
measured at specified depth increments to give a soil strength/ 
depth profile within the soil under study . 
Penetrometers have been criticized on the basis of vari-
ability of the results 9 the empiricism of the technique and 
the difficulty in interpreting results (Bodman~ 1949). Never-
theless 9 the penetrometer can be a useful tool to obtain 
information on soil strength and soil compaction 9 provided the 
composite nature of the effects it measures are borne in mind 
(Baver et al . , 1972) 0 
Field and laboratory penetrometers 9 designed to measure 
soil strength under field and closely-controlled laboratory 
conditions 9 respectivelY 9 will be .described. 
3 . 2 Field Penetrometer 
The penetrometer described here is of the continuous stress 
type o It is designed so that soil ~trength can be measured 
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cont i nuously down to a d e pth of 600 mm o The penetr omete r wa s 
de s i gned by Mr o Go Wi lson 9 former So i l Phys icls t in the So il 
Product i vity Resear c h Team 9 but has been mod i f ied by the author 
to i mprove its preci s i on and reliabilityo The i nstrument i s 
shown in Plate 3 01 wi th the basl c c omponents annotated o A is 
a threaded shaft9 dr i v en via a gear and chain me chan is m by 
rotat i ng handle B o Rotation of B counter-clockwise dr i ves 
the whole as sembly A and C- F downwar ds o D is a depth marker 9 
ad j ustable for zero and rec or ds penetrat i on depth on s cale Go 
E i s the ' ski n fr ic tion ' shaft wh ic h houses needle shaft L o 
Pressur e on pOlnt F acts via shaft L and plunger K on to 
pressure c ell assembly Co The cel1 9 which is f i lled with brake 
flu i d is bounded at its i open i end by flexible rubber membrane 
J 9 and is tapped for a tube which connects to a pressure gauge 
H registerlng 0 - 100 scale uni ts o Po i nt F has a maximum 
diameter of 13 97 mm 9 25 mm long strai ght sides and is cone 
shaped at the tip with an i ncluded angle of 60 0 0 The shaft 
i s relieved beh i nd the po i nt to a diameter of 6 mm o 
In use the penetrometer point is wound down on to the soil 
surface and the depth pointer is set to z e ro o Gauge readlngs 9 
reflecting force on the point are then noted at suitable depth 
i ncrements 9 usually 10 mm9 down the pr of i le o The point 9 be i ng 
rel i eved beh i nd the t i p register s only po i nt r esis tanc e as it 
penetrates the soil o 
3 02 01 Cal i bration 
The penetrometer 9 by vlrtoo of its des i gn does not give 
gauge read i ngs dire c tly i n bars 9 the un i t used for pre ssur e 
measurement o It was ne ce s s arY 9 ther e fore 9 to establish the 
relat i onsh i p betwe e n po i nt pr e ssur e and gauge reading i n a 
series of calibrat ion measurements wi th the lns trument o In 
these measurements the pressure registered on the gauge wa s 
compared with a known for ce a cting on the p e n e tromete r pO l nt o 
In order to test th e long- term reproducib i lity of readings 9 
c al i bration measurements were repeated regularly over a per iod 
of f i ve monthso 
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a) Pro c edure 
In order to exert a known force on the penetrometer point? 
a platform scale (Avery No o 3505 AAA 9 0 100 kg) which was 
plac ed in a hole in the ground was used o. The penetrometer was 
then placed above th i s ? supported by the soil on either side of 
the scaleo Sand bags placed on the ' feet ' of the penetrometer 
steadied it and prevented it from l i ft i ng at high point pressures. 
A small block of wood ? dr i lled t o ac c ept the penetrometer point 
was placed on the platform of the scale which was then set to a 
balance point of 10 kg. The penetrometer point was wound slowly 
down unt i l the balance point was reached ? at which stage the 
penetrometer gauge was reado The platform scale was then set 
to 20 kg and the procedure repeated o Pressure gauge readings 
were made at 10 kg mass i ncrements i n turn up to 80 kg. In all, 
a total of 21 sets of readings (8 readings at 10 - 80 kg in each 
set) was made over a period of five months. Gauge readings 
calculated from instrument specifications and the forces acting 
on the penetrometer point were compared with the mean gauge 
readings actually measured o 
b) Results 
Calculated and mean measured gauge readings are shown in 
Table 3.1 . Statistical analys i s of the data showe d a very 
highly signif i cant l i near relat i onsh i p (R2 = 0 9 9996 , P =0,001), 
between calculated and mean measured gauge readings . There was 
no signif i cant d i fferen c e in the regress i on slope with time over 
the measurement period. Coefficient of variat i on of measured 
gauge readings was 0 9 8% . (Individual mean monthly readings 
and analysis of varianc e table are shown i n append i x 3 .1. ) 
In addit i on to calibrati ng the penetrometer i t was necessary 
to calculate a c onvers i on fa c tor for the i nstrument , so that gauge 
readings c ou l d be related to po i nt pr e ssure i n bars . Using the 
dimens ions of the p oint 9 the plunger and the gauge spec i fications, 
one s c ale divi sion was c al c ulated t o represent a point pressure 
of 0 , 904 bar . Read i ngs obtai ned l n the f ie ld wer e c orrected 
us i ng the regr ess i on equat i on and conve r si on factor. The overall 
equat i on used t o c onve r t gauge re adings t o a c tual po i nt pressure 
6 1 
(soil strength) 1n bar s was 
So i l strength 3. 1 
TABLE 301 
Ca lculated and mean gauge read i ngs for field penetrometer 
measured during calibration 
Platform Calculated Mean 
scale gauge measured 
sett i ng reading reading 
kg 
10 7 94 7 ~ 8 
20 14 ~ 7 15 96 
30 22 91 23 92 
40 29 9 4 30 9 4 
50 36 98 38 90 
60 44 92 45 90 
70 51 95 52 ~2 
80 58 9 9 59 94 
c) Discussion 
Calibration of the penetrometer has shown a very close 
agreement between calculated and measured gauge readings. In 
addition9 it has been shown that there is no significant change 
in the regress i on slope over a period of five months o Thus 
the i nstrument can be used with confidence over a period of 
time to measure soil str engtho 
3.2 . 2 Field measur ement technique 
The field penetrometer is used to characterize the presence 
(or absence) of har d layers 1n f ield situations o The most 
i mportant s i ngle fa ctor to take i nto account when measuring 
resistance to penetration is the strong depende nce of soil 
strength on so il mo i sture (Shaw 9 Ha1se and Farnsworth 9 1942 9 and 
chapters 4 and 5 of th is investigat i on) 0 Thus 9 if comparisons 
of soil strength are to b e mad e b etween different soils 9 or 
between d i fferent treatments on a particul a r sO l 1 9 a reproducible 
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soil mo is ture status must be chosen o 
The most easily reproduced field soil moisture status is 
that of so - call e d ' field capacity Vo Thi s 1S a vaguely-defined 
concept but is taken to be the wate r content of a soil thoroughly 
wetted by irrigat i on or rainfal1 9 after subsequent rate of drain-
age out of the prof i le has be come negl i g i bly smallo The period 
of t i me required to reac h a negligible drainage rate is 
arbitrarily taken as 2 days o Th is water content is reasonably 
reproduc i ble (Baver et al o ? 1972)0 F ield measurements of soil 
strength were therefore made 1 - 2 days after enough rain had 
fallen to wet the prof ile to the depth of sampling? generally 
600 mm o 
Measurement s of f ield resistance to penetrat10n were 
begun by plac ing the penetrometer on a firm9 flat surface on 
the soilo The depth po i nter was set to zero on the depth scale 
with the penetrometer tip on the soil surfaceo The penetrometer 
was steadied by one person standing on either side of ito The 
handle was wound at a steady rate (approximately one revolution 
per second) and readings were made on the pressure gauge at 10 
mm depth i ncrements (registered on the depth scale) down to a 
depth of 600 mm o After each profile had been completed the 
tip was "WOund up and cleaned to remove soil adhering to the 
shaft behind the tipo 
When the penetrometer was be i ng used to measure soil strength 
on the tillage tr i al s ? i t soon became apparent that hard layers 
were present i n all the profiles studied 9 but that 1ndividual 
depths to the hard layer wi th i n a particular plough i ng depth 
treatment varied appre ci ably o Thi s variation was due mainly 
to var i at i ons i n d epth of ploughi ng withi n a parti c ular treatment o 
These variat i ons presented a pr oblem i n evaluating the results 
of the so il strength/depth determinat ion o This i s best i llus-
trated by the example shown i n F i g o 3 01 which shows thre e 
i nd i v i dual soil strength/depth profiles me asure d on the 100 mm 
ploughing depth treatment at Grasslands o These prof iles differ 
i n t wo mai n ways~ 
a) the d e p t h to the hard layer 9 and 












F i g o 3 01 
SOIL STRENGTH ~ bar 
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Cal c ulatl on of ' modal ' profile (for explanation see text): (a) t hree ind lvidual 
soil strength/depth prof i l es 9 (b) ' mean





An arithmetic mean of soil strengths at each depth for 
the three profiles results i n the ' mean ' prof i le shown in 
F i g o 3 01(b) 0 The shape of th i s prof i le i s not representative 
of the indiv i dual prof iles; nor is the depth of the hard layer 
representative of the mean of the depths to the hard layer in 
the individual prof i les o This prompted an i nvestigation to 
determi ne the best method of representing the ' mean ' profile o 
Immediately above the hard layer the rat e of change of 
soil strength with depth i s h i gh. The hard layer was therefore 
defined as that layer just below the zone of ' maximum rate of 
change of so il strength per unit depth ' o Individual profiles 
were then aligned one with the other on their hard layers 9 by 
movlng each profile either up or down with respect to the position 
of its hard layer . Mean depth to the hard layer was calculated 
as the ar i thmet ic mean of the i ndiv i dual depths to the zone of 
' maximum rate of change of soil strength with depth io Mean 
soil strengths i n the profile were then obtained by summing the 
individual soil strengths and taking the mean o The ' modal ' 
profile thus calculated for the three individual profiles in 
Fig . 3 01 (a) is shown in Fig o 3 01 (c) . The shape of this ' modal' 
profile is representative of the shapes of the individual profiles : 
and the depth to the hard layer is the mean of the depths to the 
hard layer i n the individual prof i les o 
3 03 Laboratory penetrometer 
3 03 01 Introduction 
A field penetrometer des i gned to evaluate the presence (or 
absence) of hard layers i n f ie ld soils has be e n described o 
Evaluat ion of the phys ic al factors caus i ng hardness i n these 
soils is better done on a much smaller scale 9 under c arefully 
controlled laboratory condit i ons o A laboratory penetrometer 9 
and the theory of its use wi l l now be d i scussed o 
Consider a s i ngle ri g i d p r obe penetrat i ng a semi-lnfln i t e 
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body 9f homogeneous ~ c ompr e ss i ble so i l wh i ch is finely struc -
tured so that i t c an be t r eated as a statisti c al cont i nuumo In 
such a soil the p oint pressure q + ~ on the c onical end or i point' p 
of a r i g i d prob e i n a deep test is give n by 
where tan + i ~0 9 4 i s the coeffi ci ent of soil - probe (steel) 
friction 9 and CC lS the i nclude d semi-angle of the penetrometer 
cone (Greac en 9 Barley and Farr~11 9 1968)0 The normal stress 
on the basal surface of the pr obe 9 GN9 c an be found from the 
strength parameters 9 apparent c ohesion (c) and angle of internal 
friction (+) 9 and the c ompressibil i ty coefficients of the soilo 
Thes e latter parame ters c an be obtained from triaxial compression 
tests (Bishop and Henke1 9 1957) 0 
Farrell and Greac en (1966) have analysed the for c es acting 
on the point of a metal prob~o Thelr analysis is based on the 
model of s pheri c al expansl0n of a c avi ty at the po i nt of the 
probeo Compress i on of the soil was considered to occur in two 
main zones o These were a zone of compression with plastic 
failure surrounding the probe 9 and a zone of elastic compression 
further away 0 The total point res i stance was assumed to ' be 
made up of the pressure c omponent requ i red to expand the cavitY 9 
and a point frict i onal c omponent determined by the properties 
of the probeo For a steel probe wi th an included semi =angle 
OC= 300 9 Farrell and Greacen (1966) were able to calculate 
point resistance quite accurately for different sOlIs over a 
wi de range of condi t i ons o 
Using th i s model then 9 the theoret lcal and practical aspects 
of measurement of so i l res i stance with a needle penetrometer will 
be studied o 
303 03 Factors affe c ting measureme nt of po i nt res i stance 
Cockroft (1968) has studied i n some deta i l the operation of 
penetrometers ln so i l and the main fa c tors r equi ring consideration 
+qp i s def i ned as the r es is tanc e a cting on the reli ev e d t i p of a 
prob e 9 i n the d i re c t l on of i ts longitud i nal ax is? per uni t of 
the maximum cros s =sect lona l ar e a of t h e tl P 
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if satisfactory measurements of so il res is tance are to be made o 
Considerat i on will be g iven to these factors 9 and a penetrometer 
designed on this basis wi ll b e des cr ibed o 
a ) Rate of penetration 
When a clay is deformed ? consolidat ion and changes i n pore 
water pressure occ ur (Bolt 9 1956 ? Greacen ? 1959 )0 These are 
rate - dependent pro ce ss es and consequently the rate of penetration 
can be expected to affect the re s i stance to penetration o 
Assessment of the importance of thi s fa c tor is critical to an 
understand i ng of the pro c es s of penetration (Cockroft ? 1968) 0 
Cockroft measured po i nt resistance i n cores of remoulded 
clay at penetration r ates of 0 9 175, 1 9 25, 10 90 and 60 mm h-
1
0 
The results of this i nvest i gation are shown in Table 3 02 0 
Point resistance was i nversely rela te d to rate of p enetration o 
TABLE 302 
Effe c t of pene t rat ion rate on penetrometer resistance 
(after Co c kr 0 f t 9 1 968 ) 
Pene trat ion Po i nt 
r at e _ 1 
pre ssure 
mm h bar 
° 9 175 19 s 0 
1 925 17 92 
10 9 0 1 5 9 1 
60 90 1 ° 14 
LSD ( 0 9° 1 ) 2 96 
When c lays with a low hydrauli c conduc tivity are compressed 
and she ared 9 por e water pressure i ncreases due to slow redist-
ribution of water o Thi s reduces the she a r i n g strength of the 
claY 9 lower i ng the measur ed point res i stanceo Co c k r oft ( 1968) 
c alculated that at a penetr a tion rate of 60 mm h - 1 the pore 
water pressure i n the clay he was study i ng i n c reased by 3 930 
bars o At a p e n etr a tion rate of ° 9175 mm h - 1 J the inc r e ase was 
only ° 901 bar o 
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Thes e res ults have important impl ications i n the use of 
the penetrometer i n soils o The rate of penetration must be 
related to the partic ular deformat ion under studyo Thus 9 i f 
probe data a re to be related to root growth 9 c onditions should 
be used under which there 1S min i mal build up in pore water 
pressure 9 bear i ng in mi nd that the root absorbs water during 
its extension through the soilo It will therefore reduce 
the pore water pr essure of i ts own accord o If penetrometers 
are to be used to simulate plant roots 9 the r ate of penetration 
to be used should be as slow as is practicable o 
Cockroft (1968) used a penetration rate of 1 92 5 mm h - 1 in 
h is study o In order to establish whether a faster rate could 
be used in this i nvest i gation hydraul ic conductivity of 
Domboshawa soil was calculated from i ts moisture characteristic 
curve 9 using the technique of M~rshall (1958)0 Hydraulic 
-3 conductivity of this soil was i n the range 0 9 09 to 0 9 71 x 10 
cm s - 1 (depending upon moisture content)o The clay used by 
Cockroft (1968) had a calculated hydrauli c conductivity in the 
- 9 - 1 range 0 909 to 7 97 x 10 cm s 0 The faster hydraulic con-
ductivity of Domboshawa soil therefore justifies using a faster 
rate of penetration than that used by Cockroft (1968) . 
b) Di ameter of probe 
Larger probes c ause a greater increase i n pore water pressure 
at a particular rate of penetration than do smaller diameter 
probes o The effect of probe diameter on measured point resist-
ance in a remoulded clay is shown i n Table 3 03 0 The difference 
between the two values was h ighly signif ic ant (p = 0 9 01)0 As 
small a diameter probe as is practicable should therefore be 
used so that the increase in pore water pressure is min i malo 
TABLE 3 03 
Effect of pr obe diameter on po i nt res is tance i n a 
remoulded clay (after Cockr oft 9 1968) 





c Shape of probe 
BarleY 9 Farrell and Gr e a cen (1965) used a penetrometer 
with a c onical tip ( i n c luded angle 60
0 ) 0 This was relieved 
behind the po i nt 9 wi th a f ricti on sleeve beh,\~ the t i p o (Similar, 
though on a muc h smaller scale 9 to the field penetrometer o) 
Po i nt res i stanc e and skin f ricti on (f r iction on the shaft) could 
be measur e d i nd e pend ent ly of on e another with th lS arrangemento . 
Po i nt res i stance is the more i mportant parame t er o It can be 
measured qu i te simply by using a coni c al probe 9 relieved behind 
i ts po int 9 so that most of the e ffect of ski n friction is 
eliminated o 
3 03 04 Penetrometer design 
Cons i dering the aforementioned factors 9 th e bas ic components 
required for a laboratory penetrometer are ~ 
a ) a device for applyi ng a c onstant (slow) rate of 
strain over a suitable d is tance; 
b) a penetrometer needle 9 relieved beh i nd the tip, 
and 
c) a means of measur i ng the force on the needle 
penetrating the soilo 
A c ompre s si on test mach i ne (Wykeham Farrance = Mod e l T56) 
was adapted for applying a c onstant rate of straino The 
mach i ne app lies a r at e of strain of 100 mm h - 1 over a distance 
of 100 mm vert ic al ly upwar dso F or us e as a penetrometer i n 
this study i t wa s i nve rted and mounted on a stand (see Plate 3 02). 
An adaptor was mac h i ned to f it the ram to accommodate a dr i ll 
chuck which held the pene trometer need leo The s tai nless steel 
needle had a max i mum d i ame ter of 1 95 mm at the po i nt and was 
cone-shaped with an i n cluded angle of 60 0 0 The shaft 9 re lieved 
beh i nd the tip had a d i ameter of 1 mm 9 and was 55 mm longo 
Pos i t ioned below the n eedl e was a Sartoriu s Model 225 3 
t oploadi ng balanceo In us e the so i l core i n wh ich soil strength 
was to be measur e d wa s p l a ced on the pan of the balance ~ whi ch 
was then tared back to zero o (Th e balanc e c ould be t a red 
o - 1 000 g i n th e optic a l ran ge o) With the n eedle moving 
t.- 1-"""\O"" ... mz,.i!'T>l,;;""'~""';"'~~"""'''V~ ELECTRI C MOTOR DRI VE 
~ ~ 'FI NE' FEED 
~ 'COARSE ' FEED 
~ - MM 
~ I 'I ~ DRI LL CHUCK 
c I' PENETROMETER NEEDLE w - ~-------------
r":', """"1 SOIL CORE 
TOP-LOADING BALANCE 




vertically downwards i nto the c ore 9 the force on the needle 
wa s registered on the balance as a mass reading . This mass 
reading was converted to po i nt resistanc e (pressure) in bars 
us i ng the equatlon: 
Soil strength - 0 9 0555 (mass readlng) 3.3 
where soil strength is i n bar s 9 and mass reading ln grammes. 
3.3 . 5 Standard measurement te chnique 
Soil cores for so il strength measurement were equilibrated 
at specific matric potentials on a tension tray or on a ceramic 
plate in a pressure plate extractor. These cores were stor ed 
overnight in double polyethylene bags after equilibration. 
Before measuring soil strength the outer bag was removed 9 and 
the core placed on the pan of the balance. The balance was 
then tared back to zero . Using the 'coarse i feed (Plate 3.2 ) 
the penetrometer needle was wound downwards into the core to 
a depth of about 6 mm . This depth was chosen because Cockroft 
(1968) found that maximum point resistance was only expressed 
at depths >4d 9 where d is the diameter of the probe. The 
' fine ' feed was then selected and the motor turned on. A 
stopwatch was started simultaneouslY 9 and read i ngs on the 
balance were then taken every 30 seconds (approximately 0 98 mm 
depth increments) . 
Scale readings on the balance in the range 0 - 1 000 g 
corresponded to point res i stances of 0 - 55 9 5 bars. The range 
could be extended by placing one 200 g and one 500 g brass 
masspiece on the scal e pan before taring back to zero . If the 
optical scale was exceeded during measurement 9 the motor was 
stopped ? the needle wound back and one or both of the masspieces 
removed . The motor was then restarted and readings continued. 
Using this technique the range could b e extended to 66 9 6; 83,3 
or 94 ,4 bars . 
purposes . 
These range s we r e sufficient for all practical 
In all cases duplicate ~ pr ofiles ! 180 0 apart were measured 
in a particular c or e at a spec i fi c moisture cont ent 9 with the 
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penetrometer probe 25 mm f r om the edge of the core . Point 
resistance was measured over a depth of 50 mm i n each core and 
soil strength was calculated as the mean of 120 individual mass 
readings ? converted to point pressure i n bars . 
3 . 4 Summary 
A cont i nuous stre ss penetrometer d e s i gned to measure soil 
strength down to a depth of 600 mm under field conditions has 
been described . The instrument has been shown to maintain 
its accuracy over a per i od of t i me . The field measurement 
technique and method for calculating ' modal' profiles are 
described o 
The theory of laboratory penetrometers ? in partlcular the 
effect of penetration rate and of s i ze and shape of probe on 
soil strength measurements are discussed. A laboratory pene-
trometer and standard technique for measuring soil strength 
are described . 
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CHAPTER 4 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TILLAGE TRIAL SOILS 
401 Introduction 
The four tillage trials studied in this investigation 
were established in order to examine the effects .of ploughing 
continuously to three different depths (100 9 230 and 355 mm) 
with two types of plough (mouldboard and disc) on maize yieldo 
Super i mposed on the ploughing depth/type of plough treatments 
were three different compost or 9 at Hatcliffe? fertilizer levels o 
(Full details of the four tillage trials are contained in 
appendix 4010) The major objectives of the investigations 
reported in this thesis were to determine the effects of the 
ploughing depth treatments on the physical characteristics of 
the soils 9 and the effects of the latter on root growth and 
maize yield o 
In order to evaluate these phys ical characteristics 9 
complementary field and laboratory investigations were carried 
out o In the field investigation soil strength/depth profiles 
were measured on each of the three ploughing depth treatments 
at the four sites o For the laboratory investigation? a 
comprehensive series of undisturbed cores was taken from each 
of the tillage trials and subjected to extensive physical 
measurements o 
4 02 Field measurement of soil strength 
Using the field penetrometer and standard measurement 
technique described previously (section 3 02)9 soil strength/ 
depth profiles were measured at Domboshawa 9 Grasslands 9 Makoholi 
and Hatcliffe on the zero compost (low fertilizer at Hatcliffe) 
disc-ploughed plotso At Grasslands ? Makoholi and Hatcl iffe 
measurements were made the day after soaking ra i n had fallen? 
so the whole profile was at i field capac ity Vo At Domboshawa 9 
however ? readings were taken two days after rain and the 
surface soil had been dried by evapotransPl rat i on during two 
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days of br i ght sunsh i neo The so i l strengths measured in the 
surface layers at Domboshawa we r e therefore not strictly 
c omparabl e with those measured at the other three sites o 
Modal prof i les were c al c ulated ? using the technique des-
cribed i n sect i on 3 0202 9 for each of the three ploughing depth 
treatments on the Domboshawa 9 Grasslands s Makoholi and Hatcliffe 
tillage trialso Soil strengths measured in the surface layers 
at Domboshawa were abnormally higho Subsequent laboratory 
measurement of soil strength on undisturbed cores (section 
4 04 03) confirmed this observation ? and the soil strengths in 
the surface layers of the modal profiles at Domboshawa were 
therefore adjusted using the laboratory data o 
Modal profiles for the four tillage trials are presented 
in Fig o 4 01 0 Hard layers were present between just below and 
150 mm below the nominal plough depths on all treatments at 
the four sites ? with the exc eption of the 100 mm ploughing 
depth treatment at Hatcliffe o The hard layers all had soil 
strengths i n the range 16 to 24 bars ? with soil strengths in 
the 100 mm ploughi ng depth treatments tending to be higher 
at 21 to 24 bars o 
4 0202 Weighted mean soil strength 
In order to provide a more meaningful method for character-
iz i ng and c ompar i ng soil strength/depth prof i les ? the concept 
of weighted mean so i l strength was introduc edo On the assump-
tion that high s o i l strength near the so i l surface would be 
more detrimental to root prol i feration and crop yield than it 
would be at depth ? mean so i l strengths over 100 mm depth incre-
ments from the surfac e down to 600 mm were weighted by multi -
plyi ng them i n turn by 6 9 5 9 49 3 9 2 and 1 0 The products 
were summed and th en divl d e d by 2 1 ~ the sum of the mult i pl i ers ? 
to give the weighted mean s o i l strength fo r the partlcular 
prof i l eo We i ghted me an s oil strengt h s fo r t he three ploughing 
depth treatment s on the fou r t i llage tr i als are pres ented in 
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F i g o 4 , 1 (a) ' Modal' soil strength/depth profiles for the three depths of ploughing 
treatments at DOMBOSHAWA - each profile is the adjusted mean of 15 
profiles from six replicates (the arrows indicate depth of ploughing) 
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Fig o 4 01 (b) ' Modal' soil strength/depth profiles for the three depths of ploughi ng 
treatments at GRASSLANDS - each profile is the adjusted mean of 12 
profiles from four replicates 
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Fig o 4 01 (c) ' Modal ' soil strength/depth profiles for the three depths of ploughing 
treatments at MAKOHOLI - each profile is the adjusted mean of six 
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Fi g n 4 01 (d) ' Modal so i l strength/depth prof i les for the three depths of ploughi ng 
treatments at HATCLIFFE - eac h profile is the adjusted mean of 14 






original Dombo shawa soil strength data were used ; weighted 
mean soil strengths calc ulated from the ' adjusted V data are 
shown at the foot of Table 4 01. 
TABLE 401 
We ighted mean soil strengths on the three ploughing 
depth treatments at Domboshawa 9 Grasslands 9 Makoholi 
and Hatcliffe (bars) 
Ploughi ng Si te 
depth 9 
mm Domboshawa Grasslands Makoholi Hatcliffe 
100 19 99+ 12 94 13 96 12 95 
230 12 9 8 6 95 8 95 10 99 
355 9 9 4 5 9 9 6 99 10 96 
SE 0 , 84 0 956 0 96 0 0 96 0 
LSD : 0 905 2 , 4 1 96 1 98 1 97 
0 901 3 92 2 92 29 5 2 93 
0 9001 49 2 2 99 3 , 5 3 90 
Signif i cance *** *** *** NS 
+'adjusted i Domboshawa values : 
100 mm 16 96 bars 
230 mm 11 95 bars 
355 mm 8 90 bars 
The overall ploughi ng depth effect on weighted mean soil 
strength was very h i ghly significant at Domboshawa 9 Grasslands 
and Makoholi ( c oar se - textured soils) 9 but was not signif i cant 
at Hatcl i ffe (f i ne - textured soil) . We i ghted mean soil strengths 
de c reased with i n c r e ased depth of plough i ng 9 wi th the main 
difference be i ng b e tween the 100 and 230 mm ploughing d e pth 
treatments ? and little difference between the 230 and 355 mm 
ploughing depth treatments c 
4 02 03 Depth to har d laye r 
Mean depths to the hard layer 9 as def i ned i n se c t i on 3 02 . 2 9 
for the four t i llage tr i als ar e pr e sented i n Table 4.2 0 The 
overall plough i ng depth effe c t was very highly significant at 
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all the si t eso I nd ividual d i ffe ren c es b e twee n the thre e 
ploughi ng d e pth treatment s at a particular s i te were all h i ghly 
s i gn i f ic ant 9 wi th th e e xc e pt i on of the dif f e r ence betwe en the 
100 and 230 mm ploughi ng d e pth treatment at Ratcl i ffe which 
was n ot s ignif ic ant o 
TABLE 4 02 
Mean depth . t o har d laye r (mm) on the three ploughing depth 
treatment s at Domboshawa 9 Grasslands 9 Makohol i and 
Ratcl i ffe 
Ploughi ng Si te 
d e pth 
mm Domboshawa Grasslands Makoholi Ratcliffe 
100 103 120 150 290 
230 248 307 307 301 
355 373 : 388 367 347 
SE 8 93 89 3 12 93 8 99 
LSD : 0 9 05 24 24 37 25 
0 90 1 32 32 51 34 
0 9001 42 42 71 45 
Si gn i f ican ce *** *** *** *** 
4 02 04 Di scuss i on 
Data obtai ned wi th the field penetrometer have shown that 
hard layers exi st i n all the ploughi ng depth treatments on the 
four t i llage tr i als 9 ahd that these hard laye rs have strengths 
of b e tween 16 and 24 bar so At Domboshawa 9 Gr asslands 9 Makoholi 9 
and on the two d e epe r plough i ng depth treatments at Ratcliffe 9 
the hard layers occ ur betwe e n j ust b e low and 150 mm b e low the 
nom i nal depths of ploughi ng o On the 100 mm plough i ng depth 
t re atment at Rat c l iff e 9 howeve r 9 the har d laye r is mo re than 
200 mm below the nomi nal ploughi ng d e p t h 9 i nd ic a ti ng that ther e 
i s no hard laye r i n th is s o i l d ire c tly attributabl e t o the 
i mpos e d 100 mm ploughi ng depth t r eatment o This observat i on~ 
wh ic h wi ll as s ume i mpor t ance wh e n th e e ff ects of these hard 
layer s on ma i z e yield a re c onsid e red 9 wi l l b e d i s c us s ed i n more 
detai l on c e the da ta f ro m the physic a l measur ements on und i sturbed 
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cores removed from the ti llage tr i al s have been presented o 
403 Laboratory measurement of soil physical characteristics 
Physical characteristi c s of the hard layers shown to be 
present i n all the prof i les stud i ed are most likely to be~ 
a) h i gh bulk density and soil strength9 
b) poor aeration 9 due to a reduction i n number 
of large pores? and 
c) changed moisture retention curves o 
In order to establish firstlY 9 whether there were any 
differences i n soil physical characteristics between the three 
ploughing depth treatments? and secondlY 9 which physical 
factor or factors were most l i kely to affect root growth and/ 
or maize yield? a comprehens i ve series of undisturbed cores 
was taken from each of the tillage trials. Soil strength, 
bulk densitY 9 moisture retention? air space and soil texture 
were measured in these coreso 
4 . 301 Sampling procedure 
Undisturbed cores ? 75 mm high and 100 mm in diameter were 
taken from each of the three ploughi ng depth treatments on the 
disc - ploughed 9 zero compost plots ( l ow fertilizer plots at 
Ratcliffe) at e ach of the four t i llage tr i als o At Domboshawa, 
Grasslands and Makoholi 9 cores were taken at four depths on 
each ploughing depth treatment ? so that one c ore was above the 
hard layer 9 two i n c luded at least part of it 9 and one was below 
it o At Ratcl i ffe a c ontinuous series of s i x cores was taken 
from 75 mm down to 525 mm on each ploughi ng depth treatment o 
(Exact depths of sampl i ng are given in append i x 4 02 0) Seventy 
two cores were taken at both Domboshawa and Makoholi (12 cores 
from each of six replicates) 9 48 cores were taken at Grasslands 
(12 cores from eac h of four repl i cates) and 108 cores were taken 
at Ratcliffe (18 cores f r om each of s i x r epli cates)o In 
add i t i on 9 a ser i es of 24 cor e s was taken from the hard layer 
of the high leve l of c ompos t p lots at Grasslands for comparison 
with the zero compost l ev e l cores . 
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Samples were taken in late winter o Each position sampled 
was wetted with approxi mately 30 litres of water the day before 
core remova1 9 and care was taken not to compress the soil within 
the core during samplingo After sampling 9 the cores were 
placed in polyethylene bags to which a few drops of chloroform 
had been added 9 to prevent mi crobial growth9 and stored at 
constant temperature (22 ~ 1C) in the darko 
4 0302 Measurement methods 
In the laboratory the cores were trimmed to the size of the 
enclosing metal sleeves and a circle of cloth (poplin), of 
slightly larger diameter than the core was placed over the lower 
end of the core, held in place by a rubber band. The cores, 
six at a time 9 were then stood on filter paper (Whatman's No.2) 
on a tension tray which was flooded with distilled water to a 
depth 5 mm below the top of the cores. The tension tray was 
covered and the cores were allowed to saturate for 24 hours. 
All equilibrations and measurements were made in a constant 
+ temperature room at 22 - 1C o 
The cores were drained successively at - 20, - 50 and -100 
mbar matric potentia1 9 measured with respect to the bottom of 
the core 9 on the tension tray o Matri c potentials of - 20 and 
-50 mbar were chosen because of the important part pores 
emptying at these matric potentials play in soil aeration o A 
matri c potential of -100 mbar is generally regarded as the 
best laboratory approximatlon for so - called ' field capacity' 
in coarse-textured soils ? so this figure was used for the 
Domboshawa , Grasslands and Makoholi soils 9 which ranged from 
sandy clay loams to sands, respectively o At Ratcl i ffe , however, 
where the soils were sandy clay loams or sandy clays , the mois-
ture contents of a series of 18 undisturb e d cores removed 30 
hours after saturation i n the field we re compared wi th moisture 
contents of the cores equi librated ln the laboratory o There 
was no significant difference between the ' field capaci ty ' and 
-200 mbar water contents o 
Drainage time on the tension tray was b etwe en 24 and 48 
hours ~ and the cores were welghed after eac h equilibration o 
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Before replacing the cores on the tension traY 9 each c ore 
position was wett ed wl th 10 cm3 of wate r to ensure good core-
tray c ontac t o After equi llbration at -1 00 mbar matr ic potential~ 
the Ratcl i ffe co r es were transferred to a pressure plate extractor 
and equilibrated at =200 mbar for 48 hours o S i lica flour sus-
pens ion placed on the cerami c plates i mproved core - plate contact 
and shortened dra i nage t i me considerably o 
Onc e the cores had been equilibrated at vfield capacity ' 
they were we i ghed ? placed i nside double ' polyethylene bags and 
stood overnight o So i l strength was then measured in duplicate 
prof i les 1800 apart 9 with the penetrometer probe 25 mm from the 
edge of the coreo Us i ng the standard measurement technique 
descr i bed in 303 0 5 ~ a total of 120 i ndivi dual point resistance 
read i ngs was taken i n each core and converted to ioil strength 
i n bars o 
The cores were then transferred to a pressure plate extractor 
and equilibrated at - 1 000 mbar for 48 hours o Again ? after 
equil i bration and we igh l ng the c ores were allowed to stand 
overnight i n double polyethylene bags before measuring soil 
strength o Once soil strength had been measured at - 1 000 mbar, 
the cloth and rubber band were removed and weighed o The cores 
were then dried in a forced- draught oven at 105C for 48 hours ? 
weighed ? and assum i ng a standard volume for all the core cylin-
ders ? bulk density was calculatedo Th e core samples were then 
ground gently to pass a 2 mm screen and subsampled for measure-
ment of - 5 bar water content i n a pressure membrane extractor~ 
and for part ic le size distribut i on analys i s o The latter was 
c arr ied out using the Bouyoucos hydrometer techni que as des -
cribed by Thompson ( 1965 )0 
Assumi ng a soil par ticle density of 2 965 g cm- 3 ai r spaces 
at - 20 ? - 50 and - 100 mbar ( - 200 mbar at Ratcl i ffe) were calcu-
lated o Water contents at - 100 mbar ( ~200 mbar at Ratcliffe) 
and - 5 bar were als o c al c ulated o 
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4 . 4 Results 
Data for each of the phys ic al factors measured were 
analysed statist i cally to test whether there was any difference 
in the parameter b eing measured with depth of sampl i ng . 
Results for each physical parameter will be presented in turn. 
4 . 4 01 So i l texture 
Detailed particle size distribution results for the soils 
from the four sites are shown in appendix 4 . 3~ together with 
their textural classes. Clay content was highest at Ratcliffe, 
and decreased in the order Domboshawa ~ Grasslands and Makoholi, 
with clay content at Makoholi being very low. In all the 
profiles there was an increase in clay content down the profile. 
Rilton (1963) found that of all the particle size classes, 
particles ~30 pm in diameter were predominantly important in 
determining soil resistance to penetration . A combined silt 
plus clay figure 9 which included all particles ~~O pm was 
therefore used in this investigation. Silt plus clay data for 
the four trial sites are presented in Table 4.3. There was a 
significant increase in silt plus clay percentage with depth 
of sampling in all the profiles 9 wi th quite a sharp change 
between cores taken within the plough layer ~ and those taken 
below it . This was particularly noticeable at Ratcliffe. 
There was some evidence of fine particles being brought up from 
below by deep ploughing at Domboshawa 9 but this was not apparent 
at the other three sites . 
4.4 02 Bulk density 
Mean bulk density values for the four soils are shown in 
Table 4 . 4. In general , bulk density was h i ghest in the hard 
layer 9 and de c reased slightly above and below ito Bulk densities 
within the hard layer of the shallowest ploughed plots were 
generally higher than those at the other two ploughing depths. 
This latter observat i on concurs with th e field penetrometer 
measurements d i scussed i n section 4 02.1 0 Overa14 bulk densities 
were highest at Makohol i (coars e-textured so i l) and lowest at 
Mean silt plus clay content 
Depth DOMBOSHAWA 
of 
Ploughi ng depth ? sample mm 
100 230 355 
1 1 5 ~ 3 17 , 0 18,8 
2 16 , 7 21 9 ° 18 99 
3 24,5 28 98 26 , 5 
4 30 91 29 , 2 28 , 7 
SE 0 , 93 1 , 37 0 9 85 
LSD: 0 , 05 2 98 4 , 1 2 , 6 
°9°1 3 9 9 5 , 7 3,6 
0 , 001 5 , 4 7 99 4 , 9 
Si gnif l cance+ *** *** *** 
+ s i gn i f i cance of depth of sampl i ng effect 
TABLE 4 . 3(a) 
(%) at Domboshawa, Grasslands and Makoholi 
GRASSLANDS MAKOHOLI 
Ploughing depth , mm Plough i ng depth , 
10O 230 355 10O 230 
12 , 3 16 92 1 5 , 1 4,8 4 , 6 
14 ?4 17 , 8 1 5 , 1 4 98 5 90 
17 9 4 22 97 22 , 8 5 95 5 97 
20,9 22 , 9 22,7 5 , 7 6 , 0 
0,47 0 , 53 1 , 74 0 , 16 0,18 
1 , 5 1 ? 7 5 ,6 0 9 5 0 9 5 
2,2 2,4 8 , 0 0 , 7 0 , 8 
3 , 2 3,6 11 98 0 , 9 1 9 ° 
*** *** * ** *** 
mm 
355 
5 , 4 
5 96 
6 , 2 
6 9 5 
0 , 18 
0 , 5 
0 , 8 





Ratcliffe (f i ne - textured so i l) . 
TABLE 4 . 3(b) 
Mean silt plus clay content (%) at Ratcliffe 
Depth of Ploughing depth 9 mm 
sample 100 230 355 
1 40 9 8 40 94 40 9 7 
2 41 92 39 9 4 40 9 0 
3 45 9 1 41 9 3 40 99 
4 46 99 45 9 5 41 97 
5 50 94 49 93 47 9 5 
6 49 96 49 93 48 94 
SE 0 977 0 9 73 0 952 
LSD ~ 0 905 2 92 2 91 1 95 
0 90 1 3 9 0 2 99 29 1 
0 9001 49 1 3 99 29 8 
Significance *** *** *** 
Bulk densities i n the surface layers at Makoholi 9 particu-
larly 1n the two deeper ploughing treatments 9 were higher than 
those in the cores immediately below . Willatt (Agric. Res. 
Council of Co A. Ann . Rept . 9 1967 found at Grasslands that 
there was a defini te increase in bulk d ensity of the soil as 
the season progressed 9 the most noticeable i ncreases being in 
the surface so i ls 9 but gave no explanation for this. Itcould 
be due to settl i ng of the so i l under the influence of raindrop 
action and alternate wett i ng and drying . The latter process 
has been shown by Gerard 9 CowleY9 Burleson and Bloodworth (1962) 
to result i n close - packi ng of a so i 1 9 particularly in the zone 
75 to 175 mm below the so i l surface . 
4.4 . 3 So i l strength 
Mean soil strengths measured at - 100 and - 1 000 mbar matric 
potential at Domboshawa 9 Gr asslands and Makoholi 9 and at -200 
and -1 000 mbar at Ratcl i ff e are shown i n Table 4 . 5 0 Soil 









LSD ~ 0 9 05 
0 901 
0 , 001 
Si gni f i cance 
TABLE 404(a) 
Effect of ploughing depth and depth of sampling on mean bulk density 
(g cm-3) at Domboshawa 9 Grasslands and Makoholi 
DOMBOSHAWA GRASSLANDS MAKOHOLI 
Ploughing d e pth, mm Ploughi ng de pth 9 mm Ploughing depth 9 mm 
10O 230 355 10O 230 355 10O 230 355 
1 954 1 941 1 937 1 948 1 941 1 93 6 1 96O 1 963 1 965 
1 962 1 940 1 941 1 955 1 945 1 938 1 > 64 1 96O 1 962 
1 953 1 945 1 949 1 95O 1 943 1 948 1 9 6O 1 963 1 963 
1 946 1 942 1 946 1 943 1 937 1 943 1 959 1 961 1 961 
° 9° 24 ° 9°23 °9°24 ° 9°23 ° 9°52 ° 9°20 ° 9°14 ° 9°14 ° 9 °17 
° 9°7 0 907 0 907 ° 9°7 0 9 17 0 9 06 ° 9°4 ° 9°4 0 9 05 
0 910 0 910 0 9 10 ° 9 1 1 0 924 0 9 09 0 906 0 906 ° 9°7 
0 914 0 913 ° 914 ° 916 0 9 35 0 9 14 0 9 08 0 908 0 910 





TABLE 4 04(b) 
Effect of PIOughi nf depth and depth . of s ampling on 
mean bulk density g cm- 3 ) at Hatcl lffe 
De pth of Ploughi ng depth , mm 
sample 100 230 355 
1 1 917 1 918 1 9 1 8 
2 1 ? 22 1 9 17 1 , 14 
3 1 926 1 921 1 , 14 
4 1 , 25 1 923 1 , 20 
5 1 925 1 ,23 1 , 22 
6 1 , 22 1 920 1 920 
SE 0 9021 0 9022 0 , 019 
LSD ~ 0 , 05 0 906 0 , 06 0,05 
0 901 0 9 08 0 , 09 0 , 07 
0 , 001 0 911 0 912 0 , 10 
Signi ficance NS NS * 
the bulk dens i ties pres ented in the prevlous section, however, 
at a specified bulk density and matric potential soil strengths 
in each of the four soils were quite d i fferent o This point 
will be studied more closely in chapter 50 
Soil strengths measured at ' field capacity ' (-100 mbar 
at Domboshawa 9 Grasslands and Makoholi , and - 200 mbar at 
Hatc liffe) in the laboratory showed the same pattern as those 
measured 'at ' field capac ity ' wi th the f ie ld penetrometer o 
Thus field- measured strengths of the hard layer (section 4.2.1) 
were i n the range 16 - 24 bars , while those measured in the 
laboratory were i n the range 15 - 23 bars o The laboratory 
measurements showed a similar trend to the field measurements 
in that soil strengths i n the hard laye r s of the shallow-ploughed 
(100 mm) treatments were h i gher than those i n the deeper-ploughed 
treatments o 
Mean so i l strengths at -1 000 mbar matric potential on 
the three coarse-textured so il s were b etwee~ 71 and 62% higher 
than those measured at - 100 mbar 9 and were ranked i n the same 
order as mean silt p l us clay cont ent o Thus Domboshawa (mean 
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TABLE 405 (a) 
Effect of pl oughing depth 9 dept h of sampling and matri c 

























Ploughi ng depth9 
230 
- 1 000 - 100 -1 000 
mbar mbar mbar 
27 9 0 9 9 1 16 93 
40 94 8 9 9 1 5 9 1 
32 96 17 90 26 99 
33 90 16 ~ 8 31 92 
5 902 2 957 3 935 
1 5 9 1 7 98 10 9 1 
20 9 9 10 97 14 90 
28,9 14 98 19 93 
NS NS ** 
TABLE 4 05(b) 
mm 
355 
- 100 -1 000 
mbar mbar 
6 91 12 92 
79 6 11 92 
18 98 31 1 1 
1 5 9 1 25 13 
1 159 29 33 
49 8 7 10 
6 96 9,7 
9 1 2 13 14 
*** *** 
Effect of ploughing depth 9 depth of sampling and matric 
on mean soil strength (bar) at Grasslands potential 
Ploughi ng depth9 mm 
Depth 
of 100 230 355 
sample 
- 100 -1 000 -1 00 - 1 000 - 100 -1 000 
mbar mbar mbar mbar mbar mbar 
1 11 92 17 94 11 98 19 91 79 7 11 90 
2 17 98 30 96 14 94 26 97 79 7 10 91 
3 18 90 27 9 7 16 9 9 28 95 19 93 32,1 
4 14 97 24 9 0 12 91 21 9 4 14 99 30 9 1 
SE 2 971 4 918 4 942 8 966 0 981 29 55 
LSD: 0 905 8 97 13 94 14 92 27 9 7 2 96 8 92 
0 901 12 95 19 9 2 20 9 3 39 98 3 9 7 11 97 
0 9001 18 9 3 28 93 29 9 9 58 96 5 95 17 92 
Si gnif i cance NS NS NS NS *** *** 
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TABLE 405( c ) 
Effe c t of ploughi ng depth 1 dep t h of sampling and matri c 
potent i a l on mean s Ol I strengt h (bar ) at Makoholi 
Pl ough i ng dep th 9 mm 
Depth 
355 of 100 230 
sample 
- 100 - 1 000 -1 00 - 1 000 - 100 - ·1 000 
mbar mbar mbar mbar mbar mbar 
1 15 92 26 98 16 99 32 90 20 97 48 14 
2 17 99 25 18 15 93 19 91 14 9 3 2214 
3 
l ' 
13 9 7 20 9 0 17 91 23 13 15 15 25 97 
..I 
4 12 96 17 97 15 94 22 96 15 , 6 229 8 
SE 1 971 2 951 1 978 1 990 1 996 2,53 
LSD: 0 905 5 92 7 96 5 9 4 5 97 5 , 9 7,6 
0 , 01 7 , 1 10 95 7 94 7 99 8 , 2 10,5 
0 , 001 9 98 14 9 5 10 93 10 , 9 11 ,3 14 96 
Significance NS NS NS ** NS *** 
TABLE 40 5(d ) 
Effect of plough i ng depth 9 depth of sampling and matric 
potential on mean soil strength (bar) at Ratcliffe 
Ploughi ng depth , mm 
Depth 
of 100 230 355 
sample 
- 200 - 1 000 - 200 -1 000 - 200 -1 000 
mbar mbar mbar mbar mbar mbar 
1 10 , 0 14 92 11 95 16 , 0 11 , 6 15,3 
2 1 2 , 1 17 , 6 9 9 1 13 , 6 9 , 3 14 , 3 
3 17 , 9 21 , 4 9 , 9 15 93 9 93 13,6 
4 18 , 8 26 97 15 , 3 20 , 4 10 ,1 13,6 
5 20 , 3 26 , 7 15 95 22 , 3 13 9 5 18 , 9 
6 17 96 23 , 8 15 , 6 22 , 5 15 , 0 20,1 
SE 1 942 19 72 1 935 1 982 1 , 25 1 954 
LSD ~ 0 905 4 91 5 , 0 3 99 5 93 3 97 4,5 
0 901 5 , 6 6 98 5 93 7 92 4 , 9 6 , 1 
0 , 001 7 , 5 9 9 '1 7 91 9 , 6 6 , 6 8 11 
Signi f ic ance *** *** ** ** * * 
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silt plus clay - 23 90%) had an i ncre ase on dryi ng of 71% 9 
Grasslands (me an silt plus c lay - 18 93%) increased 67%9 and 
Makohol i (mean s i lt plus clay - 5 95%) i ncr e ased 62%0 However, 
at Hatcl i ffe , where the mean si lt plus clay c ontent was 44 94%9 
mean soil strength was 3 9% h i gher at -1 000 mbar than at - 200 
mbar o Reasons f or these observed drying e ffects wi ll be dis-
cussed in more detail i n chapter 50 
4 0404 Air space 
Air space wa s measured at -20 9 - 50 9 -100 mbar, and at 
Hatcliffe at - 200 mbar matr ic p otent i al o In chapter 2 it 
was shown that oxygen flux i ndex was closely correlated with 
air space in the range 3 - 15% air spaceo Thus 9 air space 9 
by virtue of i ts c lose relationship to oxygen flux index can 
be used as an i nd ex of aeration status of a soiL Ten per cent 
air space 9 corresponding i n this i nvest i gat i on to an oxygen flux 
index of approximately 20 pg m- 2 s - 1 i s generally regarded as 
being the lower limit for r oot proliferat i on (Baver et al o, 
1972) 0 
Results of the air space measurements will be discussed ln 
turn for each of the four tr i als o 
a) Domboshawa 
Air space results for each of the three matr ic potentials 
are shown in Table 4060 I n general 9 air space was h i gh i n the 
surface and decreased wi t h d e pth of sampl i ng 9 due to the con-
comitant i n creas e i n silt plus c lay content down the profile. 
Air space i ncreased qu i te sharply on d esaturati on , particularly 
i n the soil above t h e hard layer 9 so that even at - 50 mbar air 
spac e i n the p loughed SOlI was above 20% i n all three ploughing 
depth trea t mentso Wi thin the hard layer d esaturat i on did not 
br i ng abo'u t a s gr eat an i n cre a se i n a ir s pac e, because the soil 
i n th is layer was more compa c t 9 and there were r e lat i vely fewer 
large pore s. Ai r s pace was 9 however , always above 10% 0 
b ) Grasslands 
Air s pace results for Gr asslands a r e p resente d i n Table 407. 
A similar pattern to that ob s e rved at Dombo shawa e merge s? and 
TABLE 4.6 
Effect of ploughi ng depth ~ 
space (%) at Domboshawa 
depth of sampl i ng and matr i c potential on mean a i r 
Ploughing depth ~ mm 
Depth 
100 230 355 of 
sampl e 
Matric pot ent i al ~ mbar Matr ic potential ~ mbar Matr ic pot ent i al ~ mbar 
=20 ~50 - 100 - 20 - 50 - 100 =20 - 50 - 100 
1 13~ 6 21 ~ 4 24 ~ 1 13 ~ 2 24 ~ 8 28~6 16 ~ 0 27 ~ 5 31 ~ 3 
2 1 2 ~ 6 1 6 ~ 5 18 ~ 6 17 ~ 1 23 ~ 5 25 ~ 9 14 ~ 8 24 ~ 1 27 9 4 
3 1 3 9 1 16 ~ 1 1 7 ~ 8 12 98 16 90 1 8 ~ 0 11 ~ 6 15 95 17 9 8 
4 12 ~ 3 1 5 ~ 1 16 ~ 9 12 9 7 16 9 3 18 9 5 10 ~ 7 14 9 0 16 9 2 
SE 0 ~ 8 4 1 ~ 1 6 1 ~ 26 1 ~ 11 1 958 1 969 19 20 1 946 1 ~ 51 
LSD : 0 9 05 2 ~ 5 3 95 3 98 3 ~ 3 4 ~ 8 5 91 3 ~ 6 4 ~ 4 4 96 
0 ~ 0 1 3 9 5 4 ~ 8 5 ~ 3 4~ 6 6 ~ 6 7 ~ 0 5 ~ 0 6 ~ 1 6 9 3 
0 ~ 001 4 ~ 8 6 97 7 ~ 3 6 9 4 9 ~ 1 9 ~ 7 6 ~ 9 8 ~ 4 8 ~ 7 
Si gni fican c e NS ** ** * ** *** * ***' *** 
\0 
-' 
Effect of ploughing depth9 





Matrie potential? mbar 
- 20 -50 -1 00 
1 14 9 4 26 9 1 29 9 9 
2 14 97 22 98 25 1 9 
3 15 9 0 229 9 26 94 
4 15 92 21 99 25 98 
SE 0 967 0 946 0 960 
LSD ~ 0 90 5 29 1 1 95 1 99 
0 901 3 91 29 1 29 8 
0 9001 49 5 3 91 49 1 
:S i gnifieane e NS *** ** 
i< 
TABLE 407 
depth of sampling and matrie potential on mean air 
Ploughing depth9 mm 
230 355 
Matrie potential 1 mbar Matr ie potential 9 
- 20 -50 - 100 -20 - 50 
10 9 0 23 1 8 28 98 14 9 8 28 92 
12 96 21 99 26 ~ 1 . 14 9 1 26 97 
13 93 19 9 7 23 99 11 90 16 92 
12 9 8 20 91 25 93 11 98 18 95 
1 928 29 37 1 927 0 982 0 9 90 
49 1 79 6 49 1 2 96 2 99 
5 99 10 99 5 98 3 98 49 2 
8 97 16 9 0 8 96 5 95 6 91 















air space within the ploughed layer ? particularly at - 50 and 
-100 mbar is high. With in the hard layer aeration was adequate~ 
air space being above 11% at - 20 mbar 9 and above 25% at -100 
mbar matric potenti al . Overall increases in air space on 
desaturation were greater than those at Domboshawa 9 due to 
the coarser texture of the Grasslands soil o 
c ) Makohol i 
Air space results for Makohol i are presented in Table 4.8. 
Air space at - 20 mbar matri c potent i al was i n the range 9 - 14%, 
but increased sharply on draining to -50 mbar to be above 20% 
in all layers . Air spaces at - 50 and -1 00 mbar were consider-
ably higher than those at Domboshawa and Grasslands due to the 
very low silt plus clay content . There was l i ttle change in 
alr space with depth of sampling 9 due to the relatively small 
change i n silt plus c lay conten~ down the profile (Table 4 . 1). 
d) Ratcliffe 
Air space data for Ratcliffe at -20 ~ -50 and -200 mbar 
matric potential are presented i n Table 4.9 . In general air 
space was higher in the surface cores than at depth, and there 
was little differenc e between air space within the hard layer 
and that above and below it . At ~20 mbar air spaces were 
between 9 and 13%. Within the ploughed zone air space increased 
quite sharply on desaturation 9 though not as sharply as in the 
coarse-textured soils, so that it was above 20% at 'field 
capacityl . In the unploughed zone the increase i n air space 
on desaturation was quite smal1 9 due mainly to the higher silt 
plus clay content wi thin this zone . 
Thus 9 overall it would seem that aeration status of these 
soils is adequate for root prol i feration . In genera1 9 a i r 
spaces were lowest wi thin the hard layer or at depth, but 
nevertheless were all above 14% at ' field capacity ' within 
these zones . Withi n the p l oughed z one aeration increased 
rapidly on desaturation 9 so that by the time the soils had 
drained to ' f i eld c apac i ty ' ai r space within the ploughed zone 
was above 20% in all the so il s . 
Effect of ploughing depth 9 




Matr ic potent i al 9 mbar 
- 20 - 50 - 100 
1 12 90 24 9 8 29 95 
2 11 93 24 90 29 91 
3 12 92 26 97 30 96 
4 1 2 98 27 91 30 99 
SE 0 991 0 977 0 961 
LSD~ 0 905 2 97 2 93 1 98 
° 9° 1 3 98 3 92 2 95 
° 9° 0 1 5 92 4 94 3 95 
Signi f icance NS * NS 
TABLE 4 . 8 
depth of sampling and matric potent i al on mean air 
Ploughing depth 9 mm 
230 355 
Matr ic potent i al ~ mbar Matr ic potent i al 9 mbar 
- 20 -50 - 100 - 20 ~50 - 100 
12 92 23 95 28 91 14 94 21 94 25 9 3 
11 93 25 93 30 94 9 93 23 92 29 94 
11 99 24 99 29 93 1 2 91 24 99 29 90 
14 9 2 26 93 30 91 14 91 26 93 29 99 
° 994 0 998 0 983 0 9 65 0 9 90 ° 981 
2 98 3 90 2 95 2 90 2 , 7 2 94 
3 99 4 91 3 95 2 97 3 9 8 3 94 
5 94 5 9 6 4 98 3 . 7 5 92 4 97 
NS NS NS *** * ** 
\.0 
~ 
Effe c t of ploughi ng depth ? 




Matr ic potential . mbar 
~20 - 50 =200 
1 1 2 9 6 18 . 2 22 . 5 
2 1 2 99 16.9 20.6 
3 10 9 9 13. 2 1 5 98 
4 10.7 12 . 5 14.7 
5 10 . 5 12 9 1 14 . 6 
6 10 9 6 12 . 4 15 . 2 
SE 1 • 10 1 920 1 925 
LSD ~ 0 , 05 3 ~ 2 3 95 3 9 6 
0 9 01 4~3 4 97 4 99 
0 9 00 1 5 9 8 6 . 3 6 96 
Signifi cance NS ** *** 
TABLE 4.9 
depth of sampling and matric potent i al on mean air 
Ploughing depth 9 mm 
230 355 
Matric potential . mbar Matr ic pot ent ial , 
- 20 - 50 - 200 - 20 - 50 
1 1 .7 18 , 0 23 .1 12 .1 17 . 5 
12 . 2 18.8 23 . 9 1 1 . 5 19 . 5 
11 . 6 16 . 5 20 .4 12 . 9 19 9 9 
1 1 . 5 14 9 5 17 9 5 9 .6 1 5 9 7 
10 99 12 . 9 1 5 95 9.9 14 9 0 
1 1 94 13 . 6 16 94 11 98 14 96 
0 . 94 1 .44 1 953 0 . 98 1 923 
2 97 4 . 2 4 95 2 98 3 96 
3 . 7 5 . 7 6 . 0 3 99 4 99 
5.0 79 6 8 91 5 . 2 6 . 5 

















4 040 5 Ava i lable so i l mo i sture 
Thi s was ca lc ulated as the d i fference between the amount 
of water held at ' field c apac i ty ' ( - 100 mbar at Domboshawa , 
Grasslands and Makohol i 9 and - 200 mbar at Ratcl i ffe) and at 
- 5 bar 9 to a depth of 4 50 mm expressed i n mm o This was used 
as an i ndex of wat e r ava i lable to the plant o (No attempt 
has been made to e quate th i s value to the total available 
mo i sture o) Stati st i cal analysis was performed on the data 
to see i f there was any signif i cant difference i n available 
so i l mo i sture between the three ploughing depth treatments 
at each of the four sites o 
Table 4 . 10 . 
The results are presented in 
TABLE 4 . 10 
Effe c t of ploughing depth on available soil moisture to 
450 mm (mm) at Domboshawa 9 Grasslands , Makoholi and 
Ratcl i ffe 
Plough i n g Site 
dep th 
mm Domboshawa Gr a sslands Makoholi Ra tcliffe 
100 35 , 3 3 1 96 29 93 38,6 
230 34 9 8 38 94 30 9 1 40 94 
355 33 96 34 9 6 33 96 41 95 
SE 0 958 1 943 0 985 0 976 
LSD: 0 905 1 98 5 90 2 97 2,4 
0 90 1 2 96 7 95 3 98 3,4 
0 9001 3 , 8 1 2 9 1 5 95 4 99 
Si gnif ic an c e NS * "*' NS 
At Dombo s hawa ther e was a small non- signif i cant decrease 
in ava i lable mo is ture wi th increased ploughing depth 9 while 
at Makoholi and Ratc li ff e there wer e small increases (signifi-
cant at Makohol i) wi th increas e d d epth of ploughi ng o Available 
mo i sture at Grass lands was highest on the 230 mm ploughing 
depth t r eatment and l e a st on the 100 mm p l ough i ng depth treat-
ment , wi th the ove r all e ffe c t s i gn i f i cant . Th e overall effect 
of ploughi ng d e p t h on a v a i lab le moi s t u r e was qu i t e small o 
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Available mo i sture was hlghest at Hatcl i ffe (fine-textured 
so i l) and lowest at Makoholl {coarse- textured soil)1 wi th 
Domboshawa and Grass l ands i ntermedi ate. This concurs with 
the findings of Hensley (1969) who reported a strong positive 
correlation between availabl e mo i sture and s i lt plus clay content. 
4.4.6 Compost effects on the hard layer 
The physi c al parameters described previously were compared 
in a series of cores taken at the same depths from the hard 
- 1 layer on the zero and 10 t ha compost plots of the three 
ploughi ng depth treatments at Grasslands. Direct effects of 
the compost on the hard layer would be impossible 9 as the com-
post was incorporated into the ploughed zone above the hard 
layer . The only differences which could arise would be due 
to indirect effe c ts~ by the movement of soluble materials into 
the hard layer 9 or by the stimulation of greater root growth 
within the hard layer. None of the physical parameters 
measured ~ however 9 differed significantly between the zero and 
high compost level plots. Thus it can be concluded that added 
compost had no significant effect on the measured physical 
parameters with i n the hard layer . 
4.4.7 Discussion 
The physical parameters considered most likely to cause 
restricted rooting and/or c rop yield 9 viz. bulk density ~ soil 
strength ~ soil a e rat i on and available mo i sture have been 
measured in eac h of the four t i llage trials . 
Soil aerat i on would seem to be a problem only at high 
matric potent i als (> =20 mbar) 9 with i n the hard layer or at 
depth. In these situat i ons the number of large air- filled 
pores (the pores most important for good soil aeration) is 
reduced by be i ng f i ll e d wlth water~ by c ompac t i on or by the 
i ncreased silt p l us clay c ontent 9 respectively. Nevertheless~ 
air space in all c ases was above 9% at - 20 mbar ~ and above 
14% at ' field c apaci ty ' . Wi th l n the p loughed zone air space 
increased rap i dly on desaturat lon 9 so that at ' field capacity' 
alr space i n th i s zone was ab ove 20% i n all the soils . Thus 
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it is unlikely that soil aerat i on 9 even i n the fine-textured 
Hatcliffe soil i s a problem . 
The effect of ploughing depth on available mo isture? 
although signif i cant at Grasslands and Makoholi 9 was quite small. 
The differences i n available moisture between the different 
sites were 9 however 9 greater and this could have had some 
bear i ng on crop yield. Thus Makoholi had the lowest available 
mo isture, Hatcl iffe the highest9 "and Domboshawa and Grasslands 
were intermediate. 
In general , bulk densities within the hard layers were 
higher than those above or below them . There was? however, 
a big difference between bulk densities within the hard layers 
at each of the four sites. Thus at Hatcliffe bulk densities 
-3 within the hard layers were approximately 192 5 g cm 9 while 
at Makohol i they were approximately 1,63 g cm-3 . This means 
that9 while bulk density may be a sensitive indicator of a 
particular soil's resistance to penetration by roots, its 
usefulness is reduced when comparisons are made between differ-
ent soils. 
Taylor and Gardner (1963 ) and Taylo r and Burnett (1964), 
working with sandy soils 9 found a very strong correlation 
between soil strength and root penetration, and concluded 
that it was soil strength 9 not bulk density that was the critical 
impedance factor controlling root penetration in the soils they 
studied. Soil strength measurements i n the tillage trials 
studied in this i nvestigation show the existence of hard layers 
within the so i ls ? and on the evidence presented it is probably 
these high strength layers 9 rather than any other soil physical 
factor which controls root growth in these sOlIs . 
Soil physical factors which affe c t soil strength will be 
considered in chapter 5 . 
4.5 Summary 
Measurements with the f ield pene trometer have shown that 
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hard layers exist in all the ploughing depth treatments on the 
four t i llage tr i als o Wi th the exception of the shallowest 
ploughi ng depth at Hatc liffe 9 where there is no hard layer 
directly attr i butable to the ploughing treatment y the hard 
layers occur between just below and about 150 mm below the 
nominal ploughi ng depthso 
Physical measurements in the laboratory on undisturbed 
cores taken from the tillage trials indicate that high soil 
strength is the soil phys ic al factor most likely to hinder 
root growth in these soilso 
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CHAPTER 5 
PHYSICAL FACTORS AFFECTING SOIL STRENGTH 
5.1 Introduction 
So il strength, as measured by the res istance of a soil 
to the penetration of a prob ing instrument (penetrometer) is 
an integrated i ndex of several complex physical and physico-
chemical processes occurring in the soil at the time of 
measurement. On a more general bas is, though, the most 
important physical factors affecting soil strength are (Baver 
et aL , 1972) : 
a) bulk density ? 
b) so i l moisture ? 
c) soil texture, and 
d) clay type . 
In order to evaluate some of the effects of these physical 
factors on soil strength ? data from two sources were studied. 
Firstly , data for disturbed soils obtained from the literature 
or by personal communication, and secondly, data obtained from 
the undisturbed cores taken from the tillage trials were ana-
lyse~ i n order to establish relationships between the soil 
physical parameters and soil strength. 
5.2 Data f rom the literature 
Much work has been done on the effects of bulk density 
and soil moisture on soil strength i n disturbed soils. 
Selected data obtained f rom the literature or by personal com-
munication were f i tted i nto the multiple regression relation: 
where qp = soil strength (bar , ~b = bulk dens ity (g cm-3 ); 
~m = matr ic potent i a l (bar) ? and b 1 and b 2 are the partial 
regress io~ c oeffic i ents. Regression equat ions were calculated 
and the s i gni f icance of t he overall and par t i al regression 
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coefficients were tested (Snedecor, 1962). 
Data studied were : 
a) Taylor, Roberson and Parker (1966). 
worked with four soils; 
These authors 
i) Miles loamy fine sand. Data were obtained from 
their Fig. 1. Soil strength was measured at five bulk 
( -3) .. densities 1,55 to 1,85 g cm at four matrlc potentlals 
(-200 to -1 000 mbar). 
ii) Naron fine sandy loam. Data were provided by 
Taylor (1974). Soil strength was measured at five bulk 
densities (1,55 to 1,85 g cm-3 ) at three matric potentials 
( - 200 to -667 mbar) . 
iii) Quinlan very fine sandy loam. Data supplied by 
Taylor (1974). Soil strength was measured at five bulk 
( -3) densities 1,55 to 1,85 g cm at -200 mbar, at four bulk 
densities (1,55 to 1,80 g cm-3 ) at -333 mbar and at three bulk 
densities (1,55 to 1,75 g cm-3 ) at -500 mbar matric potential. 
iv) Columbia loam. Data supplied by Taylor (1974). 
Soil strength was measured at five bulk densities (1,25 to 
1,55 g cm-3 ) at four matric potentials (-200 to ~667 mbar). 
b) Taylor and Gardner (1963). Data supplied by Taylor 
(1974). Soil strength ' was measured at five bulk densities 
(1,55 to 1,85 g cm- 3 ) at four matric potentials (-200 to -667 
mbar) in Amarillo fine sandy lo a m. 
c) Barley et al o, (1965). Data were obtained from their 
Table 1. Soil strength was measured at three bulk densities 
U , 50 to 1,70 g cm-3 ) at two matric potentials (-300 and - 700 
mbar) in a Parafield loam. 
Calculated regression equations and significances of the 
overall and partial regression coefficients are shown in Table 
5 . 1. These data cover a wide range of soil textures (17 to 
56% silt plus clay) and bulk densities (1 , 25 to 1,85 g cm-3 ), 
while the matric potential range covers that which is most 
important for plant growth . The high R2 values (0,775 ~R2 
~0,969) show that most of the variability i n soil strength 
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is attributable to variations in bulk density and matric 
potential . 
TABLE 5.1 
Calculated multiple regression functions and significance 
levels for relation: q p = b 1 In ~ b + b 2tfm + c 
Soil+ Calculated regression equation 
*** *** 1 Miles qp = 96,63 In ~b - 14,16~m -
2 *** *** Naron qp = 118,76 In ~ b - 24, 461fm -
2 *** * Quinlan qp = 159,41 In ~ b - 36, 2 1 ym -
*** *** 2 Columbia qp = 61 ,70 ln~ b - 9,01 'tm -
*** *** Amarillo2 qp = 168,68 In \' b - 55,49ym -
Parafield3 ** qp = 104,04 
qp = Soil strength, bar 
-3 
~b = Bulk density, g cm 
crm = Matric potential, bar 
** 
In ?b - 29, 171fm -
b1 and b2 = Partial regression coefficients 
+ Data from sources shown: 
1Taylor et ale (1966) 
2Taylor (1974) 
3Barley et al e (1965) 














The undisturbed cores taken from the tillage trials gave 
a unique opportunity for evaluating the combined effect of 
bulk density, soil texture and soil moisture on soil strength. 
In an initial plot of soil strength against bulk density at 
a particular matric potential, it soon became obvious that the 
relationship was also dependent upon soil texture. In order 
to establish the relationship between soil strength, bulk 
density and silt plus clay content, multiple regression models 
were set up in which several different functions were tested. 
The best general fit was found to be: 
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In qp = b 1 In ~b + b 2 In(silt + clay) + c 5.2 
( -3) where qp = soil strength (bar); ~ b = bulk density g cm ; 
(silt + clay) = silt plus clay content %, and b 1 and b 2 are 
the partial regression coefficients. This model was then 
fitted for the data obtained on cores from Domboshawa, Grasslands 
and Makoholi at -100 and -1 000 mbar matric potential, and from 
Ratcliffe at -200 and -1 000 mbar matric potential . R2 values 
and the significance of the overall regressions and partial 
regression coefficients were calculated. 
The calculated regression equations for the relationship 
between soil strength, bulk density and silt plus clay content 
are presented in Table 5 . 2. In every case the overall regres-
sion was very highly significant (p = 0,001) . The regression 
of soil strength on bulk density, independent of silt plus clay 
content was also very highly significant at all four sites. 
The regression of soil strength on silt plus clay content, 
independent of bulk density was very highly significant at 
Domboshawa, Grasslands and Ratcliffe, but not at Makoholi. 
The high R2 values show that much of the variability in soil 
strength at a particular matric potential is attributable to 
variations in bulk density and silt plus clay content. Figure 
5 . 1 shows response surfaces plotted for the four sites at each 
of the two matric potentials. 
Data on disturbed soils (section 5 . 2) showed that soil 
moisture had a very highly significant effect on soil strength. 
In order to establish the effect of soil moisture on soil 
strength in the undisturbed soils, the significance of the 
difference in soil strength at ' field capacity ' (-100 mbar at 
Domboshawa, Grasslands and Makoholi , and -200 mbar at Ratcliffe) 
and -1 000 mbar matric potential was tested statistically, 
using the Student ' s t-test for paired data (Rayner, 1969) . 
The differences were all very highly significant (p = 0,001) . 
In the coarse-textured soils the percentage increase in soil 
strength on drying from -100 to -1 000 mbar was between 62 and 
71% , and at Ratcliffe (fine-textured soil) the increase on 
dryi ng from -200 to -1 000 mbar was 39% 0 
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TABLE 5.2 
Calculated multiple regression functions and significance 
levels for the relation: 
In qp = b 1 ln~b + b 2 In(silt + clay) + c 
at each of two matric potentials for the four tillage 
trial soils 
Soil Calculated regression function R2 
Domboshawa: 
*** *** -100 mbar In qp = 7,36 In ~ b + 1 ,04 
*** *** -1 000 mbar In qp = 7,04 In ~ b + 1 ,01 
Grasslands: 
*** *** -100 mbar In qp = 7,06 In ~b + 0,83 
*** *** -1 000 mbar In qp = 7,94 In ~b + 1 , 1 3 
Makoholi: 
b~~6 *** -100 mbar In qp = 9,66 In ~b -
*** bNS ) -1 000 mbar In qp = 10,471nl(b - ,12 
Hatcliffe: 
-200 mbar In qp = *** *** 4,33 In ~b + 1 ,68 
*** *** -1 000 mbar In qp = 4,33 In ~ b + 1,37 
qp = Soil strength, bar 
-3 '? b = Bulk density, g cm 









b 1 and b 2 = Partial regression coefficients 
5 . 4 Discussion 
- 3,48 0,855*** 
- 2,69 0,830*** 
- 2,40 o 863*** , 
- 3,07 o 841*** , 
- 1,75 o 645*** , 
- 1,66 0,517*** 
- 4,61 0,745*** 
- 3,13 0,769*** 
The relationships between soil physical factors and soil 
strength have been studied in a wide range of soil types on 
both disturbed and undisturbed samples. Bulk density, matric 
potential and soil texture have all been shown to have a 
significant effect on soil strength. Two main factors 
affecting resistance to penetration (soil strength) are fric-
tional forces at interparticle contact surfaces, and cohesive 
Regression: ln qp 
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Fig. 5 . 1 Calculated response surfaces showing soil strength 
as a function of bulk density and silt plus clay 
content: 
(a) DOMBOSHAWA soil at -100 mbar matric potential 
Regression: In qp 
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Fig. 5.1 (b) DOMBOSHAWA soil at - 1 000 mbar matric potential 
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Regression: 





















Fig. 5 . 1 (c) GRASSLANDS soil at -100 mbar matric potentia 
Regression: 
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*** *** ) 7 ~ 94 ln ~ b + 1 ? 1 3 ln (S+c - 3,07 


























Fig. 5.1 (d) GRASSLANDS soil at - 1 000 mbar matric potential 
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Fig. 5 . 1 (e) MAKOHOLI soil at - 100 mbar matr ic potent i al. ' 
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(NS) 






















Figo 5 01 (r) MAKOHOLI s oil a t -1 000 mbar matr ic potential 
Regression: 
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Fig o 5 01 (g) RATCLIFFE soil at -2 00 mbar matr ic potential~ 
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Regression: *** *** ) 4 9 33 In ~ b + 1 9 37 In ( S+c - 3 9 1 3 























Fig o 5 01 (h) RATCLIFFE soil at - 1 000 mbar matric potential 
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forces between particles. Frictional forces are mainly 
physi c al and depend upon the frictional properties of the soil 
material and the extent and condition of the interparticle 
c ontacts. Cohes i ve forces are physicochemical in origin, 
and depend mainly on cementation (organic matter, iron and 
aluminium oxides etc.) and the strength of moisture bonds 
between particles. Bulk density~ matric potential and soil 
texture influence soil strength by influencing these frictional 
and cohesive forces. 
Data from undisturbed cores show that silt plus clay 
content has a highly significant effect on soil strength at 
Domboshawa, Grasslands and Ratcliffe, but not at Makoholi. 
At Makoholi silt plus clay content is very low (~7%). This 
produces a 'rigid' system in which frictional forces are high. 
This latter fact is also evidenced by the high partial regres-
s i on coefficient of soil strength on bulk density independent 
of silt plus clay content at Makoholi, where an increase in 
bulk density produces a relatively greater increase in soil 
strength than it does at Ratcliffe. 
Cohesive forces in the soil are determined by the strength 
of moisture bonds holding particles together as well as by 
cementing materials. Mirreh and Ketcheson (1972), whilst 
not discounting the contribution of cementing agents to 
c ohesive forces in soils, regard them as playing a relatively 
mi nor role compared to the contribution of interparticle 
moisture bonds. The contribution of these ·moisture bonds is 
a function of soil matric potential, pore-size distribution, 
and the degree to whi~h various sized pores are drained . Wi th 
decreasing matric potential, interparticle bonds increase In 
strength as water is drained from the larger pores, and pores 
wi th smaller moisture surface curvature radii become func-
tional in water retention (Gardner, 1961). Thus the influence 
of matric potential on soil strength can be regarded as being 
related to the moisture retention properties of the soil 
(Wi ll i ams and Shaykewich, 1970). 
This latter point is illustrated by data obtained for the 
und i sturbed cores studied in this investigation. At Ratcliffe, 
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the so i l lS fine-textured~ so a relat i vely small amount of 
water is withdrawn between 'field capacity' and -1 000 mbar 
matr ic potential ~ and soil s trength increases by about 39% 
on dryi ng. At the other three sites ~ more water is extrac ted 
between the two moisture levels~ and soil strength increases 
by about 67%. 
5.5 Summary 
The relationships between soil physical factors and soil 
strength have been studied i n a wide range of soil types on 
both disturbed and undisturbed soils. Data presented show 
that soil strength increases : 
a) with increase in bulk density, 
b) with decrease in matric potential, and 
c ) with increase in silt plus clay content. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SOIL PHYSICAL CONDITIONS: ROOT GROWTH AND MAIZE YIELD 
6.1 Introduction 
The suitability of soil as an environment for root growth 
and function depends on the availability of water? nutrients 
and oxygen? on temperature? and on the degree of mechanical 
impedance to root extension. These factors? 1n turn 9 affect 
the total amount of root? and its capacity to absorb water9 
nutrients and oxygen. 
Under field conditions the soil is continuously subjected 
to external and internal forces which tend to change its total 
volume. These changes arise as a consequence of rainfall? 
traffic or tillage 9 and from swelling and shrinkage of the 
constituents within the soil. As soil is compressed its pore 
volume decreases 9 its bulk density increases and there is a 
decrease in the proportion of large pores. 
Physical factors most likely to affect root growth in 
the so i ls studied in this investigation? viz. soil strength1 
bulk densitY9 air space and available moisture have been 
measured . L~yers with high soil strength have been shown to 
be present below the plough layer in all the treatments. 
'------
Before considering the effect of these high soil strength pans 
on root growth it is perhaps pertinent to examine the charac-
teristics of soil pans and how they develop. 
6.2 Characteristics of pans 
Two different types of soil pans are defined (Anonymous 1 
1965). These are: 
a) Genetic pans. Natural subsurface soil layers 
of low or very low permeability with a h i gh 
concentration of small particles 9 and differing 
in certain physical and chemical properties 
from the soil immediately above or below the 
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pan. Genet ic pans i nc l ude claypans~ fragipans 
and hardpanso 
b) Pressure or induced panso Subsurface hor i zons 
or soil layers having a higher bulk dens i ty and 
a lower total porosity than the soil directly 
above or below ? formed as a result of pressure 
that has been applied by normal tillage operations 
or by other artific ial means. They are fre-
quently referred to as ploughpans s ploughsoles 
or traffic pans o 
Taylor? Mathe r s and Lotspeich (1964W studied 17 root 
restricting pans in the Southern Great Plai ns of America in 
an effort to determine firstly? the soil characteristics 
associated with these root-restricting pans? and secondly~ 
the reason or reasons that root-restricting pans occur . 
They found little evidence of the pans fitting the defi-
nition for genetic pans because they failed to meet the 
requirements of low permeab i lity , and particle size and chemical 
properties within the pan did not d i ffer appreciably from those 
in the soil immediately above and below the pan o Neither did 
the pans meet the definition for pressure pans ? because the 
definition implies that the pans have been formed by artificial 
means . The pans they studied did ? however 9 possess certain 
attributes in common with those def i ned as pressure pans , viz . 
a) all of the pans were formed near cleavage 
planes caused by tillage? 
b) there were no consistent differences ln chemical 
or mineralogical properties between the pans and 
the layers i mmediately above and below them , and 
c ) bulk density of the pan was greater than that of 
the ploughed layer i n most cases ? but was not 
always greater than that in the soil below . 
The pans studi ed i n this investigation showed many of the 
characteristic s of the pans stud i ed by Taylor et al o (1964b)viz. 
a) wi th th e exce p t i on of the 100 mm pl ough i ng depth 
treatment at Hatcliffe s all the pans wer e formed 
just be low the nomi na l p lough i ng depth ? 
1 17 
b) there were no apparent consistent differences 
in chemical or mi neralogical properties between 
the pans and the layers immediately above and 
below themo Thompson (1965) describes profiles 
similar to those of the tillage trials - there 
was no evidence of geneti c pans occurring in 
these soils ~ and 
c) bulk density of the pan was greater than that 
of the ploughed layer in most cases 9 but was 
not always greater than in the soil belowo This 
latter poin·t is illustrated by reference to the 
bulk density/depth profiles presented in Figo 6.1 
for each of the three ploughing depth treatments 
at the four trial sites o Bulk densities were 
calculated from field and laboratory measurements 
obtained from the t r ials o 
Taylor et alo (1964b) concluded that the pans they studied 
were neither wholly genetic nor wholly pressure-induced in origin 
They believed that it was excessive soil strength9 which develope 
largely as a result of drought conditions that caused the root-
restricting features of these layers to appearo When a tillage 
pan as defined was present9 this aided the development of 
excessive strength o 
In order to demonstrate the effect of drying on soil strengt 
within the tillage trial soils 9 so i l strengths at - 1 000 mbar 
were calculated using the field and laboratory data obtained in 
this investigation o Soil strength/depth profiles at 'field 
capacity ' and - 1 000 mbar matric potential for each of the 
ploughing depth treatments at the four trial sites are presented 
in Fig. 6.20 These show that wh i l e so i l strengths wi th i n the 
hard layers at ' field capaci ty ' wer e betwe e n 16 and 24 bars 9 
these increased to between 25 and 39 bar s on drying to -1 000 
mbar. The effects of so i l strengths of this order on root 

































500 355 mm 
(a) DOMBOSHAWA (b) GRASSLANDS 
Fig 0 6 0.1 Bulk dens i ty/dep t h profil es c alculated from fiel( 
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500 355 mm 
(c) MAKOROLI (d) RATCL IFFE 
F ig " 6 01 ( con tinued) Bulk dens ity/depth pro f il es c alculated 
f r om f ield and laboratory data (the a rr ows indicai 
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F i g o 6 02(a) Soil strength/depth prof iles at 'field capacity ' and -1 000 mbar at DOMBOSHAWA 























F l g o 6 02(b) 
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Soi l strength/depth profiles at ' field capac i ty ' and - 1 000 mbar at GRASSLANDS 
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Soil str engt h/depth prof i les at ' field capaci ty ' and - 1 000 mbar at MAKOHOLI 
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Soil strength/depth prof iles at ' field capacity ' and -1 000 mbar 
( - 1 000 mbar profiles calculated from field and laboratory data) 
' field capacity' 
- 1 000 mbar 
























6.3 Development of pans 
Bulk density changes wi thin soils arise as a result of 
internal and external for c es tending to c hange the total 
volume of the soil o These forces are : 
a) Traffic and tillageo Any externally applied 
force will tend to c hange soil density ? the 
change in density being a function of both the 
compactive pressure and the moisture contento 
Thus in a disc - ploughi ng operation the soil 
will be subjected to the pressure of the tractor 
wheels and also to shearing and compression at 
the leading edge of the plough disc. The 
effect of these two factors on soil density will 
depend upon the moisture content of the soil 
at the time of ploughing " 
b) Rainfallo The impact of ra i nfall on exposed 
soil causes aggregates to disperse? these dis -
persed particles being carried downwards into 
the soil pores ? causing increased compaction 
and decreased pore spaceo The influence of 
rainfall is conf i ned to a narrow surface layero 
c) Shr~nkage and swelling o Gerard ? Bloodworth 9 
Burleson and Cowley (1961) reported on the 
development of har dpans under laboratory c on-
ditionso They found that although the labora-
tory hardpans were not of the same intensity as 
field hardpans ? they were characteristically 
similar o They postulate d that the factors 
contributing to the development of hardpans 
in the laboratory were~ 
i) cohesive forces of the water molecules ? 
ii) rate of soil moistur e 10ss 9 
ii i ) Slze distr i but ion of so i l par t icles 9 and 
iv) the overall wett i ng and dry i ng cyc le s o 
In subsequent work Gerard et al o ( 1962 s Gerard 
(1965) and Gerar d s Cowley and Kunz e (1 966) 
studied the e ffe c t on hardpan d eve lopment of 
the rate of moisture 10s s 9 and of cy clic ~ett ing 
and drying o 
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Cons i der i ng f i rstly t he e ff ec t of r a t e of d r y i ng on 
soil strength ? Gerard et al a ( 1966) u s e d the modulus of rupt ure 
technique of Ri chards ( 1 95 3 ) to me asur e strengths of briquettes 
of thre e art i fi ci a l so i l s dr led qui ckly (50C) and sl owly ( 27C 9 
relative humi d i ty 80%). Soil str engths were betwee n 48 and 
70% higher i n the br i quett e s wh ic h wer e dr ied slowly . 
The reason g i v e n for t h e i n c r e a s ed so i l s trength on slow 
dryi ng was that dur i ng s l ow d ryi ng t h e cohesive a c t i on of 
water molecules dr ew part ic l es toge ther ~ re sult i ng i n cl ose-
packing of part ic l e s 9 and consequently more i nterparti c le 
bonds. Fast dryi ng 9 on the other hand , produc ed br i que ttes 
of lower strength due to the d i s r upt i v e a c t i on of rapidly 
escaping water mo le cule s on th e ar r angement of soil particles . 
Photomicrographs taken of the so il fab r i c under the tw o 
drying conditions c onf i rmed t hat cl os e-pack i ng took p l a c e 
under the slow dryi ng c ond i t i ons . 
The influence of cy cli c we t ting and dryi ng on so i l strength 
was stud i ed by Gerar d e t ala ( 1 962 ) . They found that s oil 
strength in a fine sandy loam subje c t e d to thr e e wett i ng and 
drying cycles increased by up to 43% when subjected to a 
further six wett i~g and dryi ng cyc l e s . This to o they at t r i-
buted to close- packi ng of par t ic l e s . Th ey also found that 
the rate of part i cle r ear r angement on wett i ng and dryi ng 
was quite fast. 
Gerard et al a (1962 ) r egarde d the a rr ang ement of the s oil 
mass (close- packi ng of part i cl es) as be i ng d e pendent up on 
climate 9 type of c rop 9 and manage ment p r a c t ic es . 
6.4 Pans l n the t i llage tri a ls 
The ex i stence of pans i n the t ll~ ~~ e tr ~ ~ t.s has b een s h own 
conclusively in b oth f i e l d and l aborato ry measurement s . Most 
of these pans poss e ss attr i butes i n c ommon wi th t i llage pans 9 
but have not ne c es sar i ly d ev e lop e d exc l us i v ely t hrough t h e 
effe c ts of the t illage tre atmen t s i mp o s e d dur i ng t h e cou rs e 
of the tillage tr i a ls . Mor e lik e ly t h ough 9 t h ey h ave devel op ed 
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as a result of interactions between the previous history of 
the trials 1 imposed tillage treatments 9 climatic and crop 
factorso 
The effects of some of these factors on pan development 
are illustrated in data obtained by Wilson (Branch of Chemistry 
and Soil Science 1 Anno Report, 1968-69 ) and presented ln 
Fig. 6.3. This shows soil strength/depth profiles obtained 
on Grasslands at 'field capacity' in virgin woodland 9 in 
grass eight years after being ploughed 9 and within the t i llage 
trial on the 100 mm ploughing depth treatmento Under grass 
the~e was a well-defined pan beginning at about 50 mm below 
the soil surface. Wilson stated that this was probably due 
to severe puddling of the soil under wet conditions. Under 
the 100 mm ploughing depth treatment the pan was quite similar 
to that under grass 9 but began at a depth of about 100 mm. 
The Grasslands tillage trial had been rinder grass ley 
for several years, and was uniformly ploughed to 100 mm pri or 
to the imposition of the tillage treatments . Ofi the evidence 
of Wilson it appear§ that a pan was already prasent near the 
surface at the commencement of the trial, but apart from a 
relatively soft pan at about 350-400 mm there was no evidence 
of pans occurring below about 300 mm. Thus the pan s occur-
ring on the 230 and 355 mm ploughing depth treatments developed 
during the course of the trial, while the pan on the 100 mm 
ploughing depth treatment was probably already present at the 
commencement of the trial . 
Although no evidence is available on the soil strength/ 
depth conditions pertaining at Makohol i prior to the institutlon 
of the tillage trial there ~ the previous hi s tory of the site 
is similar to that at Grasslands. The site was un iformly 
Ploughed to 100 mm after be i ng under grass fallow for several 
years. 
At Domboshawa the trial site had been under maiz e and was 
ploughed to 300 mm before the start of the tillage trial o 
This would have broken up any pans present within the top 
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treatment was wholly contained within the top 300 mm~ so it 
can be concluded that this pan has developed primarily as 
a result of ploughing continuously to 100 mm. 
The Hatcliffe trial had been under maize for several 
years, ploughed regularly to 300 mm. The pans occurring 
at depth in these profiles were therefore probably already 
present at the commencement of the trial. A major difference 
between the soil strength/depth profile in the 100 mm plough-
ing depth treatment at Ratcliffe and those at the other three 
sites was the absence just below the nominal depth of plough-
ing of a hard layer. The clay fraction of the granite-derived 
soils (Domboshawa, Grasslands and Makoholi) consists mainly of 
kaolinite and free sesquioxides of iron and aluminium while 
at Hatcliffe, though kaolinite predominates, illite-mont-
morillonoid mixed layer minera~ also occur. These latter 
minerals impart to the Ratcliffe soil a fairly marked shrink-
swell characteristic. This was evidenced by cracks observed 
in the dry field soil, and by shrinkage of the undisturbed 
soils on drying - the cores shrank by approximately 10% between 
'field capacity' and oven dryness. The effect of this crack-
ing, which is mainly in the upper layers of the soil due to 
the more intense drying, is one of iself-ploughing' and this 
breaks up pans which otherwise might have formed in the sur-
face layers. Taylor and Bruce (1968) made a similar obser-
vation in finding that the likelihood of crop yield reduction 
due to high soil strength was reduced 1n cracking clays. 
In summary, therefore, it has been shown that pans exist 
in all the tillage trial soils. In all the profiles studied ~ 
the pans exhibit many of the characteristics of tillage pans, 
but their existence cannot be attributed exclusively to the 
ploughing depth treatments imposed in the tillage trials. 
Rather, the pans have resulted from a combination of inter-
acting factors, viz. previous history of the soils ? the imposed 
tillage treatments, crop and cl1matic factors . 
The effects of soil strength on root growth will now be 
considered. 
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6.5 Effect of soil strength on root growth 
Soil resistance to the penetration of a probe, termed - -----------
soil strength has been widely used as an index of soil resis -
tance to root growth. That this is a more useful index to 
relate to root growth than is bulk density was shown by Taylor 
------and Gardner (1963). These authors obtained a very highly 
significant linear correlation (R
2 = 0~92) between root pene-
tration and soil strength . The correlation with bulk density 
was not as close (R2 = 0 9 35) . This finding was further con-
firmed by Taylor and Burnett (1964) who stated that it was 
soil strength and not any other soil physical factor which 
actually controlled penetration of cotton taproots in the moist 
soil they were studying. 
6 . 5.1 Data from the literature 
In order to evaluate the relationship between root growth 
and soil strength, data from the literature were studied. 
Root growth parameters measured in the data studied were root 
penetration (per cent) and root growth (mm) . A regression 
relation of the form 
Root growth parameter = b 1 In qp + c 6 . 1 
was set up, where q soil strength . In these data the 
p 
matric potential range was quite narrow, so matric potential 
~ se would not have been likely to affect root growth . 
Its effect would be limited to its direct effect on soil strength. 
Data studied we r e : 
a) Taylor et ale (1966) . These authors measured root 
penetrat i on (%) of cotton i n four soils . The matric potential 
range was - 200 to - 667 mbar. So i ls studi ed we re : 
i ) Mi les loamy f i ne sand ~ 
i i) 
i i i) 
i v ) 
Narorr f i ne sandy loam , 
Qui nlan v ery f i n e s andy loam, and 
Columb i a l oam . 
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Data for the Miles ~ Quinlan and Columbia soils were 
obtai ned from figure 2 of Taylor et al o (1966) 9 wh i le the 
data for the Naron so i l were suppl i ed by Taylor (1974) 0 
b) Taylor and Gardner (1963) measured root penetration 
(%) of cotton in Amarillo fine sandy loam at matric potentials 
between - 200 and - 667 mbar o Data were supplied by Taylor 
(1974) 0 
c) Cockroft 9 Barley and Greacen (1969) studied root 
elongation of peas in Urrbrae f i n e sandy loam o 
supplied by Cockroft (1974) 0 
Data were 
d) Mirreh and Ketcheson (1973) studied root growth of 
maize in Conestoga clay loam in the matric potential range 
between - 1 and - 8 bars o At the lower matric potentials used 
there would undoubtedly be a moisture effect o A multiple 
regr e ssion model was therefore set up to include matric poten-
tialo The model used was: 
Root growth = b 1 In qp + b 2 1Vm + c 
where qp = so i l strength ~ and)Vm = matric potential o 
The data stud i ed covered a wide range of soil textural 
classes (17 to 82% silt plus claY) 9 and three different crops9 
viz o cotton 9 peas and maize o Individual regression functions 
and c oe f ficien ts of determination (R2) calculated for the data 
studi ed a re shown in Tab l e 601 ~ together with the calculated 
values of soi l str ength at whi c h root penetration or root growth 
is zero o The graph of c otton root penetration versus soil 
strength f or Quinlan~ Co lumbia and Amarillo soils c omb i n ed is 
shown in F i gure 6 04 0 
In eve r y case there was a very highly significant semi-
logarithmi c relationship (p = 0 9001) between the root growth 
parameter and soil strength o Most of the variability in 
root growth was explai ned by var i ations in soil strength 
(0 9648 LR2 L 0 ~ 915) 0 In the data of Mirreh ' and Ketcheson 
(1973) the mult i ple regression of root growth on soil strength 
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TABLE 601 
Calculated regression functions~ significance levels 
and 'critical' soil strengths for relation~ 













= 80 il 
Calculated regression 
RP = 113 9 13 - 37 982 
RP ~- 117 988 - 37 998 
RP = 173 9 43 - 56 9 87 
RP _. 162 9 68 - 52 9 08 
RP = 176 9 00 - 48~95 
RG = 164 9 46 - 50 9 00 
Multiple regression 
Root growth = 
RG = 38~84 -






Matric potentia1 9 bar 
+ Data from sources shown: 
1 Taylo r et alo (1966) 
2Taylor (1974) 
3Cockroft (1974) 





In qp 19 9 9 
In qp 229 3 
In qp 21 9 1 
In qp 22,7 
In qp 36 9 4 
In qp 26 9 8 
relation: 
qp + b2 ym + c 





0 9 841*** 
0 9915*** 
0 9648*** 
0 9 870*** 
and matric potential was also very highly significant (p = 0 9001; 
R2 = 0 9 870)9 both partial regression coefficients be i ng very 
highly significant (p = 0 9 001 )0 































RP(%) = 170 9 59 - 52 9 61 In qp 



















SOIL STRENGTH, bar 
Fig . 6 . 4 Relation between penetrometer soil strength and 
percentage of cotton taproots penetrat i ng co r e s 
of three soil s 
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calculated to be . zero were in the !ange 19,9 to 36,4 bars. 
Soil strengths of this order are generally regarde d as be i ng 
limiting to root growth. Taylor and Burnett ( 1964) found 
that soil strengths of the order of 25 to 30 bars at 'field 
capacity ' prevented cotton root penetration. Cockroft et ala 
(1969) found that pea root growth ceased at 24 bars in an 
aggregated clay. In the tillage trials, soil strengths within 
the hard layer measured with the f ield penetrometer wer e 
between 16 and 24 bars at 'field capacity ' , and calculated to 
be between 25 and 39 bars at -1 000 mbar matric potenti al . 
On the assumption, ther e fore, that so i l strengths of the 
order of 20 to 30 bars restrict root growth, it appears that 
root restriction will occur in the hard layers in these tillage 
trials. In order to determine the effect of these ploughpans 
on root distribution under natural field condltions, root 
'profiles' were extracted from the tillage trials. 
6.5.2 Root profiles 
Root profiles were extracted from the three tillage depth 
treatments in the Grasslan&tillage trial using a pinboard. 
The pinboard used was 600 mm by 450 mm deep with 150 mm long 
pins. A 600 mm deep trenc h was dug at right angles to the 
direction of the crop row, and about 75 mm from the stalk of 
the plant whose root system was being studied. The p inboard 
was then driven horizontally into the exposed soil face. A 
hydraulic jack was placed under the pinboard to hold the soil 
block in place. Narrow trenches were then dug on the remaining 
three sides of the pinboard, and below it. The soil block 
was then carefully removed and transported to the laboratory. 
At the laboratory the root system, held in place by the p i ns, 
was exposed by gently washing the soil away using flne wate r 
sprays. Once all the soil had b een washed away the p inboard 
was photographed to give an accurate two- dimensional represen-
tation of the root system under natural field conditions . 
Drawings of root profiles extracted from the three depths 
of ploughing at Grasslands are shown in F i g. 6.5. Ro ot growth 















Drawi ngs of root profiles extracted from the three 
depths of pl oughing at Grass lands (the arrows 
indicate the approximate position of the hard layel 
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growth~ especially of secondary roots was qui te severely reduced 9 
while below the pan the roots prol i ferated once againo The 
number of roots was closely correlated with soil strength as 
measured with the f ie ld penetrometer {cfo F i g o 6 02) 0 
Consequences of th is restricted rooting are a restricyed 
volume from wh ich the plant can draw water and nutrients o 
r--
This may~ead to reduced crop Yleld 9 especially in dry seasons 
when available mo is ture is l i kely to b e llmiting. In order 
to evaluate the effect of plough pans on yield~ maize yield 
data for the four tillage trials wi ll be analysedo 
6.6 Maize yiel~ on the tillage trials 
Maize yield data for t h e individual treatments at the four 
sites for the seven years during which the d i fferential treat-
ments were imposed are shown in appendix 6 010 These data 
were produced by the Biometr ics Bureau from data supplied by 
officers responsible for the tillage tr ials o Maize y ie lds in 
the 1967 and 1968 seasons at Makohol i were very low (L1 t ha-1 ) 
and were not included in the subsequent analysiso 
During analysis of the data it became obvious that there 
was a marked seasonal effect of the imposed ploughing depth 
treatments on maize yield 9 part icularly at Domboshawa 9 
Grasslands and Makoholi. A basic subdivision i nto wet and 
dry seasons was therefore made. A season wa s classified 
'dry' if a prolonged dry p eriod occurred which would have been 
likely to reduce yield 9 or if the seas onal rainfall was below 
average o A season was classlfied iwet i if the d ry periods 
were short and not pronounced ~ and i f the seasonal rainfall 
was above - average o Rainfall data (O c tober to Apri l ) for each 
of the four sites are presente d i n appendix 602 0 No rainfall 
figures were re c orded at Hatcllff e in 1968 and 1969 0 The 
figures presented for these two y e ars are the means of the 
figures from Dombo s hawa and Sal i sbury Research Stat ion 9 the 
two neare~ stations for wh i ch ralnfall figures are available. 
The season classifications made on the basis of the above 
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criteria are also included in appendix 6.2. At Ratcliffe 
there was little evidence of there being any marked seasonal 
effect of the tillage treatments on maize yield? so no classi-
fication of the seasons was made. 
6.6.1 Results 
Mean maize yield data for the three ploughing depth treat-
ments on the four trials are shown in Table 6.2, together with 
the mean rainfall figures and the significance levels of the 
ploughing depth effect on maize yield. The effect of depth 
of ploughing on yield is illustrated graphically in Fig. 6.6? 
which shows maize yields for the 230 and 355 mm ploughing 
depths relative to those for the 100 mm ploughing depth treat-
mente Three main conclusions can be drawn from these data: 
a) the ploughing depth effect was greater in 
dry seasons (at Domboshawa, Grasslands and 
Makoholi) than it was in wet seasons, 
b) in all cases maize yield was greater on the 
230 mm ploughing depth treatment than on 
the 100 mm? but except at Makoholi there 
was little difference between the 230 and 
355 mm ploughing depth treatments? and 
c) the overall ploughing depth effect was 
greatest at Makoholi and least at Ratcliffe? 
with the other two intermediate. 
The overall effects of compost level 'at Domboshawa~ 
Grasslands and Makoholi? and of fertilizer level at Ratcliffe 
are presented in Table 6.3. Overall the effect was significant, 
with maize yield increasing with level of applied compost or 
fertilizer. On the three coarse - textured sites the significance 
of the compost effect was higher in wet seasons than in dry? 
indicating that better use was being made of the compost when 
soil moisture was at a more optimal level. 
6.6.2 Discussion 
, Pans present in the tillage trials restrict rooting and - --
thus the volume of soil available to plant roots for the 
TABLE 6.2 
Mean maize yield (t ha-1 ) 9 mean rainfall (mm) and significance of ploughing depth 












5 9 58 
6 9 46 
6 9 64 
6 9 23 
mm 61791 
SE 0 9104 
LSD ~ 0 9 05 0 9 33 
0 9 01 0 9 47 




8 9 23 
8 9 56 
8 9 46 
8 9 4 2 
891 9 5 
0 9 109 
0 9 34 








813 9 1 
0 9092 
0 9 29 
0 9 41 
0 9 60 
** 








642 9 8 
0 9 188 
0 9 65 




8 9 05 
8 9 50 
8 9 33 
8 ~ 30 
888 9 7 
0 9 151 
0 9 52 
0 9 79 
1 927 
NS 
°Significance of ploughing-depth effect on maize yield 
Overall 
6 9 33 
6 9 82 
6 9 82 
6 965 
783 9 3 
0 9 145 
0 9 50 






3 9 18 
49 14 
49 63 
3 9 99 
484 9 5 
0 9228 





5 9 43 
6 9 31 
6 9 89 
6 9 21 
801 9 0 
0 9 289 






5 9 01 
5 9 53 
49 88 
611 90 
0 9 246 





Overall ' , 
6 9 36 
6 9 39 
6 9 19 
6 9 31 
851 93 
0 9 148 
0 9 47 
0 9 66 
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PLOUGHING DEPTH, mm 
Ma i ze yields on the 230 and 355 mm ploughing depth treatments 1 relative to 
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8 9 97 
8~30 
888,7 
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0 9 32 




5 9 79 





0 9 26 
0 9 36 
0 9 49 
*** 
+See footnotes appendix 6 0 1 for compost (fertilizer) levels 
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0 9140 
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extraction of water and nutrients o 
r--
Considering first the effect of reduced rooting volume 
on the availability of nutrients i n these so i ls Grant (1968 9 
and unpublished data) has shown that most of the nutr i ents 
are concentrated within the ploughed zone o Furthermore 9 
although depth of ploughing affect s the distribution of roots -
most Of the roots be i ng within the ploughed zone 9 it does not 
seem to affect the total mass of roots (Grant 9 1968) ; thus 
both roots and nutrients are concentrated within the ploughed 
zone o 
Considering plant available water above the hard layer 9 
there are marked differences between the three ploughing depth 
treatments, particularly on the three coarse - textured soils o 
Table 6 04 shows available water , above the hard layer , calcu-
lated as the difference between water held at 'field capacity' 
and at. - 5 bars matric potential, multiplied by the depth to 
the hard layer, with the data expressed in mm o 
TABLE 6 04 
Available water (mm) in the three ploughing depth 




mm Domboshawa Grasslands Makoholi Rat c l i ffe 
100 8 97 8 95 11 9 1 26 92 
230 19 95 26 90 21 95 28 91 
355 28 91 29 91 28 94 31 97 
SE 0 951 1 909 0 976 0 978 
LSD: 0 905 1 96 3 98 2 94 2 95 
0 901 2 93 5 97 3,4 3 95 
0 9001 3 , 3 9 92 4 , 9 5 9 1 
Significance *** *** *** ** 
On the three c oarse- texture d so i ls 9 ava i lable wat e r on the 
100 mm ploughi ng depth treatmen ts wa s v ery 10w 9 but incre a se d 
with depth of ploughing o At Rat c liffe the diffe r ence ln 
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available water betwe en the three p l ough l ng depth treatments ~ 
although signif i cant 9 was qui te small . 
These availabl e water data explaln to a lar ge degree the 
conclus i ons drawn i n se c t i on 6 . 6 .1 from the mai ze Yleid data. 
One factor which is not explained by the available soil water 
data is that on the coarse-textured so i ls the ploughing depth 
effect is greater at Makoholi than at the othe r two sltes. 
Table 6 . 2 shows that availabl e soil water at the three sites 
is quite similar; however two envi ronmental factors reduce 
the net amount of water available to the malze crop at Makoholi. 
Firstly~ mean ra i nfall at Makoholi at 611 mm~ was considerably 
lower than the 783 mm at Grasslands ~ and 813 mm at Domboshawa. 
Secondly evaporation figures at Makoholl are higher than those 
at Grasslands (no data are available for Domboshawa). Class 
' A ' screened pan evaporation f i gures calculated from graphs 
presented by Torrance (1970) give a mean dally evaporation 
over the period October to April of 6 1 05 mm at Makoholi, and 
5,11 mm at Grasslands , with evaporat i ve demand during December 
and January being 25 to 30% higher at Makoholi . Thus, lower 
mean rainfall and higher mean evaporatlve demand combine to 
reduce the net amount of soil water available at Makoholi to 
the croP? and explains the greater dependence of maize yield 
on depth of ploughing at Makoholi than at the other two coarse-
textured sites. 
6 . 7 Conclusions 
Pans with high soil strength, shown ln chapter 4 to exist 
in the tillage trials have ar i sen due to particle rearrangement 
within the soil fabric. Th i s has been caused by a c ombination 
of interacting factors, viz . previous history of the so i ls ~ 
compaction of the soil during ploughlng operat i ons ? and as a 
result of swelling and shrinkage of so~l constituents during 
wetting and drying. These particle rearrangement processes 
cause an increase in the numb e r of interparticle contacts and 
therefore an increase in so i l strength . 
A study of root growth/SOlI str ength data obtalned by several 
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authors on three different test crops showed that root growth 
was halted at soil strengths of between 20 and 30 bars o Soil 
strengths of this order have been shown to exist within the hard 
layers of the soils studied in this investigat i on 9 and root 
profiles ;xtracted from the Grasslands tillage trial show that 
these hard layers severely limit the zone of root proliferationo 
On the three coarse-textured sites (Domboshawa? Grassland 
and Makoholi) maize yield increased with increased depth of 
ploughing~ and there was a marked seasonal effect? ploughing 
depth having a relatively greater effect on maize yield in dry 
seasons than in wet . At Hatcliffe~ however 9 where no pan 
existed near the surface in the shallow ploughed treatment~ 
the ploughing depth effect was not significant? nor was there 
any marked seasonal effect of ploughing depth on maize yieldo 
These findings? together with the data for available soil 
moisture, indicate that soil moisture is probably the major 
factor limiting maize yield in these soils o 
--------------
In conclusion it is pertinent to cite some of the findings 
of Taylor, Locke and Box (1964a) from their research on the 
effects of pans on crop yield? and see how they compare with 
the findings in this investigation o These authors found that 
increases in soil strength from 5 to 25 bars at field capacity 
caused progressive decreases in rate of plant growth and yield. 
Pans near the soil surface reduced yield more often and more 
severely than did those deeper in the profile o The reasons 
for this were that plant roots encounter pans near the soil 
surface sooner than those deeper in the profile~ and that pans 
near the soil surface undergo changes in soil moisture more 
often and more rapidly than deeper pans c These two factors 
combine to enhqnce the effect of shallow pans c Crop yield 
would be reduced more severely, on a relative basis~ during a 
drought year than during a normal rainfall year , because drought 
----enhances strength of pans more than that of adjacent layers. 




The tillage trials studied in this investigation were 
ploughed continuously to three specified depths for seven 
years . The objectives of the study undertaken in this thesis 
were: 
1) to evaluate the effect of the imposed treatments 
on soil physical parameters, 
2) to establish which soil physical factor, or factors 
were restricting root growth, and 
3) to determine the effects of these physical factors 
on root growth and maize yield o 
At the outset soil physical parameters considered most 
likely to affect root growth and maize yield in these soils 
were soil aeration, soil strength and available soil moisture. 
Techniques chosen to be the most suitable for measuring these 
three physical parameters were: 
1) soil aeration - measurement of oxygen flux using 
the platinum microelectrode, 
2) soil strength - resistance to penetration measured 
with the penetrometer, and 
3) available moisture - measured as the difference 
between water held at ' field capacity' and -5 bar 
matric potential. 
Considerable problems were encountered at the outset with 
the platinum microelectrode technique for measuring oxygen 
flux, so it was decided to investigate the method with a view 
to improving the instrumentation and methodologyo The tech-
nique was developed initially for measuring oxygen flux in 
two-phase (soil-water) systems . It was subsequently used for 
measuring oxygen flux in three-phase (soil-water-air) systems; 
its users tacitly assuming that conditions prevailing in two-
phase systems also prevailed in three-phase systems . McIntyre 
(1970) has shown that this is not sO o 
The basic problem with the measurement of oxygen flux in 
three-phase (unsaturated) systems 1S that current flow due to 
oxygen reduction at the electrode is not diffusion controlled, 
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because of activation and concentration polarization o This 
means that measured current i s continuously dependent upon 
applied potential ? and unless applied potential is very care-
fully controlled ? erroneous current readings will be obtained o 
Existing instrumentation did not meet this requiremento A 
new instrument was therefore designed and builto This instru-
ment fulfilled the requirement for careful current control? 
and contained the circui try necessary fo~ measuring soil 
resistanceo This latter point assumes importance in unsatu-
rated soils if results are to be compared within and between 
soils o 
The need to pretreat platinum microelectrodes, so that 
they have reproducible surface oxide conditions, was demonstrated 
in an experiment in which current measured in a standard medium 
was related to electrode potential (a measure of the surface 
oxide condition). Regression relations showed a very highly 
significant correlation between measured current and electrode 
potentialo A simple method for electrode pretreatment? viz. 
abrasion in sand was developed and used for producing standard 
surface oxide conditions on the electrodeso The technique 
proved to be quick and highly reproducible o 
Oxygen flux index was then measured in four soil samples 
with widely differing particle size and? consequently? pore 
Slze distributionso Oxygen flux index was quite high at 
saturation, decreased to a minimum at about 3% air space, 
and then increased linearly with air space up to about 15% 
air space o The linear regression relationship between oxygen 
flux index and air space in the range 3 - 15% air space was 
very highly significant (R
2 
= 0 ?963), with the between soils 
regression being non-signifi c anto This led to the decision 
that air space was a suitable i ndex of soil aeration ? and so 
it was used subsequently instead of the rather more tedious 
measurement of oxygen flux indexo 
Although the platinum microelectrode technique for 
measuring oxygen flux was not used subsequently in this inves-
tigation, the technique ? as described in this thesis should 
find widespread use for measuring so i l aeration in saturated 
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and near-saturated soils. 
The second soil physical factor considered likely to affect 
root growth was soil strength. This parameter has been shown 
by several authors (Taylor and Gardner, 1963 7 and Taylor and 
Burnett 7 1964) to be a more useful index to relate to root 
growth than is bulk density . A field penetrometer which 
measures soil strength continuously down to a depth of 600 mm 
in field soils is described . Measurements made on the four 
tillage trials showed that high soil strength pans existed in 
all the treatments 7 and that with the exception of the shallowest 
ploughing depth treatment at Hatcliffe 7 the hard layers were 
between a few mm and 150 mm below the nominal ploughing depth. 
At Hatcliffe the hard layer was approximately 225 mm below 
the nominal ploughing depth (100 mm). The pans all had 
strengths of between 16 and 24 bars at ' field capacity' . 
The pans showed many of the characteristics of tillage 
pans 7 but their existence could not be attributed exclusively 
to the imposed ploughing depth treatments. Rather, the pans 
resulted from a combination of interacting factors, viz. the 
previous history of the soils 7 the imposed tillage treatments, 
crop and climatic factors. 
In order to investigate more closely the physical factors 
affecting soil strength 7 the basic theory of needle pene-
trometers was studied 7 and a laboratory penetrometer which was 
designed taking into account these theoretical considerations, 
is described . Data obtained on undisturbed cores showed that 
soil strength was highly dependent upon bulk densitY 7 matric 
potential and so i l texture . 
A comprehensive range of undisturbed cores was taken at 
various depths within each treatment from each of the four 
tillage trials and subjected to extensive physical measurements 
in the laboratory to determine the effects of continuous 
ploughing to specified depths on soil physical parameters. 
Parameters measured were soil strength 7 air space. at high matric 
potentia1 7 bulk densitY 7 soil texture and available moisture . 
Aeration status of the soils was adequate 7 air space being 
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above 14% at all levels in all the soils at ' field capacity 'o 
Even at - 20 mbar matri c potential air space was above 9% 
everywhere 0 Available soil moisture increased with increased 
silt plus clay content 1 so Makoholi had the lowest available 
moisture and Hatcliffe the highesto Soil strengths measured 
in the laboratory corresponded closely with those measured 
with the field penetrometero From the field and laboratory 
measurements it was concluded that soil strength was the 
factor most likely to restrict root growth in these soilso 
Root profiles extracted from the three ploughing depth treat-
ments at Grasslands confirmed th i so 
Maize yield data showed that on the three coarse-textured 
soils (Domboshawa 9 Grasslands and Makoholi)9 yield increased 
with increased depth of ploughing9 and that there was a marked 
seasonal effect9 ploughing depth having a relatively greater 
effect on maize yield in dry seasons than in weto At Hatcliffe, 
however 9 where no pan existed near the surface in the shallow 
ploughed treatment9 the ploughing depth effect was not signifi-
cant9 nor was there any significant seasonal effect of ploughing 
depth on maize yieldo These findings9 together with the data 
for available soil moisture 1 indicate that high soil strength 
pans 9 by limiting rooting depth and thus the amount of water 
available to the plant, are limiting maize yields in these soils. 
The solution to the problems caused by the development of 
pans would be the introduction of a tillage rotation system 
in which shallow ploughing9 deep ploughing and ripping were 
used in rotation4 There is little information at present on 
how quickly tillage pans develop within the soil; the rate 
of development would be highly dependent upon the soil itself 
and several external factors 9 in particular soil moisture at 
ploughing? crop and climatic factors o Nevertheless 9 it would 
be relatively easy to follow the development of hard layers 
using the field penetrometer9 and these measurements could be 
used to improve the quality and efficiency of tillage practiceso 
APPEND IX 2 0 1 
Electrode potential-reduction current readings for four electrodes with two initial 
surface conditions 
Electrode 2 Electrode 8 Electrode 11 Electrode 14 
Electrode Reduction Electrode Reduction Electrode Reduction Ele c trode Reduction 
potential current potential current potential current potential current 
V 9mV i 9pA V9 mV i 9pA V 9mV i 9pA V 9mV i 9pA 
1 ) iClean ' electrodes 
282 29 45 272 2 940 291 2 955 266 2 ~ 52 
277 2 941 264 29 35 285 29 51 264 2 949 
274 2 935 259 2 930 283 2 945 262 2 944 
271 2 932 256 2 926 281 29 41 259 2 942 
267 2 928 253 2 924 274 2 938 254 2 937 
2) ' Aged' electrodes 
196 2 917 177 1 ,97 203 29 21 178 2 912 
143 1 992 116 1 978 158 29 05 155 1 996 
114 1 986 104 1 972 123 1 991 129 1 987 
92 1 978 89 1 965 102 1 985 103 1 982 





APPENDIX 2 02 4" • 
. Regression analysis of electrode potential-reduction current 
for electrodes with two ini tial surface conditions 
Analysis of variance of current 
Source DF SS MS F 
Overall line 1 0~434 029 0 9 434 029 775,05*** 
Between condition slopes 1 0 , 025 248 0 9 008 416 15,03*** 
Between electrode slopes 3 0 9 000 611 0 9 000 204 ~ 1 
C x E slopes 3 0 ~ OO1 272 O ~ OOO 424 ~1 
Within sets error 24 0~013 440 0 9 000 560 
Total within sets 32 0 9 474 600 
Regression equations : 
Clean electrodes: 1 = 0,010 44V - 0~422 
R2 = 0~934*** 
Aged electrodes: 1 = 0 9 003 85V + 1 9385 
R2 = 0~973*** 
NOTE: Throughout this thesis the following connotations are 
used for significance levels: 
* p = 0,05 
** p = 0,01 








Electrode potential- reduction current readings for five electrodes measured 12 times in two days 
Electrode 2 Electrode 4 Electrode 8 Electrode 11 .Electrode 14 
Electrode Reduction Electrode Reduction Electrode Reduction Electrode Reduct i on Electrode Reduc tion 
potential current potential current potential current potential current potential current 
mV pA mV pA mV pA mV pA mV pA 
1) Day 1 
285+ 2 950+ 275+ 2 , 70+ 280+ 2 930+ 290+ 2 60+ 9 260+ 2 955 + 
300 2 955 280 2 975 295 2 940 305 2 970 280 2 960 
300 2 955 280 2 980 300 2 940 300 2 970 295 2 960 
300 29 55 285 2 975 290 2 940 300 2 970 295 2 960 
300 29 55 285 29 75 295 2 940 305 2 970 295 2 965 
310 2 955 295 2 975 305 2 940 305 2 970 295 2 960 
2) Day 2 
295+ 2 60+ 9 280+ 2 85+ 9 300+ 2 945 + 300+ 29 70+ 240+ 2 965 + 
300 2 955 280 2 980 295 29 45 300 2 970 280 2 960 
300 2 955 275 2 975 295 29 45 295 29 70 285 2 960 
300 2 955 275 2 975 295 2 945 295 29 70 285 2 960 
295 2 955 275 2 975 290 29 45 295 2 965 285 2 960 
295 2 950 275 2 975 285 29 45 290 2 965 280 2 960 
-" 
~ 
+Readings rejected in subsequent analysis 
\.0 
(see text) 
CV = 0 978% 
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APPENDIX 204 
Regression analysis of relationship between oxygen flux index 
(OFI) and air space in the range . 3-1 5% air space for four soils 
Analys is of variance 
Source DF SS MS 
Regression 1 1 91 3 78238 913,82 
Between soils 3 13 75281 47 51 
Error 7 59 79390 8 75627 
Total 1 1 1 987 72909 
Regress ion equation 
OFI = 2990 (air space) - 8 932 




APPEND IX 3. 1 
Calculated and measured gauge readings over a period 
months during calibration of a field penetrometer 
Calculated Dates of measurement 
reading 11/71 12/71 1/72 2/72 3/72 
79 4 79 8 8 90 79 8 8 90 79 5 
14 97 15 97 15 98 15 95 16 90 15 92 
229 1 229 8 23 92 22 98 24 90 23 90 
29 94 30 90 30 93 30 9 0 31 92 30 94 
36 9 8 37 97 38 95 37 93 38 94 37 99 
44,2 449 5 449 8 449 7 46 9 0 45 92 
51 95 52,0 52 90 51 97 53,2 52 92 
58 99 59 70 59 90 59 70 60 91 59 99 
Regress ion analysis of variance 
Source DF SS MS 
Regression 1 11 336 946 11 336 946 
Between times 4 1 920 0 730 
Error 30 3 757 0 7 11 90 
Total 35 11 341723 
Regress ion relation: Calculated reading (x) versus 
Measured reading (y) 
y = 0 9998x + 0 987 















27 52 NS 
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APPENDIX 4.1 
Details of tillage trials 
SITES ~ a) Domboshawa: Domboshawa .Training Schoo1 9 north of 
SalisburY9 land on main entrance road 
near school kitchen o 
b) Grasslands~ Grasslands Research Station 9 west of 
Marandellas 9 in Trollip ' s triangleo 
c) Makoholi: Makoholi Experiment Station, north of 
Fort Victoria 9 in Block 01 0 
d) Hatcliffe: Agricultural Engineering Centre at 
Hatcliffe Estate, north of Salisbury. 
Land at the end of the experimental 
block below the offices. 
SOILS~ a) Domboshawa: sandy loam changing to sandy clay loam 
at about 300 mm . Derived from granite. 
CROP~ 
b) Grasslands: loamy sand/sandy loam changing to 
slightly ' heavier ' sandy loam at about 
300 mmo Derived from granite . 
c) Makoholi: 
d) Hatcliffe: 
deep sando Derived from granite. 
sandy clay loam changing to sandy clay 
at about 300 mm o Derived from banded 
ironstone o 
The three granite-derived soils are para-ferrallitic 9 
as defined by Thompson (1965)9 and their clay fractions 
consist practically entirely of kaolinite and amorphous 
sesquioxides of iron and aluminiumo The Hatcliffe 
soil is fersiallitic, the clay fraction being predomi-
nantly kaolinite, but with some 2:1 lattice mineralso 
Continuous maize, fertilized to yield between 4,5 and 
5 96 t ha-
1 at Makoholi and between 6,7 and 7 , 8 t ha- 1 
at Domboshawa, Grasslands and Hatcliffe. At Domboshawa, 
Grasslands and Makoholi stover was removed from the 
plots 9 while at Hatcliffe the stover was incorporated o 
TREATMENTS: Depth of plough ing ~ 100 9 230 and 355 mm 
Type of plough ~ mouldboard and disc 
Compost levels appl i ed at Domboshawa, Grasslands 
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and Makoholi: 0; 5 and 10 t ha-1 (DM) per season 
Fertilizer levels applied before ploughing at 
Hatcliffe: 0, 112 kg compound G + 112 kg lime 
per ha, 224 kg compound G + 224 kg lime per ha o 
DESIGN: 3 x 2 x 3 split-plot factorial o At Domboshawa~ 
Makoholi and Hatcliffe there were six replicates 
arranged in six randomised blocks 9 and at Grasslands 
there were four replicates arranged in four randomised 
blocks o The treatment combinations of depth of 
ploughing and type of plough occupied the main plotsy 
with the rates of compost or fertilizer accommodated 
by splitting each main plot into three sub-plots o 
These latter treatments were arranged at random 
within each of the main plots o 
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Depths of sampl i ng for undisturbed cores from the Domboshawa , 
Grasslands , Makoholi and Ratcliffe tillage trials 
a) Zero compost , disc ploughed plots at Domboshawa, 













75 - 150 
150 - 225 
225 - 300 






75 - 150 
250 - 325 
325 - 400 
400 - 475 
sampled = 72 
sampled = 48 
sampled = 72 
355 mm 
75 - 150 
250 - 325 
400 - 475 




b) 10 t ha 
-1 
compost, disc ploughed plots at Grasslands 
Six cores on each replicate, corresponding to depths of 
sampling 2 and 3 on each ploughing depth treatment above o 
Total of 24 cores o 
c) Zero fertilizer, disc ploughed plots at Ratcliffe 
Six cores taken on each treatment, depths of sampling 
identical in each treatment. 
Depth of Depth of 
sample sampling , mm 
1 75 - 150 
2 150 - 225 
3 225 - 300 
4 300 - 375 
5 375 - 450 
6 450 - 525 
S i x replicates sampled = 108 cores 
APPENDIX 4.301 
Particle size distribution DOMBOSHAWA 
Ploughing Depth of Clay Silt Sand Sand % Textural depth, sample % % % class mm Coarse Medium Fine 
1 11 ~ 8 3~5 84 17 17,2 36,9 30 16 SaLm 
2 13~3 3,4 83~3 17,1 33,2 33,0 SaLm 
100 3 2114 3 11 75,5 14,6 26 11 34~8 SaC1Lm 
4 25 15 4,6 69,9 12,6 21 ~ 5 35~8 SaC1Lm 
1 14~2 2,8 83~0 17 ~ 8 32,4 32 18 SaLm 
2 18 9 4 2,6 79,0 17 ~ 1 27,4 34,5 SaLm 
230 3 24~6 4,2 71 ~ 2 12~4 21 ~ 6 37~2 SaC1Lm 
4 24~8 4,4 70~8 12~8 20~9 37 ~ 1 SaC1Lm 
1 16,3 2~5 81 ~ 2 17 ~ 1 31 ,5 32~6 SaLm 
2 16,5 2,4 81 ~ 1 17,2 31 ,3 32~6 SaLm 
355 3 22,7 3,8 73~5 14,3 23~6 35~6 SaC1Lm 
4 24,3 4,4 71 ,3 11 ,5 20~8 39,0 SaC1Lm 
Particle size classes: 
Clay <"0~002 mm Fine sand 0~02 - 0,2 mm 
Silt 0~002 - 0~02 mm Medium sand 0~2 · - 0~5 mm -->. 
VI 
Sand 0~02 - 2~0 mm Coarse sand 0,5 - 2,0 mm VI 
APPENDIX 4 03 . 2 
Partic~ size distribution 
Ploughing Depth of Clay Silt depth7 sample % % mm 
1 9 76 27 7 
2 12 92 2 92 
10O 3 15 9° 2,4 
4 16,5 4,4 
1 13,4 2 , 8 
2 15,2 2,6 
230 3 18 , 5 47 2 
4 19 , 1 3 , 8 
1 12 , 7 2 , 4 
2 13,0 2,1 
355 3 18 , 9 3,9 
4 17 , 8 4,9 
Sand Sand % 
% Coarse Medium 
87,7 35,5 32,7 
85,6 34,3 30,9 
82 76 33,6 25,9 
79 71 30,2 21 ,8 
83,8 31 ,6 28,8 
82,2 30,0 27,2 
77,3 27,1 20 , 7 
77,1 25,8 20 , 2 
84,9 35,5 27 , 9 
84,9 34,8 27,2 
77,2 30,1 18,9 
77 , 3 29,5 18 , 6 
Fine 
19 9 5 
20,4 
23 91 
27 9 1 
23 , 4 
25 , ° 
29,5 
31 71 
21 , 5 
22,9 
28 , 2 
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Particle size distribution 
Ploughing Depth of Clay Silt depth sample % % mm 
1 2 9 0 2 ~ 8 
2 2 , 3 2 95 
100 3 2 ~ 4 3 , 1 
4 2 ~ 8 2,9 
1 2 , 2 2 94 
2 2 , 7 2 , 3 
230 3 3 , 1 2 , 6 
4 3, 1 2,9 
2,7 2 97 
2 2 , 7 2 ~ 9 
355 3 3 , 3 2,9 
4 3 , 7 2 , 8 
Sand 
% Coarse 
95 ~ 2 33,6 
95,2 33,4 
94,5 34,9 
94,3 33 , 7 
95,4 33 95 
95 90 32 , 6 
94 93 33,2 
94 , 0 33 , 3 
94,6 32 90 
94 , 4 31 , 8 




34 9 8 26,8 
34 , 8 27,0 
32,4 27 , 2 
31 ? 7 28,9 
35,3 26 , 6 
35 91 27 93 
33 ~ 4 27 , 7 
32 95 28,2 
35 , 0 27,6 
35 , 3 27 , 3 
32 , 6 28 , 1 



















Particle size distribution HATCLIFFE 
Ploughing Depth of Clay Silt Sand Sand % Textural 
depth~ sample % % % class mm Coarse Medium Fine 
1 26,7 14,1 59,2 3,1 4,5 51 ,6 SaClLm 
2 28~6 12,6 58~8 3 97 4,7 50 ,4 SaClLm 
3 34,2 10,9 54,9 3,0 3,3 48,6 SaClLm 
10O 4 36,9 10,0 53,1 2,5 2,5 48,1 SaC l 
5 39,2 11 ,2 49,6 2,5 2,5 44,6 SaCl 
6 38,3 11 , 3 50,4 2,3 2,4 45,7 SaCl 
1 27,6 12,8 59,6 3,9 4,7 51 , ° SaClLm 
2 27 93 12, 1 60,6 3,5 4,8 52,3 SaClLm 
3 30,0 11 93 58,7 3,9 4,7 50,1 SaClLm 
230 4 33,8 11 ,7 54,5 3,4 3,2 47,9 SaClLm 
5 38,0 11 93 50,7 29 3 2,4 46,0 SaCl 
6 38,0 11 ,3 50,7 2,3 2,5 45,9 SaCl 
1 29,1 11 ,6 59,3 4,1 4,3 50 ,9 SaClLm 
2 28,3 11 ,7 6090 3,5 3,9 52 ,6 SaClLm 
3 28,5 12,4 59 91 3,8 4,2 51 , 1 SaClLm 
355 4 30,5 11 ,2 58,3 4,0 4,2 5 0,1 SaClLm 
5 35 96 11 ,9 52,5 3,2 3,3 46,0 SaCl 
V1 
00 
6 37,2 11 ,2 51 ,6 2,3 2,4 46,9 SaCl 
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1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 
121 9 971 79 79 3 978 8 960 6 912 6,26 5 914 6,77 
122 10 907 8 943 4 959 9 9 67 6 934 6 951 79 70 79 62 
123 10,08 9 902 5 , 09 9 988 6 992 7,25 7,95 8,03 
Mean 9,96 8 941 4,49 9 938 6,46 6 967 6 993 7,47 
221 9 924 8,50 5,75 8,58 6,88 6,42 5,87 7,32 
222 9,54 9,21 5,95 9,47 7,20 7,26 7,38 8,00 
223 10,02 9,33 6,22 10,60 79 31 7,19 9,33 8,57 
Mean 9,60 9 902 5,97 9,55 7,13 6,96 7,53 7,96 
321 9,22 8,78 5,92 8 975 6,97 7,32 5,51 7,50 
322 9 918 9,14 6,15 9,84 7,22 6,88 7,68 8,01 
323 9,28 9,29 6,22 10,54 7,39 7,35 8,13 8,31 
Mean 9,23 9,07 6,10 9,71 7,19 7 , 18 7 ,11 7,94 
- 21 9,39 8,36 5,15 8,64 6,66 6,67 5 , 51 7,20 
- 22 9,60 8,93 5,56 9,66 6,92 6,88 7,59 7,88 
-23 9,80 9 921 5,84 10 934 7,21 7,26 8,47 8,30 
Mean 9,59 8,83 5 , 52 9,55 6,93 6,94 79 19 7,79 
+ Treatment code : 
Ploughing depth Type of plough Compost 
(1st digit) (2nd digit) (3rd digit) 
1 = 100 mm 1 = mouldboard 1 = Nil 
2 = 230 mm 2 = disc 2 = 5 t ha-1 D.M o 
3 = 355 mm 3 = 10 t ha - 1 D. M. 
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1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 
121 8 969 6 992 3 960 5 923 3 1 19 2 907 6 1 07 5 9 11 
122 9 934 7 972 4 933 9 932 5 9 26 4 930 8 960 6,98 
123 9 904 7 , 86 4 906 9 9 44 5 9 05 4 935 8 944 6 989 
Mean 9 902 7 950 49 00 8 900 4 950 3 , 57 7 970 6,33 
22 1 8 , 34 6 987 3 , 70 8 , 24 49 63 4,03 7 997 6,26 
222 8 , 32 7 , 83 3 , 65 9 9 35 5 , 74 4 988 9,27 7,01 
223 8 , 59 7,82 3 , 73 10 , 00 5 , 85 4 , 94 9,42 7,19 
Mean 8 941 7 , 51 3 , 69 9 , 20 5 941 49 62 8 1 89 6 1 82 
321 8 , 68 7 , 00 3 988 6 980 4 , 62 3,98 79 10 6,01 
322 8 , 57 7 954 4 , 14 8 , 31 5 , 23 4 1 62 8 , 98 6 1 77 
323 8 , 96 8,32 4 , 17 10,50 6 1 48 6 1 06 9,23 7 , 67 
Mean 8 , 74 7 , 62 4,06 8 , 54 5 , 45 4 , 89 8 , 44 6 1 82 
- 21 8 , 57 6 , 93 3 , 73 6 , 76 4 , 15 3 , 36 7 , 05 5 , 79 
- 22 8 , 74 7 , 70 4 , 04 8 , 99 5 941 49 60 8 , 95 6,92 
- 23 8 , 86 8 , 00 3 998 9 1 98 5 979 5 912 9 903 79 25 
Mean 8 972 7 , 54 3 992 8 958 5 912 4 , 36 8 934 6 965 
+ footnote i n see append i x 6 01 01 for explanation of code 
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1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 
121 3 927 3 998 1 928 0 977 2 , 63 3 960 5 987 3 987 
122 29 85 4 982 0 989 0 9 58 2 993 4~ 08 6 968 49 27 
123 2 931 49 47 0 9 70 0 9 41 2 998 4 901 6 976 4 911 
Mean 2 981 4 942 0 9 96 0 9 59 2 985 3 9 90 6 9 44 4 908 
221 5 9 25 49 50 0 9 74 0 938 29 80 3 9 44 6 9 24 49 45 
222 5 9 63 5 946 0 960 0 9 55 3 935 49 14 7 957 5 923 
223 5 934 6 929 0 9 31 0 930 3 932 4 900 79 82 5 936 
Mean 5 940 5 942 0 955 0 9 41 3 916 3 986 7 921 5 901 
321 6 953 5 916 0, 38 0 926 2 9 8.1 3 991 7 904 5 909 
322 6 963 5 953 0 931 0 9 27 3 9 13 49 34 8 942 5 961 
323 6 9 65 6 935 0 924 0 915 3 924 4 942 8 983 5 9 90 
Mean 6 960 5 968 0 931 0 922 3 906 49 23 8 910 5 9 53 
-2 1 5 902 49 55 0 980 0 9 47 29 75 3 965 6 9 38 49 47 
-22 5 904 5 9 27 0 960 0 947 3 915 49 19 7 955 5 904 
-23 49 77 5 970 0 9 42 0 929 3 918 49 15 79 80 5 9 12 
Mean 4 994 5 9 17 0 961 0 941 3 9 02 3 999 7 925 49 88 
+ footnote in appendix 6 010 1 for explanat i on of code see 
11967 and 1968 yields excluded (see text) 
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Ma i ze y i eld (t ha- 1 ) RATCLIFFE 
Tr eatment Year 
c ode+ Mean 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 
12 1 7 914 3 950 6 ~ 74 3 931 5 9 09 9 ~ 08 6 ~ 72 5 994 
122 7 933 3 960 7 ~ 02 4 934 5 977 9 941 7 920 6 938 
123 7 955 49 09 7 940 5 9 08 5 973 9 9 55 7 983 6 975 
Mean 7 934 3 973 7 905 4 925 5 953 9 9 35 7 925 6 936 
22 1 8 961 3 976 7 908 3 988 4 982 9 9 04 7 950 6 939 
222 8 948 3 975 6 9 96 3 926 49 94 9 952 79 48 6 934 
223 8 9 25 3 980 7 906 3 998 5 954 9 924 79 28 6 945 
Mean 8 945 3 977 7 903 3 971 5 9 10 9 927 7 942 6 9 39 
321 8 9 76 2~93 6 9 77 2 ~ 58 4 959 8 970 7 ~ 74 6~01 
322 8 926 3 944 6 9 77 3 9 19 5 932 9 930 7 984 6 9 30 
323 8 913 3 940 6~79 3 903 5 914 9,35 7 990 6,25 
Mean 8 938 3 9 26 6 978 2 993 5 9 02 9 912 7 983 6 919 
- 21 8 917 3 940 6 9 86 3 926 4 984 8 994 7 932 6 9 11 
- 22 8 902 3 960 6 992 3 960 5 934 9 941 7 951 6 934 
- 23 7 998 3 976 7 908 4 903 5 947 9 938 7 967 6 948 
Mean 8 906 3 958 6 ~ 95 3 963 ,5 922 9 9 24 7 950 6 931 
+ f ootnote i n appendi x 6 01 01 for expl anat ion of code see 
Fert i l i zer level at plough l ng 
(3rd di git ) 
1 = Nil 
2 = 112 kg c ompound G + 112 kg l i me per ha 
3 = 224 kg compound G + 22 4 kg l i me per ha 
APPENDIX 602 01 
Ra i nfall (mm) and se ason c lassi f icat i on 
Month 
1965 1966 1967 
Oc t o 27 ~ 9 O ~ O . 9 ~ 7 
Nov o 189 ~ 7 59 ~ 2 33 ~ 5 
De c o 73 ~ 7 1 36 ~ 9 130 1 8 
Jan o 128 ~ 0 244 ~ 3 120 9 4 
Feb o 272 ~ 5 245 ~ 6 117 9 1 
Mar o 97 , 5 2 25 ~ 3 43 9 2 
Apr il 60 9 5 24 ~ 1 13 9 2 
To t a l 849 ~ 8 935 1 4 467 ~ 9 
Se ason 
classl f ic ation Wet We t Dry 
Season 
1968 1969 1970 
O ~ O 1 05 ~ 4 4 ~ 1 
1 00 ~ 6 23 ~ 4 204 ~ 7 
1 51 ~ 4 432 ~ 6 87 1 6 
395~5 173 ~ 7 246 ~ 6 
80 1 3 39 ~ 1 96 ~ 5 
123 ~ 2 22 ~ 9 29 1 0 
30 ~ 2 67 ~ 6 97 ~ 8 
881 ~ 2 864 1 7 766 ~ 3 
Wet Wet Dry 
1971 
15 ~ 2 
112 ~ 5 
102 9 9 
275 9 6 
118 1 6 
228 9 6 
72 ~ 9 




1965 - 71 
23 9 2 
103 9 4 
159 1 4 
226 ~ 3 
138 ~ 5 
11 0 ~ 0 
52 ~ 3 
813 9 1 
(j\ 
v.> 
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Ra i nfall (mm) and season class i fi cation 
Season 
Month 
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 
Oct o 54,6 2 , 3 25 , 4 0 , 5 137,7 
Nov o 169 , 2 45,2 55 , 4 199 , 4 76 , 5 
Dec o 35 , 3 136 , 4 169 , 4 144 , 5 303 , 8 
Jan o 128 , 5 273 , 1 30 , 7 212,3 101 , 3 
Feb o 274 , 1 284 , 2 78,7 29,0+ 17,3 
Mar. 92 , 7 39,4 8,1 247 , 1 27 , 2 
April 68 , 6 16,3 86,6 55,4 65 , 5 
Total 823 , 0 796 , 9 454,3 888,2 729,3 
Season 
class i fication Wet Wet Dry Wet Dry 
+Trial received extra 15 mm of rain not received at recording site 
1970 1971 
3,0 36 , 8 
250 , 2 165 , 7 
149 , 6 197 , 5 
203 , 5 236 , 9 
77,6 187 , 9 
30,0 126 , 3 





1965 - 71 
37 , 2 
137 , 4 
162 , 4 
169 , 5 
135 , 5 
81 , 5 
59,8 
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Rainfall (mm) and season classification 
Month 
1965 1966 1967 
Oct o 23~1 1 ~ 3 66~8 
Nov o 1 03 ~ 1 79 98 18 95 
De co 16 95 280~7 93 97 
Jan o 126 97 178 ~ 1 13~0 
Feb o 194 93 11 9 ~ 1 95 90 
Mar o 67 91 35 , 1 16 98 
April 8 9 4 30 90 20 9 3 . 
Total 539 92 724 , 1 324 ~ 1 
Season 
classification Dry Wet 
+Survival water applied 
Season 
1968 1969 1970 
1 90 65 98 0 95 
64 95 92~2 128 90 
238~0 172~2 81 93 
82~8 1 9 ~ 1 198 9 4 
19, 1 21 ,3+ 44,0 
260~6 11 19 13,3 
69~9 30 90 36,2 














1965-66 ~ 69-71 




11 3 9 1 
36 94 
37 94 
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Rainfall (mm) and season classification 
Month 
1968+ 1969+ 1970 
Oct o 0 107 3 
Novo 106 28 211 
Deco 154 414 108 
Jano 279 156 173 
Febo 68 56 131 
Mar c 124 35 40 
Apr i l 106 55 13 
































33 1 7 
128 ~ 0 
206 9 3 
171 1 3 
158 1 0 
94 1 0 
60 ~ 0 
851 ~ 3 
+No rai nfall records available for Ratcliffe for these years 1 figures presented are the means 
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